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Fiction by ADAM HASLETT

T H E  O P E N I N G - D A Y  C E L E B R A T I O N  T H A T  T H E  N E W  W O R L D  T R A D E  C E N T E R  N E V E R  G O T

THE PARTY  
OF THE 

CENTURY

was there.

For the final installment in our ten-part series on the rebuilding of the World Trade Center—and the actual opening day—see page 84. 9

At the grand ball for the opening of the 

Tower of Freedom. Like millions of citi-

zens, I’d entered the public lottery for tick-

ets, but there were only two winners, and 

I wasn’t one of them. Through sheer luck, 

I scored a pass from an insider. He said it 

was the last one. 

Outside, police had set up one pen for 

the media trucks and another for the pro-

testers. Brian Williams was reporting live 

from the scene, Escalades arriving be-

hind him by the minute. As I walked up 

the red carpet, a hundred camera shutters 

snapped, and I fgured the photographers 

had mistaken me for someone else, but it 

was Christie and Cuomo stepping out of 

their SUVs behind me, smiling and wav-

ing for the press. 

Through the entrance, beautiful young 

women with clipboards smiled keenly and 

pointed me toward an escalator. I rode up 

a few steps behind Barbara Walters, and 

as the two of us stepped off into the huge, 

airy whiteness of the lobby we were ush-

ered together onto a waiting elevator. We 

rode in silence for several minutes before I 

had the gumption to say, “It’s amazing, isn’t 

it, all of this?” She smiled, as if charmed by 

my naivete. “Are you someone’s guest?” 

she asked. “Do I need to be?” At this she 

laughed, but the doors slid open before I 

could ask her why. 

I  M U S T  H A V E  B E E N  too stunned to 

move, because a black-suited guard yanked 

me out of the way of the others streaming 

in. Who knew that up here, higher than the 

observation deck, higher than the high-

est offces, the three-ringed structure atop 

the tower, from which the spire ascended, 

was the most elegantly appointed ballroom 

you could imagine? A vast white marble 

foor. Four giant crystal chandeliers hung 

around the central column of the spire’s 

base. Polished mahogany bars, billowing 

vases of orchids, and, of course, the wrap-

around windows, forty-feet high, with 

views that stretched far above the lights of 

the city and the harbor, out over the ocean 

in one direction and the country in anoth-

er. As if Philip Johnson and Busby Berke-

ley had dreamed a dream together. 

There were no pictures of this on the 

Web. And the crowd that flled that room! 

Unbelievable. Rudy Giuliani and John  

McCain—you could have predicted those 

two, though maybe not so much that 

they’d be wearing matching red track-

suits and yukking it up at the bar with 

Kevin Costner. Bloomberg, Brokaw, Eli 

Manning—sure. But Tom Hanks, Clint 

Eastwood, Sandra Bullock, Leo DiCaprio? 

Everyone was there. 

They’d emptied Hollywood and, from 

what I could tell, Silicon Valley and the 

banks, too. Brin and Page, Gates, Dorsey, 
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DICK CHENEY, IN TUX  
AND WHITE GLOVES, WAS 
TAKING BETS IN CASH. 

Buffett. Ben Bernanke, Bob Rubin, Hank 

Paulson. Even Carlos Slim had made the 

trip from Mexico. What he and Madonna 

had to chat about is beyond me, but there 

they were, clinking glasses. 

You’d think the paparazzi would be go-

ing haywire, but there wasn’t a photog-

rapher in sight. This was private, strictly 

private. I’d barely fnished my frst glass 

of champagne when the lights dimmed 

and we were told the dancing was about 

to commence. The crowd applauded as the 

duet walked onstage. Condi Rice, in a lit-

tle Chanel number, on piano, and Ahmad 

Chalabi, in a bomber jacket, on oud. They 

were wobbly to begin with, but they settled 

in as the frst pair stepped onto the foor. 

Donald Rumsfeld and Kiefer Sutherland 

took each other by the waist, joined their 

raised hands, and set off into a Viennese 

waltz. Despite his rigid posture, Rumsfeld 

moved with remarkable ease, deftly for-

ward and back to the lilt of the Strauss, 

head lifted high. Soon other couples joined 

in. I thought for a moment Bibi Netanyahu 

On the edges of the dance, the party was 

in full swing, champagne fowing, marti-

nis brimming, waiters passing lines of fne-

ly cut coke on silver trays. I didn’t think 

it could get any headier than this. Until 

Jennifer Lawrence, in white silk and silk 

wings, appeared on the stage to say that 

while she hated to bring the dancing to a 

close, it was time now for the entertain-

ment to begin.

I N  F R O N T  O F  U S , a rectangular plat-

form emerged from the depths of the or-

chestra pit that everyone could see now 

had been flled with water thick with glis-

tening snakes. There were two people 

standing on it. One, a middle-aged white 

woman with scraggly brown hair and a 

creased face, in a faded red tank top print-

ed with the single word oklahoma ,  and 

the other, a black guy in his twenties, in a 

blue T-shirt that read oakland .

“Ladies and gentlemen, allow me to 

present the lucky winners of the lottery! 

Our two members of the public!”

bear to watch. The shouts of the onlook-

ers were deafening. In the end, it didn’t last 

long. Someone in the crowd tossed a gun 

to the woman and she shot her opponent 

in the chest, sending him lurching into the 

pit with an enormous splash that caused 

those closest to recoil, lest one of the ser-

pents spring from the pool.  

Turning away, I saw a gray-haired man 

high on a balcony above the fray. He wore 

a tan smock and stood in front of a gi-

ant easel. It wasn’t until I moved closer, 

squinting, that I recognized our forty-third 

president, putting what seemed to be the 

fnishing touches on a history painting of 

the scene. Noticing my gaze, he smiled 

warmly and nodded.

A moment later, the commotion began. I 

followed everyone’s eyes upward and saw 

the plates of the gilt ceiling begin to re-

tract, opening onto the night sky and the 

illuminated spire rising up to 1,776. The 

skin of the central column was retracting 

too, into the foor, revealing four polished 

steel ladders.  

That’s what all the jostling was about. 

The women were kicking off their shoes, 

the men tossing their drinks aside. Those 

closest started climbing frst, moving with 

remarkable speed and agility, as if beneath 

all the trappings of glamour they were ath-

letes or, more precisely, their own corps of 

Special Forces. 

Beyoncé disappeared past the roofine 

in seconds, Jamie Dimon and Larry Sum-

mers not far behind her. They were pour-

ing up all sides of the column now and I 

followed them, reaching the frst deck, 

out in the open air. But they kept stream-

ing over me, those faces from the screens, 

scrambling higher still toward the missile-

shaped peak.

Barbara Walters had paused beside me, 

winded. “What’s up there?” I asked her as 

Angelina leapt past us, followed by Chris-

tie swaddled in a rope harness and Cuo-

mo at his heels. 

“It’s the most exclusive bar in the world,” 

she said. “Only one seat. And it’s already tak-

en. But that doesn’t stop them from trying.”

“Taken by whom?”

“A ghost,” she said. “They’re trying to 

evict it.” ∂

Adam Haslett is the author of You Are Not 

a Stranger Here and Union Atlantic. His 

new novel will be out next year.
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had walked on without a partner, but there 

was Claire Danes, curtsying to the prime 

minister, and together they swung into mo-

tion. Mitch McConnell smiled ear to ear at 

Taylor Swift and clutched her close. Mark 

Zuckerberg and Cory Booker looked to be 

the belles of the ball, so smoothly intimate 

they were, until Rupert Murdoch and Tony  

Blair stepped out, masters of the form, 

gliding through the silver light. 

But even they faded into the background 

as the center of the foor cleared and Hill-

ary Clinton, in a ravishing Oscar de la Ren-

ta, gave her hand to Bill, in a three-piece 

Alexander McQueen. I swear those two  

danced like Rogers and Astaire—the bruises  

and blood and effort invisible beneath the 

virtuosity of their coordination, one faw-

less execution after the next—until they’d 

drawn all the others into their wake and 

the entire ballroom foor moved in one 

sweeping motion. 

The crowd hushed, the lights once more 

dimmed, save for the two trained on the 

hapless and ill-clad man and woman bare-

foot on the thrust stage. Slowly they began 

to circle each other, crouched like wres-

tlers, but tired and weary-faced ones. Peo-

ple who had been circling each other like 

this their whole lives and were glad only 

that it would soon be over.  

To the right of the unfolding spectacle, at 

a green felt table, Dick Cheney, in tux and 

white gloves, was taking bets in cash. Ev-

erybody wanted in on the action. Soon the 

attendants had to start hauling the money 

away in garbage pails, there was so much of 

it. Bettors grew indignant that they weren’t 

being allowed to spend more on the cause 

of their humble champions. 

“Enough!” Jennifer shouted, breaking 

into giggles. “You guys are crazy!”

When the actual fighting began, the 

scraping and the punching, I couldn’t 
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P A G E  2 6
The Esquire  
Manual: Funerals
Manners for the macabre! 

It’s tricky for this piece not 

to come across as glib. Grief 

is messy and boundless, but I 

will try my best to color inside 

the lines next time I attend 

the funeral of a loved one.

P A G E  3 4
“The Last Supper”
Chefs have been the new rock 

stars for years. And restau-

rants are like venues. I think 

the next step is to have pro-

fessional photography stu-

dios in restaurants so that 

people can really get the 

proper lighting on their  

dishes for all those social- 

media pictures they’re tak-

ing. But then it would also  

be like a family-photo stu-

dio, where you can dress 

your steak up in a little sail-

or outft.

P A G E  3 8
“The Comedy  
of Self-Contempt”
Millennials have mastered 

self-disgust and are hating 

themselves for the right rea-

sons? Isn’t this just another 

way of saying it’s a generation 

that is preternaturally self-

aware? I love Broad City. I’m 

not a millennial, so I probably 

love it for the wrong reasons. 

But I don’t care.

P A G E  6 2
“The Meaning of Life”
These are all fantastic.  

Pithy. Sweet. Funny. Sur-

prising. There are strands of 

wisdom to cull from each of 

these pieces about life, love, 

work, family, freedom, inspi-

ration, struggle, creativity,  

and sex. I loved this quote 

from Robert Hass: “If you 

come to Shakespeare’s son-

nets with a thimble, you take 

away a thimble full of water. 

If you come with a bucket, 

you take more.”

P A G E  7 6
“I Should Have Been 
There to Protect Him”
The interview with Michael  

Brown’s father was incredi-

bly moving; the piece made 
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C A R R I E  B R O W N S T E I N

me both angry and sad. It is  

a tale of brokenness: of a 

heart, a family, an institution,  

a system, a city, a country. It’s 

diffcult to feel a sense of op-

timism with all of those frac-

tures. We have to fght and  

resist until everyone has a 

sense of what hope looks like.

P A G E  9 4
“The Apartment” /  
A Woman We Love
I’m worried for the protago-

nist in this story. Also, what 

kind of mattress does that 

couple own? A mattress so 

amazing that someone can 

sneak onto their bed—in  

between them no less!—with-

out their noticing? I never 

want that mattress—it sounds 

like a safety hazard. I’m less 

worried about Evangeline 

Lilly. She seems great. 
Half of the comedic genius behind Portlandia has returned 

to her musical roots: The January release of No Cities to Love 
marks the first album in ten years from Brownstein’s band, 

Sleater-Kinney. January also brought the premiere of the fifth 
season of everyone’s favorite hipster lampoon on IFC. Since 

the punk-rocker-turned-writer-turned-actor has built her  
career on social criticism, we asked her to critique this issue. 

 For a bonus clip from Portlandia, scan here with the Esquire2 app.

R E M E M B E R  W H E N  

W E  K I N D  O F  

U R I N AT E D  O N  T H E 

G R AV E  O F  T H E  

M U S I C  I N D U ST RY?

In the December issue, 
we stated that the user  

base of streaming-music  
service Spotify had in-

creased from 25 million to 
40 million since March of 
2013. That was accurate. 
Considerably less accu-
rate was our regrettable 

contention that 15 million 
is ten times the number 
of physical albums sold 
in 2013. Turns out there 
were 172 million physi-

cal albums (LPs, CDs, cas-
settes) sold in 2013.  

Esquire regrets the error.
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Second day of jury duty today. I can’t ad-

equately express how dismayed I was at 

the moment my name was called by the 

judge and I realized that I was one of the 

empaneled in a criminal trial. This is what 

I had to look forward to: most of two weeks 

to be spent with ffteen strangers trapped 

in overheated/underheated rooms in a 

state-government building. The prospect 

stretched out before me like a sentence, 

and at the trial’s end we were to be charged 

with determining a man’s fate. All that, plus 

one of the attorneys seems determined to 

get the proceedings off track and keep 

them there, to what end I cannot imagine.

It’s a misery and it’s a kind of burden, but 

as I listened to the judge explain why we 

should embrace this task, it became clear 

that trials by jury are superior to any of the 

imaginable alternatives, so many of which 

are currently on display in the world. In 

fact, the idealism inherent in the charge 

to jurors is profound. It seems a simple 

idea—a process whereby evidence is pre-

sented and rebutted in front of a group of 

impartial citizens; wherein the assump-

tion is that the accused is innocent un-

til proven otherwise—not just guilty but 

guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. Wow. 

We live in a culture in which, thanks to so-

cial media and tabloid journalism both off- 

and online, accusation often equals guilt. 

But the tenets of our criminal-justice pro-

cess, which we learned to take for granted 

as children, provide a welcome counter-

weight. As you sit there, immersed in the 

proceedings of the governance of a func-

tioning society, this service comes to feel 

like a weighty obligation of citizenhood, 

crucial to take seriously.

Especially when one’s period of service 

coincides with public outrage occasioned 

by the work of two other juries of a differ-

ent type—grand juries in New York and 

Missouri. The standard a grand jury ap-

plies is very different from the standard 

of a trial jury. It is simple, and it is a low 

bar: Could a reasonable person think that 

a crime may have been committed? That’s 

it. No burden of proof. Probable cause and 

preliminary fndings suffce. And citizens 

in two distinct parts of the United States 

came to the conclusion that no reasonable 

person could think that a crime might have 

been committed in the cases of the police 

killings of Michael Brown Jr. and Eric Gar-

ner. It stretched credulity, and it put my 

service in a new light.

When one’s jury service also coincides 

with the revelations from the CIA Torture 

Report—evidence of torture, killings, secret 

prisons, offcial lawlessness, and cover-up 

perpetrated by the CIA—one appreciates 

even more deeply the indispensability of a 

robust legal system and realizes the bitter 

consequences of abandoning our own stan-

dards, regardless of how serious the threat 

and how great the fear. When an idealis-

tic society succumbs to that fear, then we 

are compromised, and in danger of becom-

ing the monsters we claim to be fghting.

And when one’s period of service co-

incides with yet another failure—after 

thirteen years—to close our detention 

facility at Guantánamo Bay, it also puts 

one’s service in perspective. One hundred 

and thirty-six people remain imprisoned 

there, none of whom have been afford-

ed the due process of our system of jus-

tice, many of whom have been cleared for 

transfer. The president has pledged again 

and again to close the place, and still there 

it stands, a symbol of our inability to be 

the people we say we are.

In the end, of course, the jury system 

is not a perfect expression of the ideals 

of our founders. The attorney does turn 

out to be a bumbling incompetent. And 

because of the constant backlog of cases, 

the trial is taking place so long after the 

alleged crime that witnesses’ memories 

are clouded. But there is a deep dignity in 

the seriousness of intent and an underly-

ing decency in the system. And it leaves 

you both proud and angry. 
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C O N T I N U E D  

Friday, lunch, Commissary  
restaurant, Washington, D. C. 
MARK UDALL’S AIDE: I’m just 
gonna leave this on the table 
here. [Places a running tape  
recorder beside Raab’s.]
SCOTT RAAB: Interesting. 
MARK UDALL: She’s very 
disciplined.
SR: Can I explain what’ll 
happen? I don’t write any 
scene. It just runs kind of as a 
conversation.
AIDE: We want to tape it be-
cause I want to hear what you 
guys talk about. If you need 
anything, I’ll be right over there.
MU: Part of the reason we  
encouraged you to meet us 
here is they’ve got some New  
Belgium product. You know, 
Colorado is the number-one 
beer producer. And New  
Belgium is a leading craft  
brewer in Colorado.
SR: The whole craft-brewing  
industry has exploded.
MU: And then, of course, the 
cannabis industry in Colora-
do is well under way. I know 
people want to hear the sto-
ries, but it’s been a nonevent in 
Colorado. 
SR: I live in northern New Jer-
sey, and Chris Christie’s reac-
tion to Colorado legalizing it 
was to talk about how the quali-
ty of life has plummeted in  
Colorado as a direct result of  
legalizing marijuana. 
MU: I don’t want the gover-
nor to tell me to sit down and 
shut up, but we have a very 
high quality of life in Colora-
do. We’re the fittest state, our 
economy’s running on all  
cylinders, we’re generating a 
lot of in-migration—millenni-
als, retirees, you name it. And 
we’re undergoing what I think 
most governors would re-
spect, which is an experiment 
in legalizing cannabis. 
SR: Your loss is seen as symbol-

As he leaves the Senate, MARK UDALL talks to SCOTT RAAB about losing the election, 
Citizens United, the NSA, the CIA Torture Report, and the future of Congress
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explained the rise of super- 
empowered individuals and su-
perempowered small organiza-
tions that would franchise their 
brand, like Al Qaeda. When 
they laid out the approach to 
defeating and neutralizing 
those organizations, those indi-
viduals, it wouldn’t surprise you 
what was on that list: more per-
son-to-person diplomacy, less 
embassy-to-embassy diploma-
cy. Invest in research and de-
velopment in America so we 
have the strongest economy 
and we’re on the cutting edge. 
Create a military that is as 
much about counterinsurgen-
cy, connecting to the people 
and helping them govern their 
own afairs, as it is having the 
biggest, baddest weapons that 
you can imagine. Invest in ed-
ucation so America keeps faith 
with the idea that we’re all cre-
ated equal and we all ought to 
have equal opportunity. It’s all 
the kind of things that the Con-
gress hasn’t been doing for the 
last four years.
SR: Things have fractured to 
the point where there’s very lit-
tle discussion anymore about 
the right things to do. 
MU: Well, I got pilloried in my 
campaign for a few days for 
speaking on behalf of [mur-
dered ISIS hostages] Steven 
Sotlof and James Foley, but 
it wasn’t the determining fac-
tor in the campaign, and I did 
apologize. In efect, I was say-
ing, “If you read what they had 
to say and you sat down and 
talked to them, they would say 
to us, were they here today, 
to be careful about how you 
react to what ISIS did to me. 
‘Cause they’re trying to draw 
us in. They’re trying to sensa-
tionalize this. They’re trying to 
create recruits.”
SR: They’re marketing. 
MU: They’re marketing. Think 
this through.
SR: And instead you’ve got Joe 
Biden going, “We’ll follow them 
to the gates of hell.” I don’t 
know about this whole crusad-
er model.
MU: We’ve got to be tough. 
We’ve got to be willing to use 
force not only to defend our 
way of life but the rest of the 
world. But we’ve got to be 
smart, and we have not found 
the right equation. 
SR: Everything is driven by the 
ambition of the people who are 
holding ofice, not by an intel-
ligent, considered, thoughtful 
response.
MU: One of the reasons I’m dis-
appointed that I wasn’t reelect-

C O N T I N U E D  
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dressed in orange suits being 
beheaded now. And whether 
it’s the NSA or the CIA, some-
how we’ve managed to cre-
ate yet another, even more for-
midable terrorist organization 
while everyone at the NSA and 
CIA was supposed to be paying 
attention to this. 
MU: Rather than spying on 
Americans, let’s have the NSA 
and the CIA collecting intel-
ligence on the bad guys, so 
at least we’re aware of what 
they’re doing and what they 
might do. . . .

It was also an issue on a prag-
matic level, of resources and 
resource allocation. And the 
NSA becomes a part of that 
discussion as well. When you 

look at the sheer volume of 
the metadata they’re collect-
ing and the cost to do so, I’d like 
their focus to be more targeted. 
SR: Where did ISIS come from? 
It’s stunning to me that sudden-
ly we’re in a state that resem-
bles perpetual war.
MU: There was a homeland-se-
curity commission that went to 
work in the late 1990s, and it in-
cluded Gary Hart, who’s still a 
seminal thinker on foreign pol-
icy, and Warren Rudman, the 
senator from New Hampshire. 
And they basically predicted 
the developments of these last 
15 years, and they predicted an 
event like 9/11. They didn’t pre-
dict 9/11 itself. What was fas-
cinating, though, was they 

ic of the midterm sea change. 
How does it feel?
MU: It stings and I feel liberat-
ed. . . . I don’t like losing. I don’t 
like being turned back from the 
summit of a mountain—I’m a 
mountain climber—but I have 
always found that the moun-
tains I didn’t climb are the ones 
that taught me the most. We 
do have some things I’m work-
ing hard to get accomplished. I 
want to get the CIA Torture  
Report declassified.
[Raab’s first conversation with 
Udall took place two and a 
half weeks before the CIA Tor-
ture Report was released. Raab 
spoke with Udall again the day 
after the release of the report. 
See page 24 for that conversa-
tion. —Editors]
SR: I’ve been puzzling through 
this. You’ve talked about how 
Edward Snowden should 
come back.
MU: Yep.
SR: But he’s gonna be charged 
with crimes that could put him 
behind bars forever. And you’re 
in a position to read this into 
the public record without fear 
of prosecution.
MU: Sure. Yeah.
SR: Is there any reason not to 
do that? Not to do what Mike 
Gravel did with the Pentagon 
Papers? What is the tightrope 
there? You’ve got a $40 million 
6,300-page report, right?
MU: Yes.
SR: And all the pressure’s on 
you right now to—
MU: I have made it clear over 
the last couple of weeks—if 
the report is not declassified 
in a way that’s transparent and 
shines a bright light on what we 
did, then I will consider using 
all and any options.
SR: So you don’t just have the 
report—you have an agency 
that hacked the committee’s 
computers.
MU: Right. Four times. Four 
times.
SR: You called for CIA director 
John Brennan’s resignation. 
MU: When this report is declas-
sified, people will abhor what 
they read. They’re gonna  
be disgusted. They’re gonna 
be appalled. They’re gonna be 
shocked at what we did. But it 
will lay a foundation whereby 
we don’t do this in the future. 
That’s been my goal. That’s 
been my mission.
SR: You’ve talked about it, as 
every politician does, this idea 
that “We’re the envy of the 
world.” Well, that’s a nice trope, 
but we are not really the envy 
of the world, and there are guys 
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LEVI STEWART UDALL

Years of service: 1931 to 1960
Superior court judge in Apache County, Arizona;

justice and chief justice of the Arizona Supreme Court 

DAVID KING UDALL

Year of service: 1899
Republican representative for the Arizona  
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Years of service: 1955 to 1969
U. S. House of Representa-
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Years of service: 1961 to 1991
U. S. House of  

Representatives (D-Ariz.) 
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Years of service: 1991 to present
New Mexico attorney  

general; U. S. House of  
Representatives (D-N.M.);  

U. S. Senate (D-N.M.) 

MARK EMERY UDALL 

Years of service:  
1997 to 2015

Colorado House of Represen-
tatives; U. S. House of  

Representatives (D-Colo.); 
U. S. Senate (D-Colo.) 
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eyes of the world’s most prolifc portrait and fashion photographer:  
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Date of birth: July
18, 1950
Which makes  
him: 64
Hometown:  
Tucson, Arizona
Moved to Colorado 
when he was: 22
Wife: Maggie Fox, 
an environmental 
attorney
Whom he met: 
While they were 
both working at 
outdoor-education
organization Out-
ward Bound
Years in Congress: 

16; five terms in the 
House of Repre-
sentatives and one
term in the Senate
Cousins who’ve
served in the
Senate: Three,  
Senators Tom Udall 
(New Mexico), Mike 
Lee (Utah), and Gor-
don Smith (Oregon)
Signature legisla-
tion: Sponsored a 
Farm Bill amend-
ment that would 
protect western for-
ests from wildfires 
and bark beetles 

Hobbies: Skiing,
mountain climb-
ing, fishing, hiking,
mountain biking,
and golf
Sample achieve-
ment in sportsman-
ship: Climbed all 54 
of Colorado’s peaks 
over 14,000 feet
Lost his Senate  
seat to: Cory 
Gardner
In an election he
called: “The big-
gest, baddest 
mountain that I’d 
ever faced.” 
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MARK UDALL
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ed was I’ve spent a lot of time 
on the Armed Services and In-
telligence committees under-
standing the threat. And I have 
my own views and own experi-
ences, and the points of view, 
I suppose, didn’t quite meet 
what was happening in reality. 
But I did vote against going in-
to Iraq, because I used this for-
mulation: Does Saddam Hus-
sein hate us more than he loves 
himself? And it was my opinion, 
based on a lot of what I’d heard 
and read, that he loved himself. 
He loved running that country. 
He was not nihilistic. He wasn’t 
thinking about 70 virgins in the 
afterlife. He was thinking about 
70 virgins in this life.
SR: At each palace. 
MU: Each palace. And we’ve 
just, we’ve got to—
SR: I think the whole virginity 
thing’s overrated, by the way. 
That’s just me. 
MU: We’ve got to do more to 
lure, entice, require, cajole, de-
mand that the Turks, Egyptians, 
Iranians get more involved in 
trying to resolve what’s hap-
pening in the Middle East. 
SR: I worry about the efect  
Citizens United is having. That 
trend is getting only more difi-
cult for a legislator to deal with.
MU: This is the first real Citizens 
United election. It looks like, at 
last count, in my race $100 mil-
lion was spent, about $50 mil-
lion on each side. The $50 mil-
lion that came out at my head 
over a six-month period of time 
that basically smeared me. It 
basically worked my record 
and appealed to the lowest 

common denominator. It’s not 
all about what’s on TV, but it still 
plays a big role in our elections, 
and it’s gonna drive good peo-
ple away from running for of-
fice in both parties.
SR: All you had to say in this 
election was: He or she voted 
with Barack Obama 99 percent 
of the time, over and over and 
over and over again.
MU: They used that number 
over and over and over, just 
battered people. . . .
SR: When people say you or 
anyone else voted with Barack 
Obama 99 percent of the 
time, I’m not sure they’re talk-
ing about policy at all. They’re 
talking about the hatred peo-
ple have for this particular 
president.
MU: It’s stunning. It’s deeply 
worrying. I do think there’s an 

element of racism there. I know 
some vehemently disagree 
with me, but it’s there.
SR: To me, mountain climbing 
is a scary thing to do. What’s 
the appeal of this kind of 
challenge?
MU: Couple ways to come at 
it: When you’re on a mountain 
with people, all the titles and 
the superficial “you” fall away. 
You see people for who they 
are. The challenge is great-
er than your own self-interest. 
It brings out the best in peo-
ple. You can’t schmooze your 
way up the mountain. You don’t 
climb a mountain by accident. 
You can’t trash-talk your way 
out of a mountain. You just got-
ta climb the damn thing. The 
lessons mountain climbing has 
taught me about physical cour-
age, teamwork, patience, be-
ing the best you can be even 
when you want to just curl up 
in a ball and give up have trans-
lated into greater emotional 
strength and greater commit-
ment in a setting in some ways 
more dangerous and challeng-
ing than a mountain—politics.
[Raab’s second conversation 
with Udall took place the day 
after the CIA Torture Report 
was released, moments after a 
48-minute speech on the Sen-

ate floor in which he excoriated 
the CIA and the White House 
about interrogation policy. 
—Editors]
SR: You were right about the 
nature of the executive sum-
mary. How do you feel about 
the whole thing?
MU: I’m proud that our coun-
try has the strength to admit its 
mistakes. The enhanced-inter-
rogation-techniques program 
didn’t work. They lied about 
it. They mismanaged it. And it 
turns out that it was even more 
brutal than we thought. More 
broadly, their torture didn’t pro-
vide unique, vital intelligence 
to stop terror plots. And the 
CIA provided inaccurate infor-
mation to the Congress, the 
Justice Department, the media, 
the public, their own leaders, 
and the White House.
SR: Isn’t the argument around 
efectiveness separate from 
the moral argument?
MU: I’ve always believed Amer-
ica’s at its best and its stron-
gest when we act in a moral 
way. History shows that when 
we do, we are served well in  
the short, medium, and long 
term. To have the conversation 
about the efectiveness of tor-
ture ignores the central ques-
tion. To have that discussion 
of the efectiveness of torture 
sidesteps what’s most impor-
tant. That is that the argument 
somehow that we have the 
right to do this because these 
are bad people forgets that this 
isn’t about them. This is about 
us. We are better than them. 
We will prevail because of that, 
and that’s why the moral ques-
tion and the moral challenge is 
the most important. 
SR: Do you think the remaining 
6,000 or so pages will become 
public? 
MU: I do. It’s my fervent hope 
they will be declassified. I will 
continue to call for the entire 
report to be declassified. The 
details are important. Again, in 
the spirit of the release of the 
executive summary, the entire 
report ought to be released. ≥

 Watch, listen, share, and more—scan any page with the free Esquire2 app.

Oil 

Charli XCX  
(new album 

Sucker)

Ass

Gold

Oscar-caliber mov-
ies about tragically 
incapacitated peo-
ple (The Diving Bell 

and the Butterfly; 
Amour; Still Alice, 
starring Julianne 

Moore)

Pranking-
your-kid 

videos on 
Kimmel

Expanded  
roles for  

superior support-
ing TV charac-

ters named Saul 
(Breaking Bad 
spin-of Better 

Call Saul,  
Homeland’s 
Berenson)

Sexual  
coercion  
involving  

Jamie Dornan  
(Fifty Shades of 

Grey, Netflix  
series The Fall)
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No. 37: Funerals
This month, consoling, laughing, and shutting up in a roomful of 

 grieving loved ones—and strangers, too

THE ESQUIRE MANUAL

What to Know Going In
As rites of passage go, funerals are the best. Nothing wrong with hope or joy or jewelry, but no other  

human ritual short of war brings you face-to-face with death. No gifts, no RSVP, no chitchat with the 

guest of honor—just a long look down into the void.

And you—all youth and strength and beauty, by comparison at least, for now—you have certain duties. 

First of all: Show up. If there is any doubt at all, don’t think, go. It’s tough to imagine a circumstance—

absent a restraining order—in which someone’s presence at a funeral could provoke resentment. Not 

paying your respects in person may be held against you. If actual circumstances prevent you from 

even a brief stop by, then write a sentence or two of regret and condolence inside a card and mail it.

Also: Shut up. Beyond “I’m so sorry for your loss,” don’t fret about what to say or how. Your pres-

ence proves you care; you’re offering communal support to the living at a time of personal grief and 

hardship, when humanity writ small counts on it most. Kudos.

Also: Dress well, but quietly.

Different tribes practice different postfuneral customs. Go with the fow. As a Jew, I’m most famil-

iar with “sitting shivah,” a weeklong period of mourning observed at the family’s home, commenc-

ing right after burial and marked by vast quantities of comfort food. In the face of death, we chew. 

Should you call upon the family during shivah, bring food. You can’t go wrong with a nice dessert, 

but consider herring. Pickled, cream, or schmaltz? Your call.  —SCOTT RAAB
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A handkerchief must 
be both resilient—easily 
thrown in the wash after 
use—and gentle on the 
skin. It should be 100 
percent cotton, kept 
pristine, and unstained. 
It should be white.  
Moments that require a 
handkerchief must be 
treated with humility, 
not flamboyance. White 
bears with it surrender. 
You should always carry 
one tucked in your  
inner breast pocket—
small enough to be  
discreet, large enough 
to do its work—as you 
never know when you 
may need one, though 
inevitably you will  
need one at a funeral.  
If not for you, then  
for another.  

—JESSIE KISSINGER

T H E  T O O L :  A 

H A N D K E R C H I E F

 N E V E R A LWAYS  S O M E T I M E S

VISUAL RULE: APPROACHING THE CASKET

Regarding

Children

Pay as much 
attention to 
them as to 

their parents,  
especially if 

they are
siblings of 

the dead. The 
bond between 

siblings  
is especially 
 strong. Talk 

to them, play 
with them. If 
they want to 
run around, 

let them run. 
They’re  

dealing with 
the loss in 

their own way.
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 Watch, listen, share, and more—scan any page with the free Esquire2 app.
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How to Attend  
a Stranger’s Funeral

T H E  R U L E S 

 O F  G I V I N G  A 

 E U L O GY

You must  
write it down. 

Search for small  
truths. They don’t have 

to be truths that  
everyone agrees on, 

just ones they will  
recognize. Take notice 

of the unpolished  
details of a life. He pro-
tected his family above 

all else. She could 
sometimes be a bully. 

That man loved a cigar.

Avoid similes.

Don’t sing, unless they 
ask you to. Even then, 
consider not singing.

You may cry. 
Accept it.

Address the people in 
the front row first. Then 

address the room,
and only then the

physical world outside. 
Those are your rings  

of loyalty.

You must 
make them 

laugh.

Distilled from Tom  
Chiarella’s classic piece 

on the matter, from  
the September 2006  

issue of Esquire.  
To read the full story,  
go to esquire.com/

eulogies.

Yes, it’s a trespass. So do it quietly. Park at a distance; enter the 

church, the meeting hall, the pavilion neither frst nor last. And 

mind you: Dress right, leave your presumptions at the door, be 

quiet, and lean into pure observation as if it might save you.

Some things are certain: the darkling cowl of grief sitting  

upon the face of men and women who have lived lives, worked 

jobs, raised children, walked the garden of this life without one 

shred of certainty except this very day. And more to come. You 

may see the coffn or the corpse, the urn or the ashes. You will en-

counter candles and giant photos and impossibly stupid collages. 

And if you are lucky, there will be stories, anecdotes, poems spit 

from the mouths of remarkable cousins, and music picked by love 

itself or just some long-forgotten car trip in the ’80s.  

If you sit there and forget yourself for a while, you’ll realize 

that a funeral is the one really elegant thing we do for one anoth-

er, each in our own way. One last shot at dignity. The single mo-

ment when we are called to consider, if not speak, our most ir-

reducible truths about what matters in a life. You will learn that 

each of us—that any of us—might really matter. 

Then leave. No handshakes, no attention-getting lies about 

why you came. You arrived by yourself. You can exit that way.  

—TOM CHIARELLA

VISUAL RULE 

Another 

Thing: Sign 

the Book

When they  
return home, 
the bereaved 

may not
recall whom 
they spoke 
with or who 
showed up. 
Grief clouds 

memory. The 
book is what 
they will turn 

to. It becomes 
an indelible  
reminder of 

your support 
at a time when 

they may no 
longer be  

surrounded 
by loved ones 

on all sides. 
Sign it.

CONSULTANTS: Robert Zucker, grief counselor, author of The  
Journey Through Grief and Loss / Dr. Virginia A. Simpson, bereave-
ment-care specialist / Paul Anderson, chaplain, Joint Force Head-
quarters-National Capital Region / Dr. Alan Wolfelt, director, Center 
for Loss and Life Transition / Kathleen Brannigan, chaplain, Loyola  
University Medical Center

IF YOU 
KNOW THE  
BEREAVED,  

BUT NOT THE  
PERSON  

WHO DIED

IF YOU 
DON’T 

KNOW THE 
BEREAVED

IF YOU’VE  
FALLEN OUT  
OF TOUCH

IF THE 
DEATH HAS 

CAUSED  
UNIMAGINA-

BLE GRIEF

“How are you?” Or  
“What can I do?”  

Speak in statements.

Anything of length.

“It’s good to see you, 
though it would’ve 

been good to see you at 
Mom’s funeral, too.”

“How are you?!”

What you’re going to 
do to help them. Make 
it specific: bringing a 

meal, taking out the dog, 
taking out the neighbor’s 

asshole dog that won’t 
shut up. And, of course, 
“I’m sorry for your loss.”

Who you are and how  
you knew the person.  
Give a small detail or  

story about how he or  
she afected your life  

for the better.

“It’s good to see you. I’m 
sorry it’s under these  
circumstances. But I  

wanted to be here.” Con-
sider a happy, shared 

memory.

Little. “I’m sorry,” with 
a hug or a handshake if 
you know them well. If 
the dead was sick for a 

long time, remember the 
person as he or she was; 

use the dead’s name. 
Don’t expect much re-

sponse. They’re in shock.

WHAT TO SAY
During one-on-one encounters with the bereaved. All 

should be spoken with eye contact, brevity, and  
the knowledge that your presence will be remembered 

more than anything else.

SAY DON’T SAY

CRYING

EATING

Okay Not Okay
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ABOUT THE JOKESTER:  Gabrielle Union has a warning: “If we 
get into sports trivia, I might be a little more adept than you. But 
that should not deter you from pressing forward.” Or, to strip away 
the flowery language: I am better than you, but go ahead and try. 
It’s playful, but as the 42-year-old star of Chris Rock’s new film, Top 
Five (in theaters now), and BET’s Being Mary Jane explains, “I’m a 
scrapper. I talk shit.” Take, for example, her local soccer league, 

which she quit in part because she was concerned that publicly be-
littling people might damage her reputation as “a normal, reason-
able, nonviolent person.” Luckily, Union has been able to find other 
trash-talking outlets, like her wedding vows to NBA guard Dwyane 
Wade: “His lack of getting back quickly on defense because he’s 
too busy arguing calls was addressed.” Yes, even her declarations 
of love are smack talk. You’ve been warned.  —NATE HOPPER

Funny* Joke  
from a Beautiful Woman

*Esquire cannot  
guarantee that this  

joke will be funny  
to everyone.

A GUY WALKS INTO A BAR and brags that he can guess the name and age of any drink without looking. 

A drunk dude says, “I bet I can stump you.” The guy closes his eyes, takes a sip, and says, “This tastes like piss!”  

The drunk dude says, “Yeah. Now tell me how old I am.”
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Five outstanding novels about murder, treachery, calamity, and revenge
By JOE KEOHANE AND JOHN HENDRICKSON

Major Crimes
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search for her in an American West rife with 

drifters, moochers, bar fghts, plus a sin-

ister cabin nestled deep in the mountains. 

Crimes: Kidnapping, rape, homicide

Sample line: “A man should never be the 

hero of his own stories. Nobody likes those 

stories.”

Sidenote: Johnston, a professional car-

penter, started writing the book while 

working on a house in the Rockies.

THE MARTINI SHOT:  

A NOVELLA  

AND STORIES,  

by George Pelecanos

(Little, Brown, $25)

Plots: A hack TV writer 

takes it upon himself to 

solve a crew member’s murder; a good kid 

in the ghetto makes a minor mistake that 

may get him killed; a middle-aged drunk 

becomes a police informant to prove to his 

dying father he’s not a total loss; various 

drug deals go awry.

Sample line: “When I was a teenager, 

growing up in a multiethnic neighbor-

hood . . . my friends and I had an adver-

THE BIG SEVEN, by Jim Harrison

(Grove Press, $26)

Protagonist: Sunderson, a retired Mich-

igan state trooper

Fatal flaws: Alcoholism, self-pity

Plot: After getting beaten half to death for 

accidentally blackmailing a rock star, Sun-

derson retires to a cabin in rural Michigan. 

His plan is to fsh; instead, he winds up en-

tangled with the Ames family, whose mem-

bers all seem intent on either having sex 

with or murdering one another. 

Crimes: Blackmail, larceny, homicide, as-

sault, incest, driving to endanger

Sample line: “Sunderson poured himself 

an ample drink and stared at the blood on 

the foor. The coroner stayed by the body 

and said, ‘You can’t weep over an Ames.’ ”

Sidenote: It’s the follow-up to Harrison’s 

best-selling The Great Leader. 

DESCENT,  

by Tim Johnston

(Algonquin Books, $26)

Protagonist:  Grant 

Courtland, a man in a 

failed marriage with delu-

sions of cowboy heroism

Fatal flaw: Delusions of cowboy heroism

Plot: Caitlin Courtland, an 18-year-old track 

star weeks away from starting college, dis-

appears while trail-running in the Rocky 

Mountains, causing her father and broth-

er to abandon their lives in Wisconsin to 

The days when you had to choose between a 
great story and a great piece of writing? Gone. 

The days when you were steadfastly denied 
cheap thrills and blood and quality mayhem just 

because you picked up a so-called literary novel? Ka-
put. We’re living in a golden age of crime fction, an era 

of great writers telling great, gripping, sordid stories. And 
this is a very good time for them. 
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 For excerpts from some of these books, scan here with Esquire2.

> I’m not just the coach. 
Having this role means 
you’re a mentor, you’re 
a guidance counselor, 
you’re a parent to these 
kids. 
> It’s very important to 
have a secondary father 
figure. Fifty percent of 
the kids that participate 
in our program don’t 
have a father figure.  
Even some of the ones 
that do still need us 
just as much because 
it’s good to get advice 
from a diferent male 
perspective.
> In youth football, ev-
erybody is riled up and 
it means a lot for the 
fans. It means more for 
the fans and the parents 
than for the kids. But for 
the most part, every guy 
that gets involved with 
the Texas Youth Football 
Association is really out 
there for the same pur-
pose in the end—to make 
sure these kids take 
something away that 
they’ll keep with them 
for life. 
> I can’t say football is a 
lot diferent in the state 
of Texas. I can say youth
football is a lot diferent 
in Texas. It’s on anoth-
er level, man. People out 
here take youth football 
way too serious.
> I had to tone it down. It 
was a lot of pressure we 
were putting on the kids 
last year, and this year I 
kind of took the pressure 
of of them. I’m more 
laid-back now than I’ve 
ever been. 
> Am I less stressed? 
Well, no, now I’m more 
stressed. 
> If you had asked me 
last year, I’d say you  

learn more as a player.  
Now I would say you 
learn more from being a 
coach. Being around so 
many diferent types of 
kids—they have diferent 
personalities. You han-
dle every child fairly, but 
you have to handle every 
child diferently. They  
all have diferent chal-
lenges and difer-
ent ways of handling 
adversity. 
> Each individual  
coach tried to do their 
own research and learn 
from last year’s show. 
You’re not going to pre-
vent all the head injuries, 
but at least you’ll prevent 
a few of them. We teach 
them to make proper 
contact.
> This season alone I 
think we had four con-
cussions. So I’m not go-
ing to say that makes it 
safer. The kids are the 
ones out there playing, 
and anything can hap-
pen during the time 
they’re on the field.
> Here in Texas, they 
changed the rules where 
six-year-olds are play-
ing tackle. I think that’s a 
mistake. I think six-year-
olds should play flag. I 
think now 10 to 11 years 
old is a good age to start. 
There is a kid now—just 
an example—he moved 
up to varsity in the ninth 
grade. He’s a hell of a 
football player. But he’s 
getting ready to go four 
years of high school ball, 
starting. And then go  
another four years of  
college. And then if he’s 
blessed enough to make 
it to the next level, that’s 
putting a lot of wear 
and tear on your body. 

If you really want to ex-
cel in sports and play at 
the highest level, I don’t 
think you should start 
playing tackle at six. Six 
is too young. 
> I started playing at six 
years old. That was tack-
le football.
> I was real timid when 
I first started playing. I 
didn’t want to take the 
hit. But when I moved  
up to the nine- to ten-
year-old division, my 
coach challenged me in 
a way that I didn’t even 
know I was being chal-
lenged. And he turned 
me into one of the best 
football players in my  
area at the time. He  
never put me down. He 
never dogged me out. 
But he would play mind 
games with me to make 
me think. To make me 
want to better myself. 
There’s a lot of things he 
did to make me the man  
I am today.
> You can tell when a kid 
needs you. Once you 
hear about something 
going on in their lives, 
then it’s not football. 
Now it’s bigger than foot-
ball. Now it’s time for you 
to let that kid see you as 
a big brother. 
> Do we help them be-
come better men? That 
remains to be seen. We 
are hoping it helps them 
become better men. 
That’s the goal. 

Season two of Friday 
Night Tykes premieres on 
January 20 at 9:00 p.m.
on the Esquire Network.

WHAT I’VE LEARNED

COACH AND PRESIDENT OF THE SAN ANTONIO COLTS, FEATURED ON FRIDAY NIGHT TYKES

MARECUS GOODLOE

Esquire columnist Stephen Marche’s 
new novel, The Hunger of the Wolf 
(Simon & Schuster, $25), involves 
an immensely rich family, a naked 
corpse, concerns over income in-

equality, werewolves, and Canada. 
We recommend it. 

ALSO: WEREWOLVES!

Goodloe, center, was 
suspended in 2014 for 
encouraging his eight- 
and nine-year-old  
players to use profanity.

sarial relationship with the law.”

Point of distinction: Pelecanos, a best-sell-

ing novelist, was nominated for an Emmy 

for his work on The Wire.

NEAR ENEMY,  

by Adam Sternbergh

(Crown, $24)

Protagonist: Spademan, 

an assassin

Plot: In postapocalyptic 

New York City, people 

spend their days plugged into the limno-

sphere, a virtual world that started out as a 

safe, happy place for humanity but then ba-

sically devolved into a massive porn arena. 

When word gets out that terrorists have in-

fltrated “the limn,” Spademan gets sucked 

into a conspiracy involving cops, terrorists, 

politicians, anarchists, and creeps.

Sample line: “So much for the melting pot. 

Melting pot had a meltdown.”

Fair question: “Why is there a man nailed 

to my front door?”

Sidenote: It’s the sequel to Shovel Ready.

Assessment: More fun than a book about 

the aftermath of a giant terrorist attack has 

any right to be.

THE MARAUDERS,  

by Tom Cooper

(Crown, $26)

Plot: In post-BP-oil-spill 

Louisiana, several men—

two of whom may have 

been cursed—set out to try 

to make their fortune by selling drugs, steal-

ing drugs, hunting for pirate treasure, and 

swindling people out of their right to sue BP.

Sample line: “Lindquist opened a night-

stand drawer and took out the frst thing 

his fingers clasped. His wife’s dildo, a 

hideous purple thing with a bulbous end 

like a plum. He tossed the phallus at the 

alligator . . .”

Assessment: More fun than a book about 

the aftermath of a giant ecological disas-

ter has any right to be. ≥
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Sloe gin is a traditional  
British cordial made by steep-
ing sloes (a species of small, 
tart plum) in gin and adding 
sugar. The best brand is  
Plymouth, from England. 
Most domestic brands are 
cut-rate and poor, but Green-
hook Ginsmiths’ Beach Plum 
gin liqueur and Averell’s  
Damson gin liqueur are both 
fine products made with 
close relatives of the sloe.

Before the current revival of the classic bar, 

very few of the fne old cocktail recipes were 

in general circulation. This meant that something 

as simple as a sidecar—cognac, Cointreau, and lem-

on juice served up in a sugar-rimmed glass—could send 

you into cocktail ecstasy if you found a bartender who knew 

how to make it right. 

That’s all different now. While perfectly executed classics are 

by no means universal, neither are they rare. Most cocktail bars 

will even have a passel of so-called forgotten classics in their rep-

ertoire: second- and third-tier old formulas for drinks such as 

the Aviation, the Bamboo, the Last Word, and so forth, no lon-

ger the least bit forgotten. (If an old recipe hasn’t been revived 

by now, odds are it’s because it shouldn’t be.)

Against that, we present the Modern Cocktail. This is a 

drink from 1905 that has never enjoyed a real revival, and at 

frst glance it’s easy to see why. Despite an impressive pedi-

gree (it was published by Char- 

ley Mahoney, head bartender 

at New York’s Hoffman House, 

which is considered by adepts 

in such matters the greatest bar  

America has ever known), at 

first, second, and even third 

glance it presents as just plain 

weird: blended Scotch, sloe gin, 

absinthe, orange bitters, and  

lemon juice. Straws in the wind, 

typing monkeys, spin of the wheel—there’s no reason to it.

But the Modern is spectacularly good. Try as you might, you 

can’t fnd a seam between the tart fruitiness of the sloe gin and 

the rich smokiness of the Scotch, and all you know is you want 

another one so that you can keep looking. It’s enough to restore 

your faith in the cocktail. ≥
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The Last  
Undiscovered Cocktail

Drinking with DAVID WONDRICH

THE MODERN COCKTAIL
> Put 1 ½ tsp fresh-squeezed  
lemon juice into a cocktail shaker.
> Stir in 1 tsp sugar

> 1 oz blended Scotch whisky, 
such as Johnnie Walker Black or 
Compass Box Great King St
> 1 oz good-quality sloe  
gin (see above)
> 1 dash absinthe (You’ll need  
a bitters bottle for this.)
> 1 dash orange bitters
> Shake well with ice and strain  
into a chilled cocktail glass.
> Garnish with a brandied cherry.
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Chef Vernick recommends  
a 12-inch flat-bottomed 
French skillet, like this one 
from Cuisinart, which evenly  
distributes heat and keeps  
the greens from escaping. 
($90; cuisinart.com)

Greens:
The Redemption

(Which is to say you’ll actually want to eat them)
With CHEF GREG VERNICK, OF VERNICK FOOD & DRINK, PHILADELPHIA 

A S  TO L D  TO  F R A N C I N E  M A R O U K I A N

BETTER GREENS: 
THE RECIPE

INGREDIENTS

> 10 oz hard greens 
> 4 oz soft greens 
> 2 Tbsp olive oil
> 1 large shallot, peeled and 
thinly sliced
> 2 Tbsp dry white wine
> coarse salt and ground  
black pepper
> wedge of lemon

METHOD

> Separate the hard and soft 
greens. Trim the ribs and 
stems of the hard greens,2

cut into bite-sized pieces,  
and submerge in cold water. 
Rinse the greens free of grit 
by agitating them with your 
hands. Shake or spin dry. (If 
you bought the soft greens 
in the plastic boxes, they 
will most likely be clean. If 
not, clean them.)
> Heat the oil in a 12-inch  
sauté pan with straight sides 
and a flat bottom over me-
dium-high heat. When the 
oil starts to look thin (about 
3 minutes), add the shallots 
and sauté until they look crin-
kly and take on a bit of color, 
about 90 seconds.
> Add the hard greens and 
lightly sprinkle with salt. Let 
the pan get hot again, then 
add the white wine; it should 
steam immediately. Allow  
the hard greens to begin to 
wilt and take on some color, 
about 2 minutes.
> Add the soft greens.  
Lightly sprinkle again with  
salt and sauté, flipping the 
greens over to prevent  
clumping and to allow the  
liquid to evaporate. 
> When the harder greens are 
tender but still slightly firm at 

C O N T I N U E D  

1 In the summer, 
Vernick uses 
more of the soft-
er greens, which 
have a buttery 
texture and a 
better wilt fac-
tor, like spinach, 
arugula, dande-
lion, and leafy 
herbs, like basil.
2 Cut of the 

hard stem bot-
toms. Fold each 
large leaf in half 
and, working 
at an angle that 
follows the cen-
ter rib, tear or 
trim the stem 
from the leaf 
with the tip of 
a sharp knife or 
kitchen scissors.
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C O N T I N U E D  

BETTER GREENS: 
ADDITIONAL 

APPLICATIONS 

C O N T I N U E D  

IN A SANDWICH
Split two soft but sub-
stantial hoagie-style 
rolls. Layer the greens 
on the bottom halves, 
top with Italian sau-
sage—cooked until 
the casing crisps—and 
warm tomato sauce, 
and sprinkle with grat-
ed Parmesan or shaved 
provolone. 

FOR BREAKFAST
Mix greens with warm 
ginger-jasmine rice 
(2 cups rice, 2 ½ cups 
chicken stock, 2 Tbsp 
unsalted butter, 2 tsp 
salt, ¼ cup minced fresh 
ginger) and top with 
scrambled eggs.

AS A DIP 
Chill the greens. Mix
two parts sour cream 
and one part mayon-
naise. Chop the greens 
and fold into the mix-
ture along with slivers of 
fried garlic. Check sea-
soning and add a little
cayenne to taste. Serve 
with chunks of soft Ital-
ian bread, chips, or 
steamed new potatoes. 

the spine (about 2 more 
minutes), immediately 
transfer to a warm bowl, 
adding a sprinkling of 
pepper and wedge of 
lemon. Serve alongside 
any protein—fish, poul-
try, meat—or try the fol-
lowing somewhat less 
healthy options. 

THE  
LAST  

SUPPER
A RESTAURANT OBITUARY 

By TOM JUNOD
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“Who are you calling a pussy?” Wylie Dufresne asked. ¶ We were at a  
booth in the back of his restaurant, wd-50, next to the entrance to the 
kitchen. The kitchen did not have a door but rather a garage-door-
sized opening that afforded people eating dinner an unimpeded view 
of—and, if they asked, unimpeded access to—the people making it for 
them. That Dufresne, known as the great trickster of American cui-
sine and its chief practitioner of molecular gastronomy, insisted on 
absolute transparency was one of the paradoxes he engineered into 
the experience of eating at wd-50, his way of saying There are no tricks. 
The wizard might fry mayonnaise, but he never hid behind the cur-
tain. ¶ For the 11 years Dufresne 
cooked at wd-50, diners watched 
him cooking. He often stood at 
the entrance of his kitchen and 
watched them dining. What I 
didn’t know until my last supper 
at wd-50 is that he also listened.

to keep wd-50 open even in the face of a din-

ing room often half flled was no more and no 

less than a struggle to keep cooking the way he 

wanted to cook until someone stopped him.

And now someone had stopped him. His 

landlord had sold the building, and the new 

owner intended to build something in its place. 

The offcial line was that wd-50 was a victim 

of progress, not of taste. But it was still closing, 

and the fve of us, like many others, had come 

there to mark its demise after not having eat-

en there in years. We told ourselves that we 

were celebrating Dufresne’s achievement, and 

it was not until he came to our table that we un-

derstood the sadness of the occasion. He had 

always been the essence of modesty and con-

geniality in a business that lavishly rewards 

egomaniacs and assholes. He still looked the 

same, with his unstained chef’s whites and his 

pinstriped black apron, his owlish eyeglasses 

and his long straight hair parted on the side, his 

fne patrician nose and his quick smile, which 

fashed both amusement and forbearance. But 

his pride was all the more apparent for its hav-

ing been wounded, and when he came out of 

the kitchen there was something I had nev-

er seen in him before—a proprietary and al-

most imperious sense of solitude. He had nev-

er been anything less than determined. And 

now he was determined to see 
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C O N T I N U E D  
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In 2005, in a story in Esquire, 
Wylie told us: ”Humans  
have fucked up everything 
but food. And, of course, 
there are people who think 
I’m doing just that.”

wd-50 through to its end, 

and he walked through the restaurant 

sharp-eyed and sharp-eared, as though 

on patrol.

This is not to say he was unhappy 

when he visited us. We were four dishes  

into his tasting menu. We had eaten oys-

ters in edible shells. We had eaten cuttle-

fsh with a square of “schmaltz”—the ren-

dered chicken fat once so ubiquitous in 

the delis of the Lower East Side that it be-

came synonymous with Jewish sentimen-

tality was now so thoroughly alchemized 

that it dissolved on the roof of the mouth 

like a communion wafer. We had eaten 

ropes of raw tuna tied into knots that presented not just culinary 

but also mathematical conundrums. He wanted us—he wanted ev-

erybody—to be delighted and we were, even when he enthusias-

tically explained that he had used a “bonding agent” on the tuna.  

“Mmmm, nothing makes me hungry like the words ‘bonding 

agent,’ ” said the gentleman who had frst gotten Dufresne’s at-

tention by castigating the conservatism of American chefs . . . all

right, by calling all American chefs a bunch of pussies. 

Five minutes later, Dufresne returned with the next course, 

a scrawl of liquefed chicken liver “hit with a blowtorch” and 

fanked by intricate mounds of mousse-like honeydew melon 

compressed with yuzu juice. Four of us couldn’t read the script on 

our plates because Dufresne had invented a language that didn’t 

include words. But one of us could. Dufresne personally delivered 

his plate after writing in charred chicken liver the word pussy, 

curved along the bottom of the plate like a smile.

Of course there was music playing. There always was, not in 

the restaurant but rather in the kitchen, so loud that the people 

eating in the restaurant could hear it. Dufresne was a music fan, 

devoted to classic rock and the Grateful Dead. He had put a list 

of wd-50 favorites on the menu under the moniker “From the 

Vault,” in honor of the series of live albums that the Dead had 

made from unearthed tapes, and he told us that Phil Lesh was 

scheduled to come by and eat when he came to New York the fol-

lowing week. But what was striking about Dufresne’s food was 

not just its rock ’n’ roll spirit; it was also the tension between 

its rock ’n’ roll spirit and the rigor of its preparation. The Dead 

were famous for feats of improvisation; Dufresne was famous—

or almost famous—for feats of control, for molecular gastronomy 

Dionysian in effect but ruthlessly Apollonian in execution. He 

wanted to be Garcia; he had turned out to be Owsley, the band’s 

chemist, creating dishes almost pharmaceutical in their preci-

sion. He made tiny time capsules of food that delivered not only 

novel combinations of favor but also novel combinations of fa-

vor designed to be experienced in the order Dufresne intended. 

He served us plates of lamb bacon meant to answer the persis-

tent criticism that his food wasn’t “delicious” enough, but what 

lingered was the taste of the dried black 

chickpeas scattered on the plate like 

crumbs. He described them as “black-

chickpea hummus,” but sampled alone 

they tasted like nothing at all—postmod-

ern parsley, a throwaway element that 

functioned only to interrupt the void of 

the vast white plate. Tasted in conjunc-

tion with the lamb, however, they be-

came intensely peppery and made the 

slippery lamb almost crunchy in texture. 

They appeared, disappeared, and reap-

peared, and, like all of Dufresne’s best inventions, they kept do-

ing his will in the staging area he made of your mouth.

The kitchen was playing “When the Levee Breaks”—the Led 

Zeppelin song that sounds as though John Bonham is playing 

with cinder blocks instead of drumsticks—when Dufresne came 

to the table with the lamb bacon. And the juxtaposition of what 

he served and what they played raised a question: “Hey, Wy-

lie, in the years you’ve been running wd-50, food has surpassed 

music as the thing people talk about, at least in New York City. 

But do you think that food can ever be as good as music? Do you 

think it can deliver the same experience as ‘When 

the Levee Breaks’?”

“Do I think that food can be as heavy as ‘When the 

Levee Breaks’ or ‘Achilles Last Stand’?”

“Yes.”

“Well, I don’t know. Those songs are pretty heavy. 

But it’s a good question. Let me think about that one 

for a while.”

But he didn’t leave. He didn’t go back to the kitchen, because 

he had tried to make art out of food, and he wanted to tell us what 

he’d found out. “It’s been a struggle to get people to come eat for 

fun,” he said. “You know, the way they listen to music. You can 

do all kinds of things with music. But food—it’s something peo-

ple need, and that changes everything. You start playing with it, 

people have all sorts of reactions.”

He was a pioneer who wanted to 

start a movement and now had to 

be satisfed remaining a pioneer. 

“When I frst opened, I thought 

there would be 15 people in the 

city doing what I do. Instead, Co-

penhagen has more of these kinds 

of restaurants than New York City 

does. The small town of San Sebas-

tián has more of these kinds of res-

taurants than New York City does.

“I don’t know,” he said. “I just 

never thought I’d be the only one.”

I wanted to tell him that rock ’n’ 

roll was dying, too. But as Dufresne 

scanned the room from his place alongside our table, he did not 

look like the musician he styled himself to be. He looked like an 

astronaut who still can’t believe that humans would never re-

turn to the moon. ∂

If you’d like to read about the fnal course of “The Last Supper,” 

go to page 116. 

Rogue Voodoo Dough-
nut-bacon-maple vodka

The Pee Pocket female 
urinary device

GIF keyboard

MorphCostumes full-body-
tattoo costume service

Jelly Belly draft-beer-  
flavor jelly beans

Lumbersexuals

THINGS WE 

WON’T BE  

COVERING THIS 

MONTH

We live in an era of aesthetic timidity—
whether the medium is music or  
writing or cuisine. Wylie Dufresne  
steadfastly bucked that trend.
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The Comedy  
of Self-Contempt

are shitty has taken on the shadowy nature 

of an ingrained assumption nonetheless, 

and the loathing is mostly self-inficted.  

The more self-disgusted you are as an art-

ist, the more eager to humiliate yourself or 

your characters, the more generationally 

defnitive you become. The iconic image 

of the under-30 set, its equivalent of Mari-

lyn Monroe over the subway vent, is Lena  

Dunham naked, eating cake on a toilet. 

The young insist on their own shittiness 

at least in part because they are so not shit-

ty; their standards are just too high. To be 

considered a young environmentalist today, 

you have to be Shailene Woodley brushing 
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Millennials are the creative force behind many of the best series on television.  
So why are they making themselves look so bad? 

By STEPHEN MARCHE
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Broad City Girls It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia High Maintenance

your teeth with sesame oil and composting 

your tampons. The characters on Broad City 

reveling in their own grossness and selfsh-

ness—Ilana Skyping with Abbi mid-sex—

fouts the new strictures: Fuck it, I might as 

well masturbate with my Christmas-light-

powered vibrator and smoke all the weed. 

The deeper motive for this preemptive 

self-contempt is economic. Abbi and Ilana 

possess all the correct values—they are loy-

al and supportive of each other and attend 

parties to promote “change”—but their ver-

sion of growing up is getting a proper drug 

dealer and managing to fle their own taxes.  

It makes sense, since in addition to be- 

ing better than previous generations, mil-

lennials are poorer. It is much harder for 

them to pay for college, to enter the pro-

fessions, to buy their own house or even to 

move out of their parents’, to rise to what 

used to be the ordinary markers of adult-

hood. The strivers on It’s Always Sunny in 

Philadelphia can fnd hope only in degrada-

tion—a water stain that vaguely resembles 

the Virgin Mary is the kind of break they 

wait for. On High Maintenance, a brilliant 

online series that is about to premiere new 

episodes on Vimeo, the portrait of young 

creatives in New York is truly desperate: a 

woman who prowls OKCupid for guys she 

can hook up with because she’s homeless; a 

couch surfer who secretly has sex with the 

live-in girlfriend of the guy whose couch 

he’s sleeping on; a nightmarish couple who 

robs their pot dealer to trade for coke. The 

most sympathetic character on the whole 

series is the woman battling cancer—nat-

urally, she is in her 40s.

Millennials have been given expec-

tations that they are unable to fulfll for 

reasons entirely beyond their control—no 

wonder they hate themselves. On Girls, the 

self-disgust is tied more explicitly to the 

creative process. In season three, Hannah 

quits her job at real-life magazine GQ out 

of self-righteousness, and in season four 

she’s headed to the Iowa Writers’ Work-

shop, her natural habitat, the enclosed and 

protected world of an elite institution. 

Culture was once the social space in 

which outsiders found a backdoor path 

to the inside. Not anymore. The chance to 

make art has itself become evidence of be-

ing born with unfair advantages. Woody Al-

len was the son of a salesman and a book-

keeper. Dunham is the daughter of artists 

who exhibited at MOMA—not that she’s 

alone in being born to it. John Lennon lived 

with his aunt and uncle after his merchant-

seaman father abandoned the family, while 

Julian Casablancas of the Strokes studied 

at the Institut Le Rosey, an elite boarding 

school also attended by monarchs from Bel-

gium, Spain, and Monaco. Culture is just an-

other harbinger of widening inequality. Ev-

eryone has to have Daddy pay for classes at 

the Upright Citizens Brigade or at least the 

rent during unpaid internships.

Nobody is to blame for this condition. It’s 

not like millennials invented elitism and 

nepotism; their artists just happen to be part 

of a ruling class that hasn’t come up with a 

way to justify its rule. The European aris-

tocracies built an elaborate construction of 

their own privilege on the concept of Divine 

Right. The English Lords had breeding. But 

Lena Dunham and the rest of the past de-

cade’s recently graduated elite are Ameri-

cans, and their entitlements ft them poor-

ly. So they desperately try to throw off the 

cloak, a gesture of self-hatred that has be-

come essential to maintaining a connection 

with the audience: Look, I’m just like every-

body else, totally messed up. 

This leaves young artists to wallow in the 

discomfort of shittiness being their shared 

humanity. They show themselves on the 

toilet. They write novels about their scum-

baggery despite an elaborate moral educa-

tion in politically correct pieties. It is a vain 

sort of display in its way—I am so expansive-

ly righteous that I am unafraid of my own 

awfulness—but it’s honest at least. Add an-

other reason to like the millennials: They 

have the decency to hate themselves for the 

right reasons. ≥

Stephen Marche’s new book, The Hunger 

of the Wolf, a novel, is due out February 3 

from Simon & Schuster.
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BALD JUDE LAW

A REEVALUATION OF THE ACTOR NOW THAT HE’S ACTING LIKE A MAN

Jude Law has had a nice 
career. There was a mo-
mentum to it for a while: in-
teresting costarring roles in 
really good movies, like The 
Talented Mr. Ripley, that 
led him, almost overnight 
it seemed at the time, to 
a starring and leading-ac-
tor-nominated role in Cold 
Mountain. More lead roles 
seemed inevitable. But 
then Alfie happened, and 
then he was more or less 
unmanned by an amazing 
performance by Clive Ow-
en in Closer, and he settled 
into a nice groove as the 

second or sometimes  
third lead. He seemed to 
wither a little, especially  
as the sidekick to Robert 
Downey Jr.’s mania in the 
Sherlock Holmes franchise 
and even as the repulsive 
reporter in Contagion. A 
nice career, but no one was 
shelling out specifically to 
see Jude Law movies. 

And then he cut his hair. 
Grabbed what I would es-
timate to have been a #2 
Oster clipper and took his 
hair down to just a little 
more than nubs. And sud-
denly, he’s the man. He’s 

the man in the new movie 
Black Sea (out January 23),
which is a submarine mov-
ie. Yes. Submarines! And 
it’s not some historical ep-
ic. It’s set right now, and 
the rest of the cast is made 
up of hooligans of British 
and Russian descent who 
would easily have over-
whelmed the man and ac-
tor Jude Law had become 
before he cut his hair. He 
seems larger. He looks an-
grier. He seethes men-
ace. You realize you’ve just 
seen a Jude Law movie. 

—DAVID GRANGER
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with back pain report a sig-

nifcant decrease in their sex 

action. My blanket recom-

mendation, for this and most 

What am I  
supposed to call 
vaginas  
during sex?
You’re supposed to call 

them “pussies” during sex 

or “pussy” if there’s just one, 

and you’re supposed to call 

them “vaginas” during medi-

cal exams, legal proceedings, 

et cetera. Don’t mix those up.

Pussy is the accepted term 

across all media platforms and 

user-driven interfaces. Pussy 

is the one you want—no vagina  

working today would be of-

fended by your using it. It’s 

the name you trust, and, due 

to a clause in my contract, it’s 

the only word I’m authorized 

to endorse. However, should 

you fnd yourself in need of 

another term for copyright 

reasons, cunt can work in a 

pinch, though experts warn 

that those saying the word 

should know their audience. 

“Depending on whom you’re 

dealing with,” says romance 

novelist Cali MacKay, “cunt 

can be offensive.” I can’t say. 

I’ve used it only on a man and 

only as a formal greeting.  

But you’re good with pussy,  

so go and say it when inspired, 

albeit gingerly, with as 

little sibilance as pos-

sible, please. These are 

new sheets.

I have a bad back  

and my wife is tired 

of doing all the 

work. What posi-

tions should I try?

She can take her break 

but we’re short tonight, 

so she’d better be back 

here and ready to go in  

15 minutes. And tell  

her to punch out.

My spine is hand-

crafted from grade-2 ti-

tanium, so I’m afraid 

I have no frame of ref-

erence for your dilem-

ma, but according to re-

searchers who recently 

published a study in 

Spine (look for my cen-

terfold in the April is-

sue, everybody!), men 

Sex  
with Stacey Woods

things, is the swift ingestion of 

pain pills—as many as needed, 

as often as possible. Howev-

er, doctors warn against what 

they call “masking pain,” since 

doing so can lead to greater in-

jury and thus more pain. (Glad 

I’ll never fnd out!) Instead, 

they advise sufferers preface 

each sexual event with anti- 

infammatory medication. 

This decreases infammation 

in the tissues, which I thought 

was the whole appeal of sex. 

Anyway, you must then deter-

mine your back-pain style: If 

you can’t bend forward, you’re 

fexion intolerant. We rec-

ommend that you (the man, 

or what Natalie Sidorkewicz, 

lead author of the study, calls 

“the individual controlling the 

movement,” and you can call 

“Larry” or “Mistress Colleen” 

or whatever you need to) en-

act the missionary variation 

wherein the controller (let’s 

call him “you”) is propped on 

his hands rather than his el-

bows. If you can’t (or won’t) 

bend backward, you are ex-

tension intolerant. We rec-

ommend spooning and a dog-

gy-style stance in which 

the controlled remains 

on his or her hands or 

paws. The study did fnd 

in general that those 

with back pain should 

keep their backs some-

what still during sex, 

and Sidorkewicz advis-

es they “use their hips 

and knees more than 

their spine.” So have 

a good stretch before-

hand, maybe take a few 

laps around the yard,  

get in there, and try not 

to move hardly at all.  

Or I could always write 

you a note to get out of 

sex. Just don’t go para-

sailing or anything. 

There are cameras 

everywhere.

Got a sex question of 

your own? E-mail it to 

us at sex@esquire.com.
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Perilous geo-
graphical feature 

that many  
have failed to 

navigate:
e.g., Cape of Good 
Hope, South Pole

Ability to arouse + 
sporting ground:

e.g., aphrodisiacal 
tennis court

Name of Gene  
Simmons’s yacht:

e.g., Palace  
of Pleasure

Place where  
cabbage grows:
e.g., cabbage-
field, cabbage-

garden,  
cabbage-patch

 Reference  
to sinful womanly  

region  
shouted by the 

mother in Carrie:
e.g., parts of 

shame, mark of  
the beast

Dickensian  
street slang:

e.g., hey-nonny- 
nonny,  

pillicock-hill, 
nick-in-the-notch

Alias of Lord 
Voldemort:

e.g., You-Know-
What, Name-It-Not

Sister on  
Downton Abbey?:

e.g., Lady Jane

Thing you should 
never, ever call a 

vagina during sex:
e.g., yum-yum,  
where uncle’s  
doodle goes,  

anything other 
than “pussy”

HELPFUL PROMPTS 

FOR VAGINAL EUPHEMISM

Fig. 1

Fig. 3

Fig. 2

Fig. 4

SOURCE: THE 1981 EDITION OF SLANG AND 
EUPHEMISM, BY RICHARD A. SPEARS
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We started UNTUCKit because we 

had trouble fnding dress shirts 

that really looked good when worn 

untucked. Most were just too long, 

and ended up looking sloppy if 

not tucked in. It shouldn’t have  

been that difcult, but it was. So  

we decided to launch a shirting 

company marketed exclusively 

for those who want to wear their 

shirt untucked. We would make a 

better shirt. A casual shirt cut for 

convenience and not convention; 

designed to fall at the perfect  

length. An untucked shirt. And  

that’s what we’ve done.

So go ahead...UNTUCKit!

Finally! Shirts designed 

to be worn untucked
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Oil has been in free fall since June. But the 

price of oil is not really the point and never  

has been. As with any commodity, price has as 

much to do with the strength of the currencies pur-

chasing it as it does with its supply. That’s why I never 

bought the doomsday idea of peak oil. We’ve been hear-

ing about $10-per-gallon gas since I got my driver’s license 

in 1985. But it’s never happened and it’s likely never going to, 

at least not while any of us are still driving fossil-fueled cars.

Unlike other commodities, even those in limited supply, the 

world’s collective use of oil is changing. And it’s changing quickly 

and in fundamental ways. We’re now so awash in oil that North 

Dakota has barely enough strippers to entertain the thousands 

of men working in the overfowing oil felds. And Saudi Arabia 

blocked a move by OPEC to cut production, demonstrating a 

once-unthinkable weakness in the cartel’s solidarity.

But the big news is on the demand side: Standards for average 

fuel economy for passenger cars, unchanged from 1990 to 2010, 

have increased nearly 25 percent in fve years. This has driven 

technological innovation among automakers in the form of un-

precedented horsepower-to-displacement ratios. If Congress, 

regulators, and the auto companies are pulling in the same di-

rection, there must be a cultural shift behind it. And there is. 

For the frst time in American history, the suburbs are losing 

population to the cities. This greatly decreases fuel consumption 

per American. Maybe it took a decade of war in the Middle East, 

but we aren’t going back to Excursions or H2s as ordinary cars. 

Without playing the expert’s game of betting 

on oil prices, you can pick winners from several 

industries that beneft from cheaper oil.

Road builders: The same roads that contrib-

uted to the dominance of the American centu-

ry—natural resources, agricultural products, and 

manufactured goods all found cheap and easy 

transport to every part of the country—have be-

come a disaster. The American Society of Civil 

Engineers concluded that 32 percent of Ameri-

ca’s major roadways are in poor or mediocre con-

dition. In the Northeast, throw in the damage 

from Hurricanes Irene and Sandy and you feel 

like you’re in Fallujah. Total government capital 

investment in roads is $91 billion per year. The 

Department of Transportation has estimated  

that it should be $170 billion: half to fx existing 

roads, half for new or expanded roads.

Federal gasoline taxes have not increased since 

1993. These taxes are the main source of funding 

for the federal Highway Trust Fund, which is on 

the brink of running out of money. From 2009 to 

2013, only 17 states increased their gas taxes by 

more than a penny a gallon. A majority of states 

kept those taxes the same. With gasoline prices  

below $3 per gallon, raising gas taxes is newly 

possible, especially since they’re billed per gal-

lon and we’re using fewer gallons. 

Expect Caterpillar, the largest manufacturer 

of construction equipment, to prosper from the improvement of 

American roads, along with Deere & Company, Komatsu, and Volvo. 

Cement makers: This industry gets a double beneft from low-

er energy prices. In addition to increased construction and infra-

structure spending, cement is the country’s most energy-inten-

sive manufacturing business. The biggest U. S. cement companies 

have outlasted recessions, building slumps, high energy prices, 

and asbestos liability. But now is their time: Shares of Vulcan Ma-

terials (market capitalization of $9 billion), Martin Marietta Ma-

terials, and Eagle Materials rose about 20 percent in October and 

November. (For Martin and Vulcan, these recent rallies ended 

fve-year slumps.) They all stand to rise further. Multinational ce-

ment companies with substantial operations in the United States 

include the France-based Lafarge, Switzerland-based Holcim, 

Ireland-based CRH, and Mexico-based Cemex. All these com-

panies trade on U. S. stock markets through ADRs. (Lafarge and 

Holcim are in the process of merging.) Until recently, almost all 

these stocks lagged in the general markets for the last several years. 

They have a lot of runway.

The passenger automobile is still central to both our psyche 

and our transportation needs, but the advent of Uber and Lyft 

and Zipcar has forever altered our notion of driving. With com-

muting distances shortening and the bad economics of keeping a 

car idle for 22 hours a day ever more obvious, change has come to 

America. And now the slowest-moving part of the economy—the 

substructure of how we move ourselves and our things—is fnally 

moving with it. Bet on anything that helps speed that change. ≥

Oil is plentiful. Oil is cheap. And cement is king.
The Portfolio by KEN KURSON

Let It Pour
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Men’s ROGAINE® Brand Celebrity Grooming 

Expert Diana Schmidtke partnered with 

Proper Cloth to provide hair styling and 

grooming for the models. After the show, 

Seph and Diana took the stage to discuss 

the intersection of men’s grooming and style.

MEET THE MAN BEHIND THE CLOTH

Seph Skerritt, an MIT MBA grad with a 

passion for entrepreneurship, started 

Proper Cloth in 2008 with the mission of 

creating perfectly fitting dress shirts. He 

has successfully grown the brand into a 

full menswear line which debuted its first 

suits on the runway during Fashion Week.

CASUALLY DRESSED UP WITH SOMEWHERE TO GO

The variety of fitted classic looks without the hard edges makes the 
Proper Cloth Fall/Winter 2014 collection easily wearable for any occasion.

It would be misleading to lump Proper Cloth in with other brands who create custom shirts 

and suiting. On the contrary, the New-York-City-based brand is one of the most successful 

made-to-measure e-commerce sites there is – attribute that to tasteful fabrics, fast delivery 

times, and an easy shopping experience. Esquire and presenting sponsor Men’s ROGAINE®

Brand, proudly saluted Proper Cloth by producing the brand’s Fashion Week debut at 

Esquire’s private venue in Tribeca this past September.  

©McNeil-PPC, Inc. 2014
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The electric car is  

a thing now. Some are 

golf carts (Smart Fortwo  

ED), some are good at ev-

erything (Ford Focus Elec-

tric), and some make you 

want to sell your kidneys to 

buy one (Tesla Model S). But 

they’re no longer a novel-

ty, just an option. Cool, right? 

Sometimes you have 

to turn the nannies of.

Since 2012, every new car in 

America has been equipped 

with government-mandated  

electronic stability control. 

Unlike a lot of government 

mandates, this is good stuff: 

software that saves your  

ass on an ice-covered road 

but is also smart enough to 

keep a 600-hp Corvette from 

spinning into a culvert if you 

don’t know what you’re  

doing. You turn it off if you 

do know what you’re doing 

in a ’Vette or if you’re stuck 

in snow and need to spin 

the wheels to get out. Or if 

you’re just horsing around 

in a parking lot late at night 

and want to rip some serious 

doughnuts. 

If you’re gonna keep it 

forever, don’t get a sun-

roof. Too much stuff up there 

to break, leak, break again, and 

then break a third time. And 

maybe break again after that.

4. How to rip some 
serious doughnuts: 
Get rear-drive  
car. Crank wheel 
all the way to left or 
right. Floor throt-
tle. Hold on. Leave 
after laughter  
but before cops 
show up. 

The Internet will tell 

you what the dealer 

 paid. You won’t ever pay 

that, so don’t be a dick and 

try. But you can get close.

6. If the whole  
car is shaking 
when you brake, 
you need new  
rotors. Always.  
And don’t let your 
mechanic  
resurface them. 
False economy. 

Korean cars are  

shockingly good. Still, 

the luxury sedans don’t 

quite cut it. Go German 

or Japanese on those.

Turbochargers are  

everywhere now.

Happened in the past fve 

years. All you need to know: 

They help power or  

mileage. But if you’re going 

for one, you can’t have  

the other.

Because there’s more to consider now than ever before—from what to 
buy to how to drive to how to get your car to stop telling you how to drive

By SAM SMITH

The New Rules 

of Driving
1

2

3

5

8

7
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In London not long ago for a quick visit, I took a few days 
for a road trip down the country. Gloucestershire. Green 
hills, ancient stone walls, villages with names like Stow-on-
the-Wold. I rented a nimble Nissan crossover and head-
ed out. Here’s how it works: Clutch, gas, and brake are ar-
ranged same as you’re used to, so you find your feet pretty 
quick. But the gearshift is on the other side, so you work it 
with your left hand—you have to think about it. The roads, 
of course, are a mirror image of back home, and the first 
time trafic bears down on you the wrong goddamn way, you 
grip the wheel a little tight. But the cars whoosh by, and all’s 
well. Left-hand turns are simple—you hug the lane, pull on 
through. Right turns feel unnatural. You check both lanes, 
then you check again. Maybe one more time. Then you go—
clutch, stick, wheel, turn to the right but keep to the left. You 
get the hang of it. Going along—keep to the left, keep to the 
left—you become keenly aware of your own position. Some 
might call it mindful. 

What you find is that driving across the pond hits a sweet 
spot: diferent enough from your everyday experience that 
it poses a challenge, 
but familiar enough 
that anyone can do it. 
And of you go—the 
car and the road, right 
here right now, have 
all your attention. You 
are alert and engaged. 
You drive. And that’s  
fun again.  

—JOHN KENNEY

THE ENDORSEMENT:

DRIVING STICK ON THE WRONG 

SIDE OF THE ROAD

Get the nav system,  

but only if you’re  

leasing. Ever use a ten-year-

old cell phone? Tech moves 

faster than people buy new 

cars. A few years from now, 

when we’re all living in fy-

ing pods and downloading di-

rections into our radio-fre-

quency brain bio-plugs, that 

touchscreen and yappy voice 

are going to seem annoying 

and ancient, if they even work. 

Software updates don’t cut 

it. If you’re into a car for the 

long haul, minimize the built-

in tech and rely on your ever-

changing phone, which can 

talk to most cars’ infotainment 

systems and improves with 

the times.

10. Adaptive  
cruise control 
is great. All but 
drives the car for 
you. Just stay on 
your toes—traf-
fic isn’t getting any 
more predictable. 

9 11 

12 

Always get the V-8.  

It is outdated and in-

effcient but also great and 

American and wonderful. 

There will defnitely  

come a time when the  

environment will keep you 

from buying a new one, 

so love it while you can. 

Hybrids aren’t  

everything. There is 

still a place for the dino-

saur-powered, multicylinder 

old-school car. Hybrids are 

evolving, but there’s a long 

way to go, and the hybrid-car 

blueprint is ultimately just  

a stopgap until better battery 

technology arrives, improves 

range, and takes electric cars 

from common to ubiquitous. 

(See Rule No. 1, opposite 

page.) Until then, consid-

er your options: Some die-

sels get better mileage than 

some hybrids. Some gas cars 

are more suited to city driv-

ing than some electrics. Use 

your head. ≥

T H E  A L L- N E W  M U S T A N G  H A S  A R R I V E D .
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THE HYPERSONIC CHRONOGRAPH

The BR-X1 is the perfect synthesis of Bell & Ross’s expertise in the world of aviation watches and master 

watchmaking: an instrument with an innovative design, produced in a limited edition of only 250 pieces. Lightweight and 

resistant, the grade 5 titanium case of the BR-X1 is protected by a high-tech ceramic bezel with a rubber strap. Ergonomic and 

innovative, the push buttons allow the chronograph functions to be used easily and efficiently. Sophisticated and reliable, the 

skeleton chronograph movement of the BR-X1 is truly exceptional and combines haute horlogerie finishes with extreme lightness.

Bell & Ross Inc. +1.888.307.7887 | www.bellross.com | Download the BR SCAN app to reveal exclusive content  
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T H E  M E N : The creators, writers, and directors of HBO’s new 
series Togetherness. For their thoughts on life at HBO and a less-
is-more approach to comedy, head to esquire.com.
T H E  C L O T H E S : Used to be the art of making a little extra 
efort took the form of addition: a pattern or a color or a kick-ass 

detail that said I am not them. But style today is moving in the di-
rection of subtraction: doing away with anything extraneous in fa-
vor of pared-down, well-made clothes with subtle or unseen de-
tails that make them fit or feel that much better. Simplicity, quality, 
integrity: This is the new extra 10 percent.

M A R K  A N D  J A Y  D U P L A S S

F E A T U R I N G

[ 6 ]

1. Two-button 
cotton jacket 
($750) by 
L.B.M. 1911.

2. Cotton T-shirt 
($64) by AG.

3. Cotton jeans 
($89) by Levi’s.

4. Suede boots 
($298) by Brooks 
Brothers.

5. Two-button 
cotton jack-
et ($750) by 
L.B.M. 1911.

6. Cotton shirt 
($295) by  
Massimo Alba.

7. Cotton jeans 
($188) by AG.

8. Canvas  
slip-ons ($70), 
Vault by Vans.

J A N / F E B  2 0 1 5

A A R O N  R I C H T E R

p h o t o g r a p h  b y

( N E W )  E X T R A

t h e 

%10
When less is 
more (which
 it usually is) 

and simpler is 
better (ditto), 
how should a 

man stand out 
in 2015? 

[ 2 ]
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What do you notice about the above getups? Well, there are the suits 

themselves—streamlined fts, solid colors, interesting textures. There 

are the shirts—white or pale blue, blank canvases each of them. (Or 

maybe not. See page 54.) And then there is the total lack of discern-

ible fair—no colorful pocket squares, no wild socks, no jazzy plaids or 

bright colors. There’s a word for this approach to dressing up—simple—

and it works because the absence of look-at-me details or accessories 

can be the sartorial equivalent of silence speaking louder than words: 

a bold statement that signals clear intent and ample confdence. 

Style

T H E N / N O W : 

T H E  P O C K E T  S Q U A R E

Two-button 
wool-blend suit 
($568) and cot-
ton shirt ($80) 
by Banana  
Republic; silk 
tie ($90) by 
Club Monaco; 
leather shoes 
($155) by  
Johnston & 
Murphy. 

Two-button 
wool suit 
($1,475), Black 
Fleece by Brooks 
Brothers; cotton 
shirt ($435) by 
Hamilton Shirts; 
silk tie ($15) 
by the Tie Bar; 
leather shoes 
($195) by  
Jack Erwin.

OUR FASHION  

DIRECTOR WILL NOW TAKE 

YOUR QUESTIONSAsk Nick Sullivan

[ 1 ] 

[ 3 ]

 In Neapolitan jackets, there is next to 
no padding supporting the shoulder, 
whereas English ones provide varying 
degrees of support. The Italians like a 
small, high armhole, into which they 

What’s the diference between the shoulders in  
Neapolitan and English jackets? @VMIZRAHI

Simple Suit
T H E  ( N E W )  E X T R A  T E N  P E R C E N T :

1. Two-button wool suit ($2,200) by John Varvatos. 2. Cotton shirt ($90) 
by Tallia Orange. 3. Silk tie ($70) by Vince Camuto. 4. Leather shoes 
($295) by Coach. 5. Socks by Bresciani.

T H E

T O P  L E F T :  P H O T O G R A P H  B Y  B E N  R I T T E R

 T H E N  N O W 

[ 2 ]

will hand-sew the slightly larger sleeve 
head. This creates minute puckers in 
the cloth, which delights fans of the Ne-
apolitan way. Among Savile Rowites, it 
is more likely to induce ritual suicide.

[ 5 ]

[ 4 ] 
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 I’m afraid you’re pos-
sibly more hip than your 
daughter. For the past 15 
years, it’s been flat front 
or nothing in men’s fash-
ion circles, but just re-
cently designers have 
begun experimenting 
with single and very dis-
creet pleats [Fig. 1, cot-
ton trousers by Brunel-
lo Cucinelli] on what 
are still relatively nar-
row pants. They do this 
to give slightly more vol-
ume in the upper leg but 
leave the lower leg and 
ankle narrow. But this 
is a new evolution, so 
that means you cannot 
dig out a pair of multi-
ple-pleat loon pants you 
last wore in 1989 and call 
yourself a hipster. Noth-
ing, even in men’s wear, 
ever comes full circle. 

I’m 60, and my 
26-year-old 
daughter tells 
me I shouldn’t 
be wearing 
pleated pants 
ever. Thoughts?

@DBALSOM

1. Leather shoes ($170) by Florsheim Limited. 2. Leather sneakers ($495) by Bally. 3. Suede boots ($158)  
by Banana Republic.

 Scan throughout this section with the Esquire2 app to buy select items. 

 Honestly, it’s a person-
al choice. I had a hood-
ie once—I was 14—and 
to me there is still some-
thing inherently and in-
delibly teenish about 
even the most luxurious 
ones. It reverse-ages 
you, which is one thing 
when you’re 35 and an-
other when you’re 50.

How old is too 
old for a hoodie? 

ALEX GURIEV, BOSTON

FOR DRESSING UP: Forget wing tips. All those 

swirling perforations are enough to make a man 

dizzy. Instead, show some restraint with black 

cap-toe oxfords, as dark and slick as an oil spill. 

No fuss. No showboating. Just an understat-

ed classic. 

FOR DRESSING DOWN: Save the pumped-up 

kicks for the gym and think twice about tricked-

out high-tops: Opt for one of the countless 

variations on the all-white leather sneaker in 

stores right now. Keep ’em clean and wear ’em 

everywhere.

FOR THE HOURS IN-BETWEEN: A good suede 

chukka boot, not quite high-top, not quite low-

top, and in some variation of light khaki, is as 

versatile and refned as casual footwear gets. 

[ 2 ]

[ 3 ]

T H E N / N O W : 

T H E  W R I S T

Ask Nick

[ 1 ]

Shoe
THE FIRST STEP TO A SIMPLER, BOLDER WARDROBE

T H E  N E W  S T A T E M E N T  Style

 T H E N  N O W 

 Fig. 1 
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LOADED WITH RELENTLESSLY RAVENOUS,

FREE RADICAL-ANNIHILATING ANTIOXIDANTS.

Your health fi nally has a wingman: P∂M Wonderful 100% pure pomegranate

juice. It’s loaded with super powerful antioxidants because it’s made from the

original super fruit—pomegranates. P∂M Wonderful. CRAZY HEALTHY.
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Regarding basics: There seems to have been some confusion. Ba-

sics are not, as a generation of us has been conditioned to think, the 

boring also-rans of our closets, buyable in bulk from the local big box, 

but rather the very foundation—the literal and spiritual basis—of ev-

erything else we wear. And when we skimp on basics, or we settle 

for basics that privilege impact over integrity, it doesn’t much mat-

ter what else we’re wearing. This goes double for the casual basics 

that form the typical weekend uniform—the chinos or jeans that 

ft just right; the crisp cotton shirt (collared and non); and a decon-

structed blazer that dresses up or down. These basics, built with care 

and built to last, are the bedrocks of Saturday style, and worn in sim-

ple combinations, they’re the surest way to look the way you want.

Weekend Edition

[ 1 ]

Two-button 
cotton jack-
et ($329) and 
cotton trou-
sers ($109)  
by Tommy  
Hilfiger; cotton 
shirt ($220) 
by Freemans 
Sporting Club; 
leather shoes 
($258) by  
Cole Haan.

Two-button 
cotton jack-
et ($750) by 
L.B.M. 1911; 
cotton T-shirt 
($62) by AG; 
cotton jeans 
($198) by 7 for 
All Mankind; 
suede boots 
($695) by 
O’Keefe.

 I do it all the time. It 
annoys a certain kind of 
persnickety person who 
thinks rules like this help 
them to appear posh.

White jeans 
year-round?
@T_ATTSON4REAL

Ask Nick
T O O  M U C H / 

N O T  E N O U G H /

J U S T  R I G H T : 

T H E  W E E K E N D 

U N I F O R M

[ 3 ]

[ 4 ]

[ 2 ]

Style

1. Two-button cotton jacket ($1,685) by Etro. 2. Cotton shirt ($332) by Etro.
3. Cotton trousers ($225) by Theory. 4. Leather shoes ($1,080) by Esquivel.

T H E  ( N E W )  E X T R A  T E N  P E R C E N T :

T H E

T O P  L E F T :  P H O T O G R A P H  B Y  B E N  R I T T E R
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T O O  M U C H
Bieber, J.

N O T  E N O U G H 
Pitt, B.

J U S T  R I G H T 
Redmayne, E.
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Discover the joy of prevailing over life’s predicaments, with the turbocharged EcoBoost® engine 

and active noise control technology in the 2015 MKC. Experience the MKC at Lincoln.com/MKC. 

THE FIRST-EVER LINCOLN MKC. LIVE IN YOUR MOMENT.
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With its beige carpet, ornate foral arrangements, and dark wood 

contours, the dress-shirt section of  this ye olde men’s store in New 

York City feels like an old-money country-club locker room (on-

ly minus the naked old guys). Cubbyholes flled with crisply fold-

ed dress shirts line the walls underneath discreet placards bear-

ing Italianate names. There are few white shirts here, but they are 

rare air, a moment of silence, among the bold patterns and Dixie 

Cup pastels. “Nearly impossible,” says Matt, a cubicle dweller of 27, 

of his quest to fnd the right white dress shirt. He’s looked around 

here and there, tried on contenders, but over and over again he’s 

been let down by fabric too thin or thick, fimsy buttons, blousy fts 

given to billowing, and collars so big he looks like Tony Montana. 

This store’s best sellers, with their modifed spreads and wide-

open angles, are the type seen mostly at steakhouses and on trad-

ing foors. When the shirt is tucked into a pair of jeans, which is 

how he’ll most likely wear it, its formality seems a little bit silly, like 

the top of him is at the law frm but the bottom half has been laid 

off. “I need a white dress shirt,” says Matt, “that isn’t so dressy.”

We’ve been wearing white dress shirts for what seems like millen-

nia, with the modern era beginning with the Arrow Collar Man, the 

AND HOW IT BECAME THE HARRY DEAN STANTON OF OUR CLOSETS

 B Y  J O S H U A  D A V I D  S T E I N

T H E  H U N T  F O R  T H E  G R E A T

Style

White Shirt
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square-jawed brawny brainchild of the proto-Don Draper, Earnest  

Elmo Calkins, who introduced the character in 1905. For 25 years, 

the Arrow Collar Man guided America’s men to manliness, using 

not words but simply a look. And from The Man in the Gray Flan-

nel Suit all the way up to Mad Men, the white dress shirt has been 

the strong silent type of our collective closet, holding the men who 

wear it to a rigor patterned shirts might not. Foreboding, it brooks 

no wrinkles, masks no stains. (Choose the wrong cloth and it won’t 

even conceal your nipples.) Many men think—and even some de-

signers themselves say—that the white shirt is a blank canvas, but 

men are not easels, and ties are not watercolors, and a white dress 

shirt is not a blank canvas. Instead, Alex Drexler of Alex Mill calls 

it a “hidden warrior.” Liam Fayed of Bespoken calls it “the founda-

tion.” And Simon Spurr, the British designer who now heads Kent & 

Curwen and could spend an hour describing the three white shirts 

he offers in his spring lineup, calls it “the beginning of all men’s 

wear.” But Billy Reid puts it best. “A white dress shirt,” says the 

Florence, Alabama, based designer, who spent months working on 

his current version, “is like Harry Dean Stanton. No one ever notic-

es the shirt. They might notice the tie, the suit, but not the shirt.” 

The best of Reid’s soft cotton shirts, called the Murphy, with its 

short spread collar, pocketless front, and gentle chambray texture, 

will never demand praise or overshadow the blazer under which 

it sits. When the white dress shirt does its job well, it, like Stanton, 

repels undue attention with its essential integrity. To put it anoth-

er way, the white dress shirt isn’t Muhammad Ali, it’s 

Arthur Mercante, boxing’s legendary third man. It’s 

not Mick Jagger, it’s the guy working the soundboard 

on the Stones tour. It’s not Neil Armstrong, it’s mission 

control. This is not an argument for its lack of impor-

tance but for an elevation of our awareness.

And we are becoming more aware. Men like Matt, who 

spent the better part of the past decade wearing prep-

py plaids and sprezzy stripes or some heritage such-

and-such chambray, have started taking a serious look 

at white dress shirts while a legion of designers have 

put their considerable talents toward reinventing them 

(or, at the very least, making them relevant for men to 

whom relevance in matters sartorial really does matter). 

One theory behind the shift in attention: After the en-

tire fnancial-services industry groaned and shat itself 

six years back, the white dress shirt—often framing the 

tanned face of a laid-low CEO—became guilty by asso-

ciation. And when the fashionable among us tired of the 

checks that look like watermelon-colored Sol LeWitts, 

the ginghams in so many shades of Skittle, and the reg-

imental stripes that look like classy circus tents, we no-

ticed that the white dress shirt, lonely in the Wall Street 

penalty box, was unspoken for. So we spoke for it. (An-

other theory: As everything else in our wardrobe got sim-

pler, from our suits on down, our shirts literally followed 

suit.) White shirts never really went away, of course—

there has always been a certain kind of man (vigilant 

against trends and unbothered by boxier fts) who pre-

ferred them above all others—so it’s not like they’re com-

ing back into style. Rather, we are the ones coming back 

to white shirts, rediscovering their virtues and remak-

ing them in our own image.

The best of these new shirts, of course, are not the 

same ones worn by Jamie Dimon or Lloyd Blankfein. 

They are not always so dressy, as Matt would put it. 

Their collars are typically small in height, restrained in stance, 

and may or may not feature buttons. (Unnecessary formality, in 

the form of point, cutaways, and spread collars, is eschewed, as 

are outré variations like the club, tab, and banded. The semispread 

reigns here, its angles like a tennis player’s ready position, and the 

distinction between button-down and non, casual and non, has be-

come increasingly irrelevant. Unless you’re wearing a tux, in which 

case: never button-down.) These shirts can work as well with a tie 

as without one. (Seeded perhaps by hero worship of white-shirt 

demigods like David Lynch and David Byrne, there are growing le-

gions who favor the ghost tie—a white dress shirt buttoned all the 

way up to here.) Many of these shirts forego the byzantine neck-

and-arm system in favor of S, M, L. They have mother-of-pearl 

buttons and are made of a high-quality thread, no matter what the 

weave. They tend toward button-cuffs rather than the laissez-faire 

French. They are free of contrast-color stitching and look-at-me de-

tails. (Public School’s Dao-Yi Chow and Maxwell Osborne always 

feature a white dress shirt, and Chow, who often wears only black, 

says, “You’d think white is the antithesis of black, but they’re sim-

ilar. Both colors are clean, pristine, and crisp.”) And most critical-

ly, they can hang in any situation. 

“My entire business started with trying to fnd the versatile white 

dress shirt,” says Drexler, son of J. Crew impresario Mickey and 

founder of Alex Mill. He grew up wearing white shirts from the 

age of four, and “when I knew I wanted to make things [for a liv-

ing], I knew it would be a white shirt with the right ft, 

the right details, and the right price point.” Of his three 

styles, the best is by far the one made of oxford cloth, with 

its handsome mother-of-pearl buttons resting on a tra-

punto-stitched placket and a button-down collar. Un-

der a blazer, it belongs, but shed the blazer and you won’t 

be a shmuck in it, either. (Fabric should strive for that 

middle ground between nipple-exposing thinness and 

sweat-inducing thickness. Generally speaking, a weave 

like twill or an end-on-end will give the shirt subtle body 

and texture—you’ll notice you have a shirt on—but won’t 

preclude its use in either the dog days of summer or the 

witch tits of winter. Oxford, on the other hand, though 

as handsome as a basket weave can be, is more informal 

and warmer than its subtler cousins.)

And then there is the crucial matter of how a white 

dress shirt should ft. “The Bespoken customer,” says 

Fayed, whose family also runs legendary shirtmaker 

Turnbull & Asser, “isn’t going to go home after work to 

change. He wants a shirt that he can wear out and won’t 

make people say, ‘That guy came straight from the of-

fce.’ ” Bespoken’s shirts are cut close to the body with 

high armholes, the better to prevent billowing and the 

like in the biceps and torso. (Turnbull shirts are cut more 

generously to accommodate the bodies success breeds, 

with larger, wider collars. But that is changing, slowly 

but surely, with Turnbull recently introducing a slim ft, 

the Slim St Jim, for the frst time in its 130-year history. )

Matt is feeling good. After winding his way through 

different department stores and specialty shops, he’s 

seen all the white shirts that Manhattan has to offer, 

and he’s seen a couple that are just the way he pictured 

them at the start of his journey—confdence incarnate. 

White shirts, when they work, look good, and for Matt 

(and all the rest of us), looking good should never have 

to feel like work. ≥ 

1. The button cuf: 
Cotton shirt ($335) 
by Turnbull & Asser.

2. The mother-of-
pearl buttons: Cotton 
shirt ($65) by DKNY.

3. The semi-spread 
collar: Cotton shirt by 
Billy Reid.
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AGING

MEDITATE: Part of the pleasure of smoking is the physiolog-
ical benefit provided by deep breathing. Think how much 
better it would be if you just took deep breaths of fresh air 
instead. Say a mantra. Relax every muscle—down to that 
sphincter clenched so tight it could turn coal into diamonds.

5 6  E S Q U I R E  •  J A N / F E B  2 0 1 5

As you get older, your greatest enemies are stress and lower testoster-
one. There are two simple things you can do every day to fight back.

17 MINUTES A DAY TO SLOW YOUR AGING PROCESS

Google recently entered the antiaging arena with Calico, its new biotech company dedicated 

to extending human life span. Whatever the Calico wizards discover could make us live longer 

than Moses, or it could be another drop in the failed fountain of youth that is the $200-billion-a-

year life-extension industry. Much of this business is comprised of potions marketed to women 

in banner ads—perhaps with a before-and-after photo: one image of a dried peach, the other of a  

B-list actress—but a tenth of it, $2 billion, is dedicated to testosterone-replacement therapy, large-

ly aimed at out-of-shape men who have lost their mojo and want a quick boost to take them back 

to their glory days. Gentlemen, we implore you, don’t fall into the trap. You can disrupt your aging 

process naturally. To help, Esquire collaborated with thirteen health and aging experts to compile 

a manual for your biological clock. 

7 
M I N

M I N D

Good news: Your brain isn’t  
dying. “We used to think that 
after it reached maturity, it was 
a static organ that lost cells  
and ability and finally became 
demented. Very bleak,” says 
Dr. Roger Landry, author of Live 
Long, Die Short. “Now we real- 
ize the brain has neuroplasti-
city, which is the ability to re-
wire itself from environmental 
responses.  Each day, we make 
new neurons and those neu-
rons are incorporated into neu-
ral pathways if we use them.” 
So use them. Challenge them. 
Learn new things every day or 
those pathways can wither. And 
simple games aren’t enough: 
“The brain is the most compli-
cated object in the known uni-
verse, and a crossword puzzle  
is not a great challenge for it,” 
says Dr. Henry S. Lodge, co-
author of Younger Next Year. 
“Moving your body through 
space, navigating social situ-
ations, and working in groups 
are unbelievably complex.” 

T E E T H

Take an oral probiotic, like 
EvoraPlus, after brushing in 
the morning. It populates the 
mouth with beneficial bacte-
ria that can crowd out disease-
causing bacteria.

S U N  E X P O S U R E

 Nothing ages your skin more 
than sun damage. However, 
you should get exposure to
the sun without sunscreen for 
fifteen minutes a week to get 
the appropriate amount of  
vitamin D, according to 
Landry. Vitamin D is convert-

I L L U S T R A T I O N S  B Y  M A R K  M A T C H O

THE FULLY UPDATED ESQUIRE GUIDE TO

FOURTEEN WAYS TO MAKE  

THE LONG MARCH EVEN LONGER

NOW  

WITH MORE 

CALCITRIOL
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STAIRS: Run ’em. Get your heart rate up. Exercising your 
legs is one of the best ways to boost testosterone and get 
blood flowing to your penis, so it functions. It should fraz-
zle you just enough that you’ll look alive but not so much 
that your coworkers think you’re having a heart attack.

SEX: Most Americans spend five to seven minutes on  
coitus. Be the overachiever. Sex relieves anxiety, improves 
sleep, and increases circulation. These could be just a few 
reasons why men who have sex at least twice a week may 
be 50 percent less likely to die early. ≥

ed by our bodies into calcitri-
ol, which helps cells absorb 
the calcium needed to main-
tain and develop bones, mus-
cle, and your immune system. 
In other words, cutting of all 
sunlight weakens your body. 

S K I N

Wrinkles form when the syn-
thesis of collagen, one of skin’s 
building blocks, is inhibited  
by things like sunlight and 
smoking.  In order to stimulate 
collagen production, apply a 
retinoid product,  such as Skin- 
Ceuticals retinol 1.0, to your 
skin nightly. 

M U S C L E S

If you don’t believe in the use-
it-or-lose-it philosophy, talk to 
an astronaut. Even if you lift 
weights, you could be neglect-
ing important muscles that 
are deteriorating. “Sure, tricep 
presses might help an eighty-
year-old get out of a chair,” 
says E. Todd Schroeder, associ-
ate professor of clinical physi-
cal therapy at the University of 
Southern California. “But also  
build muscles in ways your 
body naturally moves. Ropes, 
chains, medicine balls.” We’re 
not suggesting you join Cross-
Fit, but they’re on to something. 

B L O O D

High blood pressure narrows 
blood vessels, restricting blood 
flow to your brain, heart, and 
kidneys. Most people think aer-
obic exercise is the only way to 
achieve a healthy circulatory 
system; however, lifting heavy 
things is one of the best ways 
to lower blood pressure. You 
want blood to get to as many 
areas of the body as possible. 
When you lift something heavy, 
you can practically feel the 
blood flowing deeper into the 
muscles. That increased blood 
flow means lower blood pres-
sure. Just remember to breathe 
and take it easy if you have a 
history of high blood pressure.

H A I R

Your shampoo shouldn’t have 
low-grade detergents. This 
rules out most grocery-store 
shampoos.  Buy it at a salon in-
stead; otherwise, you risk mak-
ing your hair look wiry. If your 
hair is thinning, Rogaine and 
Propecia are still the best op-
tions. (Propecia is more efec-
tive, but it’s associated with 
sexual dysfunction in about 2 
percent of patients.) Latisse is 
an FDA-approved product for 
eyelash growth that should be 
approved by the FDA for male 
hair regrowth within three 
years. But that’s not stopping 
some doctors from prescribing 
it for balding men now.

J O I N T S

As you age, your joints can de-
teriorate.  Ofset that deteriora-
tion by building muscle around 
your joints.  Many people think 
they need to stop lifting weights 

when they sense signs of ar-
thritis. Don’t. Think of that extra 
muscle as a natural joint brace. 
“By having a strong lower ex-
tremity as well as a strong core, 
you can actually help unload 
your knee joints and take the 
stress of cartilage and the  
meniscus and the bones be-
tween them,” says Dr. T. Sean 
Lynch, assistant professor of  
orthopedic surgery at Columbia 
University Medical Center.

P L U M B I N G

 Kegel exercises. Yes, they can 
benefit you, too.  Figure out 
which muscles you use when 
you cut of urine flow and hold 
in gas. Contract those muscles  
for five seconds, then release 
for five seconds. Repeat ten 
times. Do this three times a day. 
As far as having a stronger  
erection, focus on broader exer-
cise. “Anything that causes you 
to increase blood flow down 
there—crunches or squats—
will help,” says Dr. Harry Fisch, 
author of The Male Biological 
Clock and The New Naked. 

D I E T

The foods (and proportions) 
that have been shown to help 
us age better are the ones that 

we have been consuming for 
the longest amount of time. 
“Our hunter-gatherer ances-
tors ate fruits, nuts, vegetables, 
and fish,” says Landry. “They 
ate very little meat—only what 
was weak enough that a pathet-
ic human could sneak up on 
them.” Too much red meat has 
been associated with a short-
ened life span.  So when you’re 
grocery shopping, remember: 
more gatherer, less hunter. 

T E S T O S T E R O N E

As we get older, we tend to 
produce less testosterone, 
the male hormone that helps 
us maintain bone density, fat 
distribution, muscles, red-
blood-cell production, and 
sex drive—all of which is to say 
that a declining level of tes-
tosterone means everything 
starts to go to shit. Boosting 
your level through shots or 
supplements can throw your 
body out of whack and cause 
horrible side efects, like acne,  
blood clots, small balls, and
man boobs.  Instead, sim-
ply increase your testoster-
one by doing everything you 
know you should be doing al-
ready: getting regular sleep, 
losing weight, and maintain-
ing a good diet.  If you’re living 
a healthy life and still feeling 
sluggish, there’s one natu-
ral remedy you can try. “The 
only treatment I can recom-
mend is clomiphene citrate,” 
says Fisch. “It stimulates the 
pituitary to send signals to 
the testicles to keep making 
testosterone.” 

L I G H T N I N G  R O U N D 

LIFE- 

EXTENSION  

PRODUCT  

REVIEWS
WITH DR. HARRY  
FISCH AND  
DR. HENRY S. LODGE

THERADOME  
LASER HELMET FOR  
HAIR REGROWTH 
Harry Fisch: You’ve  
got to be kidding.  
They make parodies of 
shit like this. Notice it 
says it’s FDA cleared. 
Virtually anything  
that’s registered is  
FDA cleared.  

AÇAÍ BERRY
Henry S. Lodge: Yeah, 
right. “Eat this superfruit 
and you’ll turn into an 
astronaut.” Bullshit. 

FITNESS SUPPLEMENTS 

HSL: Supplements are 
unregulated. When  
researchers analyze 

them, they almost nev-
er contain what they say 
they contain—they usu-
ally have a lot fewer or 
a lot more vitamins and 
sometimes mercury  
and lead. 

APPLES
HF: Yes, I recommend 
an apple a day. It’s the 
best fruit—it has fiber,  
it’s inexpensive, it’s sim-
ple. I take an apple 
when I’m lifting. My sug-
ar level goes down and 
I eat an apple and, oh 
boy, I’m back.

FITBIT 

HF: I love anything that 
tracks your health, be-
cause it gets you in-
volved in your care.  
You shouldn’t leave all  
this to your doctor. You 
don’t have to wait until 
you see us once a year 
to check your blood 
pressure. See what ac-
tivities and routines 
benefit you and stick  
to them.

PRIVATE GYM
HF: Increasing blood 
flow to the waist is  
important. Wait, that’s 
a weight? You’re sup-
posed to lift it with your 
penis? Oh, my God. No. 

1 0 
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Power, poetry, ground-
breakers, skyscrapers, 

wins, losses, love, hate, life, 
death, wisdom, humor, and 

damn good advice from 14 
men and women who had 

a very, very big year

2015

LIFE
AMY SCHUMER

W H A T  I ’ V E  L E A R N E D

C O M E D I A N ,  3 3 ,  N E W  YO R K  C I T Y

INTERVIEWS BY CAL FUSSMAN

FEATURING
ERIC HOLDER / KEVIN HART / FERGUSON CAPTAIN RON JOHNSON /ALEJANDRO G. 
IÑÁRRITU / DANGER MOUSE / MICHAEL SAM / PLUS: A GREAT ARCHITECT, A GREAT 
POET, A NEW AMERICAN, A (LEGAL!) DRUG DEALER, AND, OF COURSE, HER >> 

> The diference between sex and love is I’ve never come from love.

> I get labeled a sex comic. But if a guy got up onstage and pulled 

his dick out, everybody would say: “He’s a thinker.”

> When you do stand-up, you’re kind of alone all day. Maybe you go 

get something to eat in the town you’re playing, but you’re alone. Then 
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On April 1, the 
second season 

of Inside Amy 
Schumer de-

buted on Com-
edy Central to 

monster ratings.
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LUKE RAMIREZ

Pot dealer, 25, Denver 
On January 18, 2014, his 
store, Walking Raven, Denver’s 
first oficial medical-marijuana 
dispensary, began retail sales.

> Denver has been known as 
the Mile High City for a long 
time, but the term took on a 
whole new meaning with mar-
ijuana legalization.

> It’s really hard to see people 
who use marijuana being dis-
criminated against, because
even those folks who live up to 
the Cheech and Chong image
are often extremely nice peo-
ple who are harmless, as op-
posed to folks who consume 
alcohol on a consistent basis 
and can often be violent. 

> I dress professionally. I 
wear dress shoes and often 
a sports jacket. I really strive 

to bring a sense of profes-
sionalism to marijuana and
show folks that there are peo-
ple in the marijuana business 
who are just like any other 
businesspeople. 

> What would happen if ev-
eryone tried marijuana for a 
day in America? Well, I be-
lieve we’d have a lot more 
customers.

> When you come in, talk  
to the budtender.

you go onstage and you’re weirdly alone, even though there could be thousands of people in the room.

> I don’t do much thinking in the shower. It seems really inconvenient because of the lack of proximity to a writing device.

> The best part of the Comedy Cellar is that everybody’s just waiting to completely trash each other. I would give every dollar 

or donate every organ to someone who needed it in the Cellar, but also insult them within an inch of their lives.

> Boxing is like stand-up. Getting hit in boxing really made me feel stronger as a stand-up, because it’s like having your worst 

fears happen to you. That gives you power, because you’re no longer scared of it happening anymore. You got hit, and it hurt, 

but you’re okay.

> The best advice my mother gave me was to “be a lady.” But I never really knew what that meant, and obviously didn’t  

take to it.

> I only met Joan Rivers once. But when she passed away, it felt like a part of me went away, too.

> I heard she was joking about her husband’s suicide the day it happened. 

> The moments that make life worth living are when things are at their worst and you fnd a way to laugh.

> It’s hard to really wrap your head around what’s going on with Kim Kardashian. She’s the closest thing we have to Marilyn 

Monroe—I’m sure she thinks about that every day. And she has an ass that you need to consider. You can’t just glance at it.  

You need to take some time and think about it, you know? She has cameras on her all the time and yet we still want to see  

pictures of her.

> My eighth-grade English teacher would tell you that I was a breath of fresh air. My eighth-grade math teacher remembers 

me as a face on a dartboard.

> I got labeled class clown. Teacher’s worst nightmare. That was very confusing to my English teacher. But then all the other 

teachers said: “Oh, no, she is a nightmare.”

> Barry Mendel, who produced a lot of Wes Anderson’s movies, said to me the other day: “You really aren’t someone who’s in 

it for the spoils.” And that’s totally true.

> I like making things. I like working on them. I want people to see them. But I’m not so excited to leave my apartment the day 

after they do.

> I’ve had some famous people say, “Let’s hang out.” And I’m like, “I can’t. I just want you to like me too much.”

> It’s hard to date people, even when you like them, when you just want to be on the fun bus.

> A conversation with Jerry Seinfeld changed my thinking on burning material after it’s been used. He’s like, “What is it with 

your generation thinking that everyone’s seen everything? There’s kind of an arrogance to your generation thinking that. It’s  

really not that big of a group who’s seen the material. If you perform 

in a theater, 25 percent of the crowd has seen you before and the rest 

haven’t. So it’s better to give them your best jokes.” That’s defnite-

ly affected my thinking—it’s just about putting on the best show. Now, 

I wouldn’t repeat a joke I did on Comedy Central. But Jerry changed 

my thinking about live shows.

> I hate any sort of awkwardness or small talk. That’s why I like  

comedians so much. If we do small talk, it’s like we’re doing a bit.

> It’s been a life-altering year. But I guess every year for everyone is 

a life-altering year.

> I was on the road for ten years, a gypsy with a lease here and there. 

The most expensive thing I owned was, like, a bicycle. I just got an 

apartment in New York. It’s the frst place I ever owned. I’ll never 

forget. I cooked a meal for myself, a veggie omelet, and made myself a 

cup of tea. And I almost cried how good it felt.

> Respect the kill. I
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Poet, 73, Berkeley, California 
Won the $100,000 Wallace  

Stevens Award from the Academy 
of American Poets on August 26.

> You know, Socrates got killed for 
asking questions like this. 
> My younger brother once said 
to my mother, “I don’t know why 
Bob writes poetry. Nobody reads 
it.” And my mother said to him, 
“Yes, but they don’t read it for a 
long time.”
> One theory of Irish eloquence 
is that there is no word for “no” in 
Irish. If you ask an Irishman a ques-
tion, he’ll say, “Well, it’s interesting 
that you ask . . .”
> My wife’s imagination is so 
quick that it makes me feel obvi-
ous to myself. Some of it I attribute 
to the fact that I have good eye-
sight and she has lousy eyesight. 
When she was a kid, she was mak-
ing up the world as it went along. 
So if we’re out hiking, I’ll say, “What 
is that birdsong?” And she’ll say, 
“You mean the one with the orange 
scribble?” And I’ll think, Damn, I 
never would’ve thought of that. 

> Laughter and pleasure seem 
like the heart of the matter, you 
know? 
> What’s it like to be named Poet 
Laureate? It means that you spend 
the rest of your life answering that 
question.
> This generation is comfortable 
with and interested in poetry in a 
diferent way than students were
twenty years ago. And I think some 
of this has to do with hip-hop. Also,  
instead of talking on the phone,
they’re texting more. It’s a fun-
ny version of returning to a nine-
teenth-century epistolary culture, 
to have people punching out little
messages on a rectangle of alumi-
num and silicon.
> I don’t think we’re becoming 
machines—even machines of lov-
ing kindness.
> If you come to Shakespeare’s 
sonnets with a thimble, you take 
away a thimble full of water. If 
you come with a bucket, you take 
more.

> I saw the movie 42. But I never 

kind of viewed myself as Jackie Rob-

inson. Jackie Robinson is a legend. 

I’m just a person who was owning his 

truth and wanted to play football.

> To see hundreds of people come 

out in the cold at the University of 

Missouri to block a few so-called 

Christians who came to protest 

against me shows you how love con-

quers hate.

> There will always be haters. Small 

heroes can change society every day. 

It just takes time.

> Dave Kopay was the frst to come out. 

He’s in his seventies now. The man is still 

strong. When he shook my hand, he al-

most broke it. He asked me why I was 

coming out, and I told him it was because 

of my boyfriend. “Do you love him?” he 

asked. I said, “Yeah, I love him a lot.” And 

he said, “Good, remember that love be-

tween you and him, it’s going to help you 

through the process.” And I do, because it 

was a diffcult process to bear.

> If I want to kiss my boyfriend, I’m gon-

na kiss him. If they want to flm it, that’s 

their problem. Don’t be mad at me for 

sharing a huge moment in my life with 

someone I love.

> A lot of people tried to use that kiss as 

a way of saying, This is going to be a dis

traction in the NFL. When other players 

got drafted and kissed their girlfriends, 

those clips didn’t get replayed. People 

don’t understand that they made me a 

distraction by replaying it over and over. I 

didn’t make myself a distraction.

> You can live like a king for a day or for 

the rest of your life as a prince. That’s a 

very clever way of saying: Be careful with 

your money.

> I can’t think, Ah, that team should call 

me up. The only thing I can do is stay in 

shape and wait. You can only control 

what you can control.

R O B E R T

H A S S
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MICHAEL 
SAM

W H A T  I ’ V E  L E A R N E D

AT H L E T E ,  2 5 ,  D A L L A S

On May 10, Sam became the first 
openly gay player drafted by an NFL 
team. He’s currently a free agent.
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ERIC HOLDER
> If you want to use the hockey metaphor, I didn’t come to this job to be a goalie. That’s obviously an important role. But I 

wanted to be Wayne Gretzky.

> These jobs weigh on you in ways that I don’t think you necessarily understand. There is a pressure that you feel all the time. 

I stay up late, always trying to make sure that I’ve read everything that I’m supposed to read. I clearly have a sleep defcit over 

the last six years. I try to get to bed by one or two, and I wake up my son at six-thirty. I’m going to be leaving that to Sharon for 

about six months. 

> The thing I learned about the president came during the campaign. He’s a person who’s very calm under pressure. He’s a 

person who maintains equilibrium in the face of withering criticism, fair, unfair. . . . He’s always centered and focused. But it’s 

one thing to be that way during the campaign. It’s a whole other thing to be that way as president.

> I grew up in New York in the sixties and seventies, and I remember reading Kareem Abdul-Jabbar’s autobiography. He said one 

of the things you always wanted to do was keep your cool. That was something to be valued.

> I met Michael Brown’s father in Ferguson. Let me tell you, it was very painful to look upon the quiet dignity within that man. 

It’s diffcult to even think about his loss. [See page 76.]

> You think about situations that you were in and that, but for good fortune, could’ve gone wrong. I’m the father of a seven-

teen-year-old who’s six feet four inches tall. A sweet kid—goofy at times—anything but threatening. But he wears sweatshirts 

with hoods on them to affect a cool look. And I worry about him. 

> At the same time, as the brother of a retired law-enforcement offcer, I feel for the cops, and the split-second decisions that 

they have to make, and the dangers that they face on a day-to-day basis.

> The reality is that the movements that have had the greatest and longest impact on our nation are the ones that have been 

conducted peacefully, whether it’s women marching down Pennsylvania Avenue and demanding the right to vote, or the peo-

ple who sat at lunch counters and got pulled away from them and beaten, or the kids in Birmingham who stood up to fre hoses  

and attack dogs. All of that was seared into the consciousness of the nation and led to the kind of meaningful, lasting change 

that’s embodied in the ’64 Civil Rights Act and the ’65 Voting Rights Act.

> You ask how much patience it’s going to take. All I can say is this goes back to Dr. King and the letter from the Birming-

ham jail. He talks about how people counsel patience, and he talked about how he was impatient and desired to resolve things. 

We’re well past the time where patience would be a virtue. It is time for us to act with dispatch. 

> Understand: The Godfather is the greatest motion picture that’s ever been made. Okay? I saw that movie fve times in the 

theaters.

> When Michael Corleone is talking to Vito shortly before his father dies, and the Don says, “I wanted you to be Senator  

Corleone, Governor Corleone. This isn’t what I wanted for you.” And, in a very touching way, Michael responds to his father, 

“Don’t worry, Pop. We’ll get there. We’ll get there.” The father wants better for his son than he experienced. And the son is  

expressing to the father, “All that I am is as a result of you, and we will get to the place where you think we ought to be.” To me, 

this was the ultimate father-son scene. 

> What I don’t think we as a nation, or as a world, have addressed is the question of climate change. That’s something that we 

have to come up with concrete solutions to. The fate of the planet is pretty much at stake. That’s not hyperbole. That is a fact. 

> I’m a pretty finicky person when it comes to food. Sharon has expanded my horizons. She has not succeeded, however, in 

getting me to eat brussels sprouts. She puts cheese on ’em. Bacon on ’em. But I’m just not going there.

> I remember walking out onto the podium where the president was gonna be sworn in and looking down at the largest crowd 

I’d ever seen in my life. I’ve seen pictures of the March on Washington, the crowd from the Lincoln Memorial going the oth-

er way. But to see from the Capitol going down to the Lincoln Memorial—the place just flled with people. I’ll never forget that. 

Then the cheer that you heard after the president fnished taking his oath. I think about that as if it was yesterday.

> It was a big deal for me when I became taller than my father. And it was a big deal to my son when it happened to him. But as 

I always tell him, “You may be bigger than me, but I can still take you.”

> Not sure that’s true, but I keep telling him that, you know? 

> Have I ever met a lawyer who didn’t like to talk? Not a good one. . . .

OUTGOING U. S. ATTORNEY GENERAL, 63, WASHINGTON, D. C.       PHOTOGRAPH BY PETER YANG

WHAT I’VE LEARNED
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Holder, in front  
of a painting of  

Robert F. Kennedy  
in the attorney  

general’s ofice,  
November 12, 2014.
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> Before we started shooting Birdman, 

I sent the actors a photo of Philippe Pe-

tit walking on a cable between the Twin 

Towers atop the World Trade Center. I 

wanted to share that with them because 

I knew that if I fall, or any of them fall, 

we will all fall . . . and there was no net. 

> I knew that if it was done wrong, I 

would never be able to cut it down. It 

would be like an endless strand of  

spaghetti that could choke you.

> When I was sixteen, I was an abso- 

lutely romantic guy. I fell in love every 

week. I mean, I was in love with  

everybody, but unfortunately nobody 

was in love with me.

> You know what was my 

favorite flm at that time? 

It was Hair by Miloš For-

man. I wanted to be a 

hippie. I wanted to love 

people. I wanted to live 

out there with friends. 

It was not about sex and 

drugs. It was an idea of 

existence that was pure, 

utopic, and beautiful. 

There was something 

very poetic about it, you know? 

> My mom had very low expectations 

for me, and she really had a point. I was 

a big problem at seventeen. If I had a 

kid like me, I would have those same 

expectations. 

> My father gave me $1,000. My father 

was the most lovely man ever. He didn’t 

have a lot of money. That $1,000 al-

lowed me to take off and spend almost a 

year traveling around Europe and Afri-

ca. That $1,000 gave me incredible expe-

riences and the emotional intelligence 

that comes with them.

> Freedom comes with a lot of respon-

sibility. When you are by yourself, you 

have to develop a third eye.

> I started doing commercials in the be-

ginning of my career, but always as an 

exercise for making flms. In a commer-

cial, you have a lot of money and you can 

try a lot of things. So I spent many hours 

doing commercials to know the craft. I 

was writing the commercials, directing 

the commercials, editing the commer-

cials, and producing the commercials. 

In a way, when I did my frst flm, I had 

more hours on the set than many of the 

bigger directors in my country.

> I have to say, though, to shoot a flm is 

another story.

> Time starts out as a notion. But after 

you turn ffty, time is not a notion any-

more but a fact that you start feeling 

clearly, and in a way it pushes you to be-

come present in the present. 

> My father had a dificult relationship 

with success, maybe because he never 

obtained it. But he was very wise about 

it, because he observed how you can be-

come rotten fruit once you get power. 

He always told me, “If you have success, 

taste it and spit it out immediately. Be-

cause it’s poison.”

> I see only one requirement you have 

to have to be a director, or any kind of 

artist: rhythm. Rhythm, for me, is every-

thing. Without rhythm, there’s no mu-

sic. Without rhythm, there’s no cinema. 

Without rhythm, there’s no architecture. 

The cosmos is a system of rhythms that 

come in many ways: Images. Sounds. 

Colors. Vibrations. . . . And if you don’t 

get that, if you don’t have that, it’s impos-

sible to do something that vibrates. You 

can have the craft, the knowledge, the in-

formation, the tools, even the ideas—but 

if you don’t have rhythm, you are fucked.

> If I told you the moment I fell in love, 

you would not believe it. But it was the 

moment that I heard her name. Just the 

name. Only the name. When someone 

said: “We’re going to go to the cinema 

and there’s a woman that’s gonna come 

along, her name is María Eladia Hager-

man,” I thought, What?! Wow, what a 

great name! It was such a weird name, 

because María Eladia is such an old 

Mexican name, and Hagerman sounded 

like Häagen-Dazs. So the combination of 

those two things. In that moment, I was 

in love. And then I saw her and I said: 

“Oh, my God, I am fucked. She’s mine.” 

> Everything is reason. If you don’t 

have reason, you have nothing.

ALEJANDRO 

G. INARRITU

W H A T  I ’ V E  L E A R N E D

D I R E C T O R ,  5 1 ,  L O S  A N G E L E S 

On October 17, Iñárritu released Birdman—an 
Oscar-worthy movie featuring an Oscar-worthy 
performance by Michael Keaton—in the U. S.
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> I always wanted to be an astronaut. And putting the suit on, 

I kind of felt like an astronaut. Someone would be taping my 

gloves to my suit, pulling the hood over my head. And my friend 

Nancy would be putting tape around the wrists, from the cuff of 

my glove, then securing different pieces of my suit, saying: “This 

one’s for your daughter. This one’s for your son. This one’s for 

your wife. . . .”

> Ebola was not known to exist in West Africa when we moved 

there in 2013. The idea was to quietly serve people anonymously. 

I thought: Maybe at the end of a thirty-year career of working as 

a doctor in Africa I’ll have enough experiences to write a book that 

will be worthwhile to someone. A year lat-

er, I’m being invited to the White House 

to meet the president.

> Somebody asked me: Does it feel like 

the fu? That’s a good comparison, but no, 

it’s much worse. It’s intense, unrelent-

ing. I had a fever of 103 or 104, getting 

close to 105 nonstop for almost fourteen 

days. That alone is enough to make you 

miserable.

> There wasn’t one singular moment 

when the doctors said: “Okay, phew, 

you’re good now.” My nurse thought I 

turned the corner when I asked to get out 

of bed and take a shower. For me, it was 

when I was hungry and wanted to eat 

something. The chicken broth from the 

cafeteria at Emory University Hospital 

was the best thing I ever tasted.

> Kissing my wife was like kissing her for 

the frst time. I had to take a shower and 

dry off with a clean towel and walk across a foor that they had 

bleached and put towels over. I put on brand-new clothes that 

had not been contaminated in the isolation unit before I could 

leave my room and go out of the unit. Before I did all that, they 

said: “Hey, give us your wedding ring.” Because I was still wear-

ing it. So I took it off and dropped it in a cup of bleach. They de-

contaminated it and gave it to my wife. So when I came out of 

that isolation room and gave her a hug and kissed her, she put my 

wedding ring back on my fnger.

> I hope it wasn’t just an experience to get through. I hope  

I’ve learned something from all this.

PETER FOLEY

Australian Transport Safety  
Bureau, director of the search  
for Malaysian Airlines Flight 
370; 49; Canberra, Australia

> You can find anything if you 
spend long enough looking.

> I’m fairly guilty if I’m not 
working on this. I find it difi-
cult to relax. My wife will tell 
you that even when I’m in bed 

at night, I’m often awake and 
thinking. And I’m not alone.
My team is exactly the same.

> A long time ago, I was a ner-
vous flyer, and with every bit 
of turbulence the alarm bells 
would start ringing. I’ve come 
to reconcile myself to the 
thought: You can’t do anything 
about it, so you may as well not 
stress about it. Best to have a 
drink, watch a movie, relax, 
and go to sleep.

> I remember losing a fish-
ing rod in a hundred meters of 
water at one stage. We spent 
three hours trawling the bot-
tom to try to pick it up, and we 
had a pretty good idea where 
it was. But that was a hun-
dred meters. The water we’re 
searching now goes very, very 
deep—down to five thousand 
meters. 

> If that aircraft is there, we 
will find it.
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KENT BRANTLY

W H A T  I ’ V E  L E A R N E D

D O C T O R ,  3 3 ,  N O R T H  T E X A S

On August 2, Brantly was admitted to Emory University  
Hospital after contracting Ebola while working as a medical 

missionary in Liberia. He was sent home on August 21.
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Hart’s 2014: 
Starred in five 
films; won two 
NAACP Image 
Awards; MVP of 
the NBA All-Star 
Celebrity Game.
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> After Philadelphia, the world’s easy.

> I mean, you gotta have something. I couldn’t fght. My weapon was jokes.

> Being able to provide laughter is a big deal . . . especially today. The one thing that everyone needs is something to laugh at.

> I thought I was gonna be tall when I was in the second grade. I was like, I’m going to the NBA. But I stopped growing when I 

was about nine. When I was around fourteen, it hit me: I guess this is gonna be it. 

> Would I have been as funny if I was six four? No.

> I swam. Black guy in the pool. I was a national swimmer. Pride was a movie based off an all-black swim team that traveled the 

world. That’s my swim team. We were the real deal. We had guys make it to the Olympic trials. Swimming is a determination 

sport. You’re constantly talking to yourself. Three more laps. Push it. Push it. One more. If you think you can’t and you  

quit in the middle, you’re gonna feel like a dick.

> My momma signed me up for swimming. She signed me up for basketball. She was the one who said, You gotta get your home-

work done. I am the man I am today because of my mom. 

> As a child, there’s nobody cooler than your dad. If there is, something’s wrong.

> You have to pick up your version of what “smart” is. Like, I’m a very intelligent individual. I’m business-savvy. I can break out 

my company left and right. I understand money and how it comes in and how it should fow out. I understand producing, direct-

ing. I understand stand-up comedy. I understand breaking down the joke. My level of brilliance falls in what I love. But if you give 

me a book and say, Kev, read this book and tell me what you read, it’ll take me three weeks to get through that book, because my 

interest is just not there.

> Telling the truth is a great gift to have because not many can.

> I could cook you a peanut-butter-and-jelly sandwich—that’s about it.

> I have a mogul mind-set. Your opportunities can be as big as your personal expectations for yourself.

> The more businesspeople you meet, the more businesspeople you’ll meet. 

> I finally know how to treat a woman. Took me thirty-fve years.

> Babies are ugly when they first come out. But it was a great moment being there. And now, to see them where they are, having 

conversations. My daughter does material. “Dad, come hear my fve. I got a tight fve. . . .”

> A day of for me isn’t really a day off because I’m with my kids and that’s a different type of day off. My kids run me in a hole. But 

I love it, love it.

> How do you get thrown out of a celebrity all-star basketball game? You get naked. Start taking your clothes off and throw your 

shoe at the ref.

> I was in my house the other day. I just started laughing. I couldn’t believe it was my home. Literally, it was an emotional  

moment. My fans are amazing. . . .

> I have a theater in my house. Doesn’t mean I’m gonna stop going to movie theaters. Because if I do that, I’m sheltering my kids.

> I saw Chappelle’s latest hour. He’s fucking good! So fucking good! I’m thinking: How do I get to be that good? How does that 

happen? Ball this shit up that you have. Throw it out. You gotta start over. That’s what pushes me.

> If I don’t bust my ass, somebody else will.

> I’m a stand-up comedian first. Nothing’s ever going to surpass that. I’m where I am because of stand-up comedy. That’s always 

going to be number one. Acting is great—but it’s a bonus.

> I think those that are very successful are those that aren’t afraid to tell somebody that they’re great.

> You put me anywhere and I’ll shine. The reason is I appeal to everybody. I don’t represent a particular race. I have a multi-

cultural perspective. Wherever they understand English, I should be able to do stand-up comedy.

> Within the realm of entertainment, people are always gonna push and push, and those that aren’t afraid to will get the rewards.

> Steal sleep.

> The worst thing in the world is to say what you assume is the funniest thing ever and hear nothing in response. If you can  

survive that, if you can stand up from that moment and shake that moment off, you’ll be fne.

KEVIN HART
COMEDIAN, 35, LOS ANGELES    

WHAT I’VE LEARNED
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> When I tell my son the story one day, 

he will know the defnition of risk. In my 

case, it means hope.

> My mother left for the United States 

when I was fve or six years old, and I 

thought I would never see her again. The 

truth is I felt abandoned. It’s hard to feel 

love when the person that you love is not 

with you. But my mother always told me 

that one day she would have a surprise.

> My father remarried and his wife did 

not want him to have contact with me. I 

was living at my grandmother’s with my 

sister. Then, earlier this year, my moth-

er called and told us she had the money 

to help bring us to the States. It had been 

twelve years.

> Coyotes took us from El Salvador 

through Guatemala and into Mexico—

but we got caught and deported. After a 

while, we tried again. This time my sister 

was deported. I kept going. There were 

long bus rides. We got close to the border 

and I waited in a house in Reynosa  

for four days. As we were crossing the riv-

er at night, American immigration off-

cers came, so we turned back and I hid 

with this other guy. We came upon what 

looked like an abandoned house. But it 

wasn’t abandoned. There were drug deal-

ers inside.

> They tied us up. I couldn’t see their  

faces because they were wearing masks. 

They said: “Who sent you here?” They 

thought we had come from the U. S.

> They wanted $10,000 to release  

us. But all I had was $300 and my  

telephone. They took everything. We 

convinced them that we didn’t have any 

relatives in the United States to help us. 

They said that the only way we could go is 

if we took luggage for them and gave it to 

somebody on the other side. 

> We were tied by the hands, the feet, and 

the neck and we were given the night to 

think about it.

> The other guy who was with me didn’t 

want to do it. 

> The next morning, one of the guys 

showed his gun and asked: “Are you going 

to take the bags? You have two choices.  

Say yes. Or we kill you.”

> In that moment, all I could see was my 

mother’s face.

> They took us in a little boat across the 

river to the United States. The bags were 

heavy. About twenty-fve kilos each. They 

said: “You will walk ffteen minutes in a 

straight line. Don’t go to the side. Just go 

straight, and people will meet you to take 

the bags.”

> We walked for fifteen minutes. But we 

didn’t see anybody. So we kept on walk-

ing. We walked for an hour. Still nobody. 

We sat down and waited. Nothing. We 

didn’t open the bags. We were too afraid. 

We decided to leave them and go.

> We arrived at some train tracks and 

saw a lady watering her garden. She 

looked Mexican, and she let us use her 

phone to contact my mother. My mother 

sent some money and contacted the coy-

otes. They sent people to pick us up.

> We were taken by truck with about 

eighteen others and then let out to walk. 

When we were out, a helicopter few over 

and we were spotted. We were taken into  

custody and brought to immigration. I 

was separated from the older ones be-

cause I was seventeen and a minor. 

> When they did an investigation, they 

found documents prepared by my mother  

saying that I was her son. After two 

weeks, I was taken to an orphanage and 

then fown to my mother on the East 

Coast. She runs a little cleaning company.

> When I saw her, I fell to my knees and 

asked her to forgive me for thinking that 

she had abandoned me. She hugged me 

and said I shouldn’t feel bad, that she felt 

guilty for leaving me behind. And just 

like that, the laughter and the love that I 

thought had been lost was found. Twelve 

days later, my sister arrived.

> I’m working now to save money to 

go to college while the court decides 

everything.

> I have no idea what happened to the 

bags. Maybe they’re still there. . . .
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JOSÉ
W H A T  I ’ V E  L E A R N E D

N E W C O M E R ,  1 8 ,  U. S . A . 

José—who asked that we not use his  
real name out of concern for his safety —
entered America this past summer.
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Pioneer, 60, New York City
Fired as executive editor of  

The New York Times on May 14;  
currently developing a long-form-

journalism start-up.

> Definition of power? The illu-

sion of influence and being able to 
afect the outcome of events. But 
underscore that I’m saying it’s the 
illusion of that.

> I believe that if you dig deep-
ly into a subject and report the 
hell out of it, that you can arrive at 
something that truly is the truth.

> I don’t always box, but I work 
out regularly. The day after I was 
publicly fired from the Times, my 
trainer had on his boxing gloves 
and he had gloves ready for me. 
He said: “You need this today.” 

> I got run over by a truck in 
Times Square back in 2007 and 
had to learn to walk again. So I 
had been hit by something far 
worse than the top brass at The 

New York Times.

> People are amazingly resilient. 
I was well into my fifties when that 
happened. It’s amazing what you 
can make yourself do and how 
well the human body can heal 
from profound injury. 

> I was very aware that I was the 
first woman to hold the job of ex-
ecutive editor. I was also the first 
woman to be Washington bureau 
chief of the Times, and the first 
woman to be managing editor. 
So for fourteen of the seventeen 
years I spent at the Times, I was 
the first woman something.

> The most painful part of being
fired is that I think part of me felt 
that, somehow, I had let women
down. But I got a lot of afirmation
from women in lots of diferent 
professions who responded very
strongly to my firing. A lot of that 
support was sustaining to me.

> I’m made up of a lot. I have a
lot of love. I’m very devoted to my 
family. I’m a passionate dog lover. 
And if you are a person who is ba-
sically full of love and enjoys the 
love of other people, you can re-
cover from most experiences.

J I L L 

A B R A M S O N

7 3

> I don’t want to know the rules. I’ll 

just do what I do and I can always 

pay people who know the rules to 

come in and tidy things up.

> There was this moment. I was in 

a bar playing pool and I heard this 

song that I hadn’t heard before and 

I just sat and listened and listened 

and listened. It was so beautiful, 

with this long, big guitar part. And 

then I went up to the bartender and 

asked, “What is this song?” He just 

kind of looked at me like You don’t know? It was Pink Floyd. “Shine On You Crazy Di-

amond.” And I thought to myself: Okay. I’ve heard the name Pink Floyd. I’ve seen it on 

T-shirts. I assumed it was a loud rock ’n’ roll band that I just didn’t care about because 

it wouldn’t have been cool for me in high school to listen to Pink Floyd. But this mu-

sic just blew me away. And a thought hit me: How many other things have I been miss-

ing because it wouldn’t have ft in with me socially? The next day I turned in my hip-

hop stuff and got every Pink Floyd CD I could. 

> That moment changed the way I saw the world. What food had I not eaten be-

cause it looked a certain way? What people had I not hung out with because they 

dressed differently?

> I was always terrified onstage. I’d have nightmares about it. Usually I’ll start 

counting my mistakes really early on. It’s a way to distract myself that there are thou-

sands of people watching. Once I get to ten, I stop counting.

> I lose a certain amount of intimacy with my own rec ords after they’re out there 

with everybody. Like my record has just become a real foozy, a fast girl out there just 

tearing it up.

> I want to hear every song that I could ever love. That could take a while. I’m still 

working on it. 

DANGER 
MOUSE

W H A T  I ’ V E  L E A R N E D

MUSICIAN, 37,  LOS ANGELE S

Produced and played on some of  
the biggest records of the year with 
Broken Bells, the Black Keys, and U2.
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ADRIAN SMITH

Architect, 70, Chicago 
On April 27, work began on 
Saudi Arabia’s one-kilometer-
tall Kingdom Tower, which will 
top Dubai’s Burj Khalifa as the 
tallest building in the world; 
Smith designed both.

> The concrete is almost not 
like concrete anymore. It’s like 
a vegetable soup. Fifteen or 

twenty years ago, you couldn’t 
build these buildings because
this concrete hadn’t been de-
veloped yet. It’s ironic to think 
that buildings like Burj Khalifa 
and Kingdom Tower ultimate-
ly are built out of an eight-inch 
tube. The concrete is being 
pumped up on an eight-inch 
tube, all the way to the top.

> I do visit my buildings 
when I get a chance, to see
how they’re holding up, how 

they’re being used, what the 
owners have done to them. In
a way they are living things. 
They’re not like a painting. 
When you do a painting, nor-
mally someone’s not gonna 
paint over it or screw around 
with it. 

> I’ve designed a build-
ing that’s a mile high. From a 
structural and scientific point 
of view, we know how to ac-
complish that. ≥

RON JOHNSON
> Men do cry.

> The first time that I saw what was going on in the streets—it was unreal. When you see something of that magnitude, some-

times the only thing that can come out of your mouth is “Oh, God, I can’t believe this.” And I just kept repeating that. In the days 

that followed, when the governor asked me to step in and work on security for this detail, those emotions became even greater. 

Just hearing the pain and the hatred that was there. You’re strong when you’re out there and people are watching you. But it’s just 

building up in you. Sometimes I’d go into the command-services bathroom, lock the door, and let the tears out. I started carrying 

around bottles of Visine in my pocket. I was probably exceeding the recommended use of Visine.

> Cowardice is easy. Courage is hard.

> Policemen are saying, “Judge us as individuals. Don’t judge us on that bad encounter you had with a policeman.” On the other 

side, we’ve got young black men saying, “If I’m walking down the street, judge me based on me and not what a hundred other guys 

may have done the day before.” We’re both asking for the same thing.

> You can’t look at a person and understand their character. You can’t.

> My dad was a policeman at Saint Louis University and his best friend was a city policeman. Back in the seventies, there was no 

cable or social media. We didn’t have a lot of money, so we didn’t go to a lot of sporting events. We didn’t see a lot of athletes. So my 

heroes were those guys in a police uniform—and they would talk to you. If the ice cream truck came down the street, sometimes 

they’d be out there buying ice cream for the kids in the neighborhood.

> I think the moment that impacted me the most was after I spoke at Greater Grace Church. The family did not want law en-

forcement there at the service. We were leaving, and as we were walking out the door, one of the attorneys for the family grabbed 

me and said, “They want to see you.” I went in there, and when I looked into their eyes . . . they had lost their son, and no matter 

what you think about what’s happened here or who’s at fault, someone’s lost their son. And when I looked in their eyes and I told 

’em that I was sorry that they had lost their son, the blank stare that I got, it wasn’t a blank stare of hatred, it was just a blank stare 

that you never want to see in anybody’s eyes.

> I’ve lost some friends through this . . . but I’ve gained many more. 

> Last week, I had the chance to talk to two different groups of gang members. They were very positive meetings. A lot of peo-

ple have put the label on gangs being the violent part of this—and that’s really untrue. Our arrests have not been of gang mem-

bers. And this one gang member talked about how they’ve gotten together and said that they are going to stand down whatev-

er the verdict is. And I told him, “I’m going to start talking about those that come out to destroy this neighborhood. I want you to 

think about your grandmother who walks to the store, your sister who may be a single mother that has to catch the bus to work, or 

your younger brother who gets the best meal of his day when he’s at school. If we have destruction where schools are closed and 

people can’t go to work and that single mother can’t pay her heating bill, think about that.” When I said it, tears came out of this 

young man’s eyes.

> If you don’t know someone black, you need to meet someone black. If you don’t know someone white, you need to meet some-

one white. If you don’t know someone Hispanic, if you don’t know someone who’s gay or lesbian. . . . You need to go meet some-

body that’s different than you. ’Cause it’s those differences that are driving us apart.

> People ask me: Do you get much rest? I really don’t. Because I’m thinking about this all the time.

WHAT I’VE LEARNED

CAPTAIN, MISSOURI STATE HIGHWAY PATROL, 51, FERGUSON, MISSOURI      PHOTOGRAPH BY MORGAN RACHEL LEVY
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Johnson, photo-
graphed on  

November 17, 
2014, in Forest-

wood Park in 
Ferguson.
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It is Thanksgiving at Mike Brown’s house, three days 

after a grand jury declined to bring charges against the policeman 

who killed his son and his city exploded in riots. His wife, Calvina,  

and her mother and various daughters and sisters and cousins 

bustle around the kitchen preparing the feast. The men gath-

er downstairs in the man cave, watching the Eagles school the 

Cowboys. Because they’re Americans and this is the day Amer-

icans consecrate to gratitude, the Brown family tries to stick to 

easy topics—food, sports, music, children, absent relatives—ev-

erything but the nightmare that has changed their lives forever.

Soon they will take their places around the table. Soon they will 

bow their heads and pray. Soon they will declare the things that 

still make them, despite everything, thankful.

Brown’s house is an ordinary ranch in a pleasant, safe neighbor-

hood a few miles from where his son was killed, completely aver-

age except for one thing—down in the man cave the walls are dec-

orated with photos of Brown’s dead son, a tapestry of his dead son, 

a photo of a mural dedicated to his dead son. Hanging on the cor-

ner of the TV is a black necktie with his dead son’s face peeking 

out at the very bottom, like a bit of sun under a long black cloud. 

Brown leans against a pillow bearing his dead son’s face. Mike-

Mike, they called him, as if saying his name once weren’t enough 

to express their love.

Brown is a tall, powerfully built man with a shaved head and a 

handsome face that seems perpetually solemn. In the months since 

his son died, he’s stopped cutting his beard, which makes him look 

like a fgure from the Old Testament. As always, he’s wearing a  

T-shirt bearing his dead son’s face. He just got back from an over-

night trip to New York, where he did fve TV interviews in one day, 

and he looks exhausted but also relieved. The tension is over, the 

faint hope of a conviction extinguished, and now the real struggle 

begins. He leans back into the sofa and tries to relax, tapping ashes  

from a Newport into a red plastic cup.

Downstairs, the men make a real effort to focus on the game, but 

The intimate story of Michael Brown Sr.  
and the agony of the black father in America

BY JOHN H. RICHARDSON
P A I N T I N G  B Y  T I M  O ’ B R I E N

“I Should  
Have Been 
There 
to Protect  
Him . . .”
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sleepy, solemn face. Then Rev. DeVes Toon 

of Al Sharpton’s National Action Network 

arrives with an uncle of Oscar Grant’s—the 

man whose death at the hands of a California 

police offcer was memorialized in the mov-

ie Fruitvale Station—and he describes his lat-

est idea for a publicity campaign: pictures of 

families at their Thanksgiving tables with 

one seat empty, propping up a picture of their 

lost child. “You gotta keep the heat on them,” 

he says. Through peaceful means, he adds, al-

though he believes the offcer who killed his 

nephew never would have been convicted if 

not for the riots that followed his death. “In 

the back of their minds, they gotta smell the 

smoke. You know what I’m saying?”

Brown listens but doesn’t respond. Soon 

the conversation shifts to yester-

day’s interviews. Of course they 

all wanted to know how it feels. 

The lawyers have been telling 

him to open up, so that’s what he 

tried to do. But some of it’s just 

weird, like pretending to walk 

down the hall so they can get 

some B-roll footage.

“Like acting?”

He laughs. “That’s what I’ve been doing 

for the last three months—acting, acting, 

acting.”

Here, with his family and friends, he 

seems almost like a different person—qui-

et as usual, but less so, comfortable in his 

den, the regular guy he was before his life 

became a public nightmare.

> It begins on a Saturday, 

August 9. Brown gets a call at his mother-

in-law’s house around lunchtime. Mike-

Mike is lying in the street out on Canfeld 

Drive, dead.

Brown runs out to his car, with Cal chas-

ing after him. He’s sure it’s a mistake—it has 

to be a mistake. He and Cal just got married 

three weeks ago and Michael was his best man, grinning nonstop 

in his rented suit. How could he be dead?

Ten awful minutes in a hot metal box. As they approach the shoot-

ing site, traffc blocks their way. They leave the car and run. An-

other car door fies open and out jumps Michael’s mother, Lesley 

McSpadden. On Canfeld Drive, where a housing complex begins, 

a series of modest two-story apartment buildings, they see police 

cars and yellow tape and a growing crowd.

In the middle of the street, a body lies covered by a sheet. Brown 

scans the crowd and Michael isn’t there, and people tell him that 

really is his body under the sheet. But a voice in his head keeps say-

ing, No, that’s not him. Can’t be true.

He just cannot take it in. His mind pushes it away. I should have 

been there to protect him, he thinks. The time the cop asked for Mi-

chael’s ID when he was standing on the front porch, when he was 

ten years old and so big he already looked like a man, Brown told 

the offcer, “Offcer, that boy is a minor, so you better talk to me.” 

When Michael was sixteen, they had the talk about being cooper-

ative with police. “It’s not a bow-down thing,” Brown said. “They 
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in the absence of women and children the conversation turns to the 

big subject: the protests all across the country, the gratifyingly wide-

spread criticism of the prosecutor and his tactics, the news coming 

out about how the Ferguson authorities bungled the crime-scene in-

vestigation by failing to measure the distance between shooter and 

victim, failing to record the frst interview with the offcer, failing 

to take his gun away at the scene, failing to prevent him from wash-

ing his hands, the medical examiner who couldn’t be bothered to re-

place a dead camera battery—a series of errors so relentless it’s hard 

to believe they weren’t screwing up things on purpose.

And the thing his son’s killer said about feeling like a fve-year-

old fghting Hulk Hogan? “He was six four,” Brown says. “So now 

they’re saying Mike-Mike was six six. He was six four. Just had a 

little more weight on him, and most of it was fab.”

Kids run in and out, and the men change the subject. Cal’s mom 

comes down to smoke a cigarette, taking off a shoe to rub her foot 

over her tiny toy poodle. Brown goes upstairs and comes back with 

his baby daughter on his arm, dressed in a holiday dress and pret-

ty shoes. He props her on the cushion and she stares ahead with a 

Brown is  
thirty-seven,  
but in the 
months since 
his son was 
killed he has 
stopped cut-
ting his beard 
and seems 
much older. 
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just have things they have to do.” And just a few months ago, his son 

told him the police were always messing with people on Canfeld, 

saying stuff as they walked down the street. Brown said, “Well, what 

do you say back?” Michael said, “Nothing. I just keep walking.”

Brown goes up to a police offcer and tells him he’s the father, 

asking if he can identify the body—he has to see it with his own 

eyes. He’s talking as calmly as he can. But the offcer tells him to 

step back, someone will come talk to him in a little while.

In the heat and humidity of August, the afternoon sun burning 

down, they stand waiting. Nobody comes to talk to them. Other 

family members start showing up, cousins and 

uncles and grandparents. In a daze, one un-

cle crosses the yellow line to try to get a bet-

ter look and the police stop him. Word starts 

going through the crowd: Those are the par-

ents. People begin coming up to them and saying 

their son had his hands up when he was shot. 

A nurse tells them she heard the gunshots and 

ran over to help him, but the police told her to 

stay back. Later, it will come out that a para-

medic already had declared him dead, but since 

nobody bothers to tell them, they’re standing 

there thinking the cops refused medical help 

and just let him die.

Hysterical now, McSpadden starts scream-

ing at the cops, the media, and even—as Brown 

remembers it later—at Cal. She’s not the moth-

er. What does she need to be out here for? Grief 

takes many forms, not all of them pretty. Brown 

pulls Cal away. His eyes stay fxed on the white 

sheet. The red patch around the head seems to 

keep spreading and spreading.

Brown is an internal person, the kind of man 

who takes things in and contains them until they 

can be tolerated. His mother is so religious she 

allowed only gospel music in the house. His fa-

ther was a soldier who came back from Vietnam 

intact and worked hard and ran fve miles every 

morning. After some rough years when he was 

younger—seventeen when he got McSpadden 

pregnant, he veered between work and street 

life—he started going back to church. He got a 

GED, drove trucks, worked construction. Now 

he has a steady job transporting patients in a 

medical van. But there’s no doubt in his mind 

that his son has been executed, nor much doubt 

in the crowd around him. Everyone knows at 

least a few names from the long list of young 

black men killed in dubious police shootings: 

Sean Bell, Amadou Diallou, Kimani Gray, Pat-

rick Dorismond. Just in the last few months, police killed a man 

who was selling loose cigarettes on Staten Island and a young man 

who was looking at an air rife in an Ohio Walmart. And many of 

them have been harassed as well. St. Louis is one of the most segre-

gated cities in America, much of it the result of city policies, like its 

1916 “segregation ordinance,” the frst such referendum in the na-

tion. In 1917, a white riot killed more than forty-eight people, includ-

ing a baby, thrown into a fre. In 1949, when black kids were frst al-

lowed into public swimming pools, whites rioted again. And these 

little Missouri towns are notorious for fnancing their city govern-

ments with the traffc stops of poor black people—last year, Fergu-

son issued thirty-three thousand minor-crime arrest warrants for 

a population of twenty-one thousand, mostly for traffc violations 

and overwhelmingly to black residents. (At 29 percent of the popu-

lation, whites get stopped just 12.7 percent of the time.) In the near-

by town of Bel-Ridge, a traffc light was even rigged so police could 

change it as people entered the intersection, boosting their city bud-

get by 16 percent. Here on Canfeld, one of the roughest neighbor-

hoods in town, the level of trust is zero.

Brown watches the cops closely, afraid they might plant a gun 

to justify the shooting, and sure enough, a rumor soon roils the 

crowd: They’re saying Michael had a gun.

An hour and a half after the shooting, detectives fnally arrive.

After two hours, shots go off in the dis-

tance—everyone hears them—and the police 

bare their weapons to the crowd, telling them 

to get the fuck back and calm the fuck down. 

They’re obviously nervous, but what strikes 

Brown is that they turned their guns on the 

crowd instead of in the direction of the gun-

shots. They fear us. Then they bring out a line 

of police dogs to force the people back and 

Brown glances at his baby daughter, sitting on 

a little hill with his mother-in-law, and sees 

a police dog a few feet away from her, snap-

ping furiously. An offcer sees what’s happen-

ing and tells the K-9 cops to leave the family 

alone, but the only bit of real kindness they 

remember that whole day is when the police 

pass out bottles of cold water among them-

selves and one offcer—not from Ferguson—

refuses because they didn’t offer any to the 

family. He tells them what’s happening isn’t 

right but he has to do his job. Tell your hus-

band to get a good lawyer, he says.

For another couple hours, the police leave 

the body lying in the street. Half the neighbor-

hood is standing there without fear. A near-

by TV crew calmly documents McSpadden’s 

grief—“You took my son away from me! You 

know how hard it was for me to get him to stay 

in school and graduate? You know how many 

black men graduate?”—but the trained profes-

sionals with guns and dogs are too afraid to re-

move the body.

Finally, the transport van pulls up, and that’s 

when they lift the sheet for one of the cous-

ins to see. She comes up to Brown and says it’s  

really him. He cries out and falls to his knees.

“We spent four hours and thirty-two minutes 

watching him lay on the ground,” Cal says later.

“On the hot ground,” Brown says.

“And you could just see all the blood. Every 

time you looked at the sheet, it was more and more blood.”

Brown looks up. “That was the most hardest thing I ever been 

through in life,” he says in a voice that still seems stunned, so soft 

and distant it could be coming from inside a safe at the bottom of 

a river. “We was treated like we wasn’t parents, you know? That’s 

what I didn’t understand. They sicced dogs on us. They wouldn’t 

let us identify his body. They pulled guns on us.”

To him, it seems like the police were trying to aggravate the 

crowd on purpose so they could cover up what really happened.

> These days, Brown tries not to be alone. That’s when 

pages start fipping in his mind: the day Mike was born, a little  

yellow bug with puffy Chinese eyes. Playing with his Tonka trucks. 
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Darren  
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“I did.”
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actions,  
what he  
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be a good  
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bad day.”
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Jumping in that pool they put in the backyard. Playing those vid-

eo games, Madden and Call of Duty. He loved the puzzle games 

best, and when he beat one he’d never play it again. Sitting next to 

him in the car as they drove around, talking about life and wom-

en. Beaming in his cap and gown. Then the bloody sheet and the 

horrible thought: I should have been there to protect him. So in a 

way, it is a mercy how crazy things become. That frst night, mem-

bers of both sides of the family gather separately, talking about 

what to do. One cousin works for Ben Crump, the attorney who 

represented Trayvon Martin’s family. Somebody makes that call. 

A grandfather knows Rev. Toon and gets him on the phone. Toon 

reaches Sharpton the next morning and Sharpton tells him to have 

the local offce handle it. Toon says, “No, I think you need to go 

on the Internet. This kid laid in the gutter four and a half hours.” 

Sharpton watches the video and books a plane.

Crump is at church when his phone starts blowing up, one call 

after another—including a call 

from Tracy Martin, Trayvon’s 

father. “Crump! They need 

you in St. Louis! They killed 

this kid and they left his body 

layin’ in the street!” The most 

prominent civil-rights lawyer 

of his generation, Crump gets 

at least ffty calls like this every 

week. Currently, his clients in-

clude the victims of a series 

of “Houdini-handcuff suicide 

killings,” in which brown boys 

were handcuffed in the back of 

the police car and police claim 

they committed suicide: Vic-

tor White in Louisiana, Chavis 

Carter in Arkansas. Also Alesia 

Thomas of Los Angeles, a black 

woman who died after a police 

offcer kicked her seven times 

in the crotch—there’s a video the court will 

not release for fear of another Rodney King 

riot. But like everyone else, he’s shocked 

by the stark fact of the bodily desecration: 

that boy lying for four and a half hours in 

the street. He books a plane.

That morning, Brown huddles with Cal 

and their kids and various relatives, trying 

to be strong for them and doing his contain-

ment thing, packing the feelings down. He 

stays very quiet. He still cannot fully believe that was his son under 

the sheet. He’s always been “mushy” with the kids, Cal says, but 

today it’s like he’s trying to hug them safe, taking comfort from the 

role of the protector. Later, he drops by a local radio station with 

Pastor Carlton Lee, a lively young preacher whose church he re-

cently joined, still so stunned he seems to Lee “almost like a zom-

bie.” Lee tells him, “You have my support, we love you,” and Brown 

answers, “Thank you. I need it. Pray for me.” Then he goes on the 

radio and asks everybody to stay peaceful.

The McSpadden side of the family spends the morning at Aunt 

Des’s house, talking obsessively about what happened. How did 

you fnd out about it? What did you hear? He had just graduated! 

He wasn’t a bad kid! He wasn’t a kid who was constantly being ar-

rested and put in jail. He wasn’t that kid! They are a family of min-

isters and workers. One uncle built a school in South Africa. One 

cousin works as a sales executive at AT&T. McSpadden worked be-

hind a deli counter for ten years, rising to supervisor. But most of 

them have been hassled by police. A cousin named Eric Davis re-

members the time he brought some white friends home from col-

lege, telling them to bring their college IDs because they would 

get pulled over—and sure enough, just as they were pulling into 

town, they got pulled over. His friends were astounded. Even mild-

mannered Charles Ewing, a God-fearing pastor of forty years, was 

arrested on a mistaken charge, and the cops handcuffed him and 

left his sister by the side of the road. That was just one town over 

in Jennings, where the entire police department got disbanded a 

few years ago because of all the harassment.

Downtown that same morning, St. Louis County police chief Jon 

Belmar tells the press Brown physically assaulted the police off-

cer who shot him. But he doesn’t name the police offcer, who has 

been placed on administrative leave with full pay.

That afternoon, the two families come together for a prayer vigil 

at the shooting site. A memorial 

of teddy bears has appeared on 

the fatal spot. McSpadden lays 

out a line of red roses and Un-

cle Charles says a prayer and 

praises all the young men and 

women who have gathered in 

peace to honor their dead broth-

er. “The world needs to see we 

can come together, do it peace-

ably, and pray.”

A police car drives past, crush- 

ing the roses. That night, the  

riots start.

> Crump arrives
the next morning. McSpadden 

can’t stop crying. She keeps 

coming back to the image of 

her son lying in the center of the 

road for four and a half hours, 

the blood staining that white sheet as the cops cursed at them. 

Brown arrives soon after in a state of “great anger,” as Crump re-

members later. He’s still trying to contain himself, but anyone can 

see it’s eating him up inside. “They gonna try to get away with it,” 

he says. “They gonna try to get away with it.”

“You gotta fght for his legacy now,” Crump tells him. “That’s 

your fght. Nothing else.”

Brown shakes his head and says nothing. He’s not an activist. He 

just wants to see the killer punished.

Crump has been here before. He was in fourth grade when he 

moved to an integrated school because of someone named Thur-

good Marshall and began his long climb from rural poverty to law 

school. He starts talking about the journey to justice, the support 

of civil-rights groups, the legal steps, and public campaigns. He 

puts Brown on the phone with Tracy Martin and Ron Davis, the fa-

ther of the Georgia teenager who was shot to death for refusing to 

turn down his car radio. “You can’t give way to emotions,” he tells 

them. “You can’t get justice by going to be unjust.”

Sharpton arrives on Tuesday. Brown’s still angry and locked 

in his underwater safe, and McSpadden still can’t stop crying, 

but both of them are now ready to make another public call for 

peace. Sharpton is pleased. Some families don’t know the differ-

ence between Eric Holder and Eric Clapton, but they get it—they 

don’t want the police to be able to say Look at what I was dealing 

with. I had to shoot.

Before they leave, Sharpton has one warning for them: “They 

Brown and his 
wife, Calvina, 
with daugh-
ter Mi’kelle at 
Mike-Mike’s  
funeral, August  
25. Opposite 
page, Brown 
and his son 
(left) and cous-
in Chris Tallie  
at Mi’kelle’s 
first birthday 
party last year.
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gonna go after your son. Then they coming after y’all. I’ve seen 

this playbook. Get ready for that.”

> Later, there will be a time to fip through that 

picture book. With Cal at his side, often fnishing his sentences or 

telling a story while he nods, Brown will laugh about the swimming 

pool. “When he got in the pool, the pool overfowed.”

“Going out to eat, just taking rides.”

“Sitting around, watching a movie.”

“Cooking dinner at home.”

“Playing games. Barbecues.”

“We would give him a mask, let him scare the kids,” Brown says.

“Playing the dozens, where you just go back and forth, talking 

about each other.”

Girlfriends? They focked to him. He had that laid-back demean-

or where you wouldn’t know if he was interested. “But he had one 

particular girl that I feel like stole his heart,” Cal says.

“She still come around,” Brown says. “And she’s in college.”

“She has her head on straight. She’s going to school for foren-

sic science. And I can actually say that he 

loved her, because I remember one time 

they were not talking and I gave him a few 

little pointers. And he said, ‘Cal, I love her. 

She gonna be my wife.’ ”

Brown nods, pleased. “He firted around. 

But the person that he’d bring to the house, 

it’d be her. He didn’t ever bring anybody 

different to the house.”

Cal gets a big smile on her face. “You ain’t 

tell him about how he was a prankster.”

Brown shakes his head. “He called me . . . 

“April Fool’s.”

“April Fool’s Day. He called me and said, 

‘Look, I didn’t want to tell you, but . . . Shae’s pregnant.’ And I said, 

‘What?’ ”

“No,” Cal says, “You’re gonna be a grandfather.”

“Yeah! That’s what he said. ‘You’re gonna be a grandfather.’ And 

I said, ‘What?’ He said, ‘I knew you was gonna sound like that. I’m 

gonna call you right back.’ ”

He let them stew all day. They were steamed, eight kids in the 

house already, saying, “How are we going to take on another kid? 

They both gotta go to school! We gonna have to take care of this 

baby!”

He fnally called back around ten that night and said, “I’m just 

playin’. It’s April Fool’s.” Brown hung up on him.

> All that week, as the world descends on Ferguson, the 

two branches of the family huddle apart from each other. There’s 

no time to mourn. The world media assembles on the sidewalks, 

and Brown and McSpadden hole up in separate hotels. The vio-

lence shocks them—not just the sight of police on armored vehi-

cles aiming machine guns and lobbing tear gas at the protesters, 

but the shameful sight of black men once again burning down their 

own streets, screaming and raging without control.

But there are fresh outrages every day: the Ferguson police re-

fusing to wear their name badges, shooting a female preacher with 

a rubber bullet, roughing up reporters, handcuffng a ninety-year-

old Holocaust survivor, wearing i  a m  da r r e n  w i l s o n  wristbands, 

tear-gassing people standing peacefully in their own yards. When 

they fnally release an incident report, it contains nothing but the 

date, time, and location. Violating both the law and their own pol-

icies, it includes no narrative of the event.

On Wednesday, Ferguson police chief Thomas Jackson tells the 

media that their son hit the offcer in the face so hard he had to go 

to the hospital—another insult, like he’s already building a case 

against their son and won’t hesitate to make false claims to do it.

That night, the violence fares again—and again the militarized 

reaction of the Ferguson police shocks the world.

On Thursday, the governor turns the police response over to a 

black Highway Patrol captain named Ron Johnson, who marches  

with protesters and changes the tone completely—suddenly there’s 

music and free food. But the very next day, Jackson releases a video 

of Michael stealing cigarillos from a convenience store and shov-

ing a clerk who tried to stop him—a decision denounced by the 

governor and opposed by the Justice Department. To the family, 

it feels like another desecration. Even if he did such a thing, did he 

deserve to be killed for it? The violence fares again.

When prosecutor Bob McCulloch refuses to allow a special pros-

ecutor and takes the case to a grand jury, another blast of indig-

nation rises. In Ferguson, McCulloch is infamous for defending a 

group of policemen who gunned down two unarmed robbery sus-

pects at a Jack in the Box, dismissing the victims as “bums.” And 

everyone knows his father was a policeman 

killed by a black suspect. Even the St. Lou-

is county executive called him biased. This 

is the impartial hand of justice?

Pastor Lee keeps bringing back reports 

from the protests—each time he talked the 

protesters into taking a couple steps back, 

the police took a couple steps forward. He 

got a call about possible vandalism at his 

church, and while he was driving there 

they pointed an M16 at his windshield and 

touched a gun barrel to his wife’s head. He 

was there when they rushed the Holocaust 

survivor. He got shot at with rubber bullets. 

He was standing next to the crew from Al Jazeera TV when the po-

lice lobbed a can of tear gas at them. They ran with their eyes burn-

ing and the Al Jazeera guy said, “I feel like I’m back in Palestine.”

Endlessly, they parse the crime. Dorian Johnson, the kid who 

was with Michael that day, said that the offcer passed them and 

told them to “get the fuck on the sidewalk.” They kept walking. He 

squealed his tires backing up and grabbed Michael by the throat. 

Dorian said that the cop’s gun was already drawn and he told Mi-

chael, “I’ll shoot.” Michael was wearing a T-shirt, shorts, and 

fip-fops, nowhere to hide a gun. Why did he have to shoot him?

Other witnesses tell different stories, and it’s unlikely the truth of 

what happened will ever be certain. But there are larger truths. At 

his church, Brown pleads: “Pastor Lee, you know he’s not a thug.”

> He can’t think about that now. The funeral is 

Monday. He stays with people as much as possible, cries in his bed 

at night, even breaks down one night at the dinner table. He goes to 

church almost daily. He’s doing his best to channel his anger into 

the long black tradition of protest and reform. Just days after the 

shooting, after speaking with a local lobbyist about a law requir-

ing that cameras be worn by all police offcers, he starts wearing a  

T-shirt that says t h e  m i k e  b r o w n  l aw . But on Sunday, he goes to 

a peace rally wearing a T-shirt that says n o  j u s t i c e ,  n o  p e a c e ,

which pretty well expresses the contradictions raging inside. Sit-

ting stony-faced on a rented bus with Sharpton and Crump and 

various helpers and handlers, waiting to go onstage, he broods so 

silently—I should have been there to protect him—that Cal tries to 

nudge him. “Baby, you gotta talk.” He says he doesn’t know what to 

say, but the truth is he’s still so angry he’s afraid he might explode.

Finally, they usher him past fashing cameras to the stage. He 
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> Months will pass before Brown can talk to strangers. 

When he tries to give an interview on CNN, he’s monosyllabic.

“Did it upset you that he was left out for so long?”

“Yes.”

“Is that something that still upsets you?”

“Yes.” 

Afterward, Cal has a talk with him. She’s been sticking to hugs 

and prayers, but now something must be said. “You’re portraying 

yourself as an angry black man,” she says.

“But I am angry,” he answers.

“I know that you are, but if you’re calling for the supporters and 

the protesters to be peaceful, you gotta have a better look. You can’t 

call for peace looking like you want to hurt somebody.”

The problem is he does. One of the reasons he’s so ferce on the 

subject of peace is to remind himself.

He takes comfort from the support of the community. One of 

Michael’s teachers even wrote a letter say-

ing Michael was one of the kindest kids 

she ever taught, quiet and funny, his par-

ents “fercely protective” and “active in ev-

ery aspect of his education.” Things like 

that help take the sting out of the horrible 

glee in the right-wing media over the cig-

arillo video, mocking the family’s “rush to 

judgment” about the police as they them-

selves rushed to judge. Maybe he was high 

on angel dust? Didn’t he hit Offcer Dar-

ren Wilson so hard he had a “blowout frac-

ture to the eye socket”? And what about 

that “thug music” he made? Over and over, 

they linked Brown’s death to the president, 

whom they accused of “orchestrating” the 

protests and dividing the country by race. 

Sample comment: “What holiday isn’t cel-

ebrated in Ferguson? Father’s Day. It’s too 

confusing for them.”

Then another terrible thing happens. 

The split between Brown and McSpad-

den was very bitter, with fghts over child 

support and parental responsibilities, and all that history erupts 

when McSpadden sees Cal’s mother selling Michael Brown T-shirts  

on West Florrisant and explodes into rage. With a group of friends 

and her husband, Louis Head, they swarm the T-shirt stand, taking 

the shirts and all the proceeds, too. Someone attacks Cal’s moth-

er’s boyfriend with a pipe—exposing, in their grief and rage, the 

divided family’s deepest troubles.

Brown starts asking Pastor Lee about the Bible. Why would God 

send his only begotten son to die? What was the point of that? Why 

would he send his son down to be a sacrifce?

A young man with an even younger face—on cold nights at the 

protests, he wears one of those Tibetan hats with earfaps and 

strings hanging down—Lee was stopped by the police so often as 

a teenager he would leave the house ten minutes early to accom-

modate. There’s no doubt in his mind about the overall justice of 

the cause. After the killing, he even signed on as NAN’s local rep-

resentative. The result has been at least sixty-nine death threats 

from right-wing racists, including at least one that said they would 

burn down his church with him in it.

His answer to Brown: “What if Mike Jr. could be the equivalent 

of Saint Paul? What if Michael Brown Jr. is the justice martyr for us 

to take the injusticeness that the black man is going through all the 

way around the world, to expose how people are being treated?”

Inspired, he starts writing a sermon called “Arrest Them Now”: 

 Watch, listen, share, and more—scan any page with the free Esquire2 app.

looks out at the world with that thousand-yard stare, thanks them 

for the love and support, and asks for peace. “Will you please, please 

take a day of silence so I can—so we can lay our son to rest. Please. 

That’s all I ask.” They lead him back down into the fashing cam-

eras, and the reporters rush him.

Then it’s the funeral, another mob scene, 50 uncles and aunts 

and cousins and another 550 friends and a few thousand strang-

ers, politicians, and celebrities, the TV cameras bristling from an 

elevated duck-blind across the street and camera crews stalking 

the crowds. Backstage, they get into a squabble about the lineup—

why are so many politicians scheduled to speak? The band vamps 

for long stretches. Finally they fle in, McSpadden touching a hand-

kerchief to her nose, Brown numb and staring. The band breaks 

into a boisterous spiritual.

To Brown, it’s all a blur. There are words about the Prince 

of Peace and what happens when the wicked advance, for we 

are accounted as sheep for the slaugh-

ter, and periodically the music rises and 

voices cry out and then an uncle named 

Bernard is up there in dark glasses say-

ing that he’d be lying if he said he didn’t 

still have anger in his heart and revenge 

on his mind. “But I can’t be no fool. We 

got to do it the right way.” A cousin talks 

about God and freedom and equality and 

there’s more music—he saw the best in 

me when everyone else around could see 

only the worst in me—and more sermons 

and Pastor Charles talking Cain and Abel, 

and Cain’s blood is crying from the ground 

just like Michael’s blood is crying from the 

ground. Crump talks about Dred Scott, 

and Sharpton brings the congregation to 

their feet with a mixture of calls to activ-

ism and the striver’s sermon heard weekly 

in every black church in the land: “Black-

ness has never been about being a gangster 

or a thug. Blackness was about no matter 

how low we was pushed down, we rose 

up anyhow.”

But Brown hears none of this. Too emotional to speak himself, 

he lets Cal speak for him. She says what she’s been telling him pri-

vately, trying to stop him from blaming himself: Michael was a 

kind and gentle soul who was chosen by God to bring change to 

America. “We have had enough of seeing our brothers and sisters 

killed in the street,” she says. “We have had enough of this sense-

less killing. Show up at the voting polls, let your voices be heard.”

Then they fle out and there’s a crowd of thousands pressing 

against the barriers, TV cameras mobbing the hearse, the heat 100 

degrees. One woman shudders to her knees in a pouring sweat. A 

young man in dreadlocks gets mad because he got kicked out of 

the inner circle behind the barricades, where Spike Lee and oth-

er celebrities mingle with the dazed family members. He wants to 

know why the protesters aren’t given a place of honor. “The media 

didn’t come because of Michael’s blood,” he shouts. “They came 

because of what we did!” 

At the cemetery, women carry umbrellas, the men sweat in their 

black suits. A man sings a spiritual about going home, a small choir 

sings “I’ll Fly Away.” The casket arrives in a white carriage and only  

then, when the box is actually being lowered into the ground, does 

the spell on Brown fnally break. His son is dead and he can be si-

lent no more. He cries out and throws his head back, his face a mask 

of unimaginable agony.
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Prosecutor McCulloch decided to take the case to a grand jury rath-

er than bring charges himself, so he’s like Pontius Pilate washing 

his hands. The Sadducees and the Pharisees were the police chiefs 

who incited the people and Barabbas was Darren Wilson. When 

he delivers the sermon in church, Brown is sitting in the audience. 

“Which one do you want us to crucify? Do you want us to crucify 

the murderer? Or do you want us to crucify the in-

nocent person? Kill Michael Brown and let the mur-

derer go free?”

Brown tears up.

But when he’s fnally able to talk, he comes pre-

pared to tell the sad as well as the good.

> From the day Michael was born up 

until he was three, he was very quiet, playing by 

himself, not interacting with the other kids. When 

he was fve, he started to open up. School helped at 

frst; he loved kindergarten. But then he had a com-

prehension issue. He had to read a passage a cou-

ple of times over to get it. But they got tutoring and 

passed through that.

His size was a problem. Kids teased him, calling 

him fat, and one day he said he didn’t want to go back 

to that school. “I told him, ‘They’re just kids that play 

jokes and don’t know that they’re hurtful jokes at that 

age. Why don’t you laugh with them?’ ”

Brown’s father died when Michael was eight, which 

hit the boy hard because they were close. He started 

asking questions about life then, and Brown had to tell 

his son that there were things you just couldn’t explain.

In eighth grade, he tried out for football, but his 

grades suffered and Brown fnally told him he had to 

quit. “I told him, ‘Grades before sports. If you ain’t got 

the grades, you ain’t gonna be able to play no sports.’ ” 

He wasn’t happy about that.

Without doubt, the turmoil in the family took its 

toll. When Brown and McSpadden broke up in 1999, 

Michael followed his mom to a new school district. 

Then he did a year’s stint at Jennings. Sometimes he 

would call his father, asking to be rescued. “And the 

two different families, we really didn’t get along, so 

it was kinda hard for me to go pick him up,” Brown 

says in a pained, quiet voice. “I had to have a family 

member go get him and bring him over to the house.”

The frst time Cal met Michael, he was about six-

teen, and they came home to fnd him sitting on the 

porch. “Mike-Mike had obviously had a little spat 

with his mother, and then she dropped him off over 

there,” Cal remembers. Brown was annoyed and 

fussing with him about being disrespectful and Mi-

chael never said a word. Finally he said, “Dad, are 

you fnished?” Brown said he was. “Now would you 

like to hear my side of the story?”

Shortly after that, Michael came to stay with 

them. But he fat-out refused to go to school, sulk-

ing in his room for about three months. “It was a 

big struggle,” Brown says.

“He couldn’t focus,” Cal says. “He didn’t like it.”

Brown admits he was pretty worried. “Because he kind of had 

his mind made up.”

“He got bored,” Cal says.

“Just like me,” Brown says.

“He lost interest in stuff so quick.”

“Just like me,” Brown says.

That’s when Cal stepped in. She’s easygoing, a hugger, and Mi-

chael cleaved to her so eagerly that Brown got a little jealous. Mi-

chael told her things he didn’t tell anyone else—that he didn’t be-

lieve in God, which shocked her, and that his greatest fear was 

“not to be loved.” With college degrees of her own, she sang the 

praises of knowledge. “Education is everything. Es-

pecially as a black man. If you don’t have an educa-

tion, you don’t have anything.” He never said much 

in response. She’d ask him, “What do you think?” 

He’d say, “Well, just give me a minute.”

Then Michael heard about a program where he 

could go to school part time and complete the credits 

fast. So he did that his senior year, signing a contract 

where he promised to keep up with the homework—

and that was another struggle. When graduation 

came around, he turned up short on some phys-ed 

credits, but he buckled down for two more months—

which is why he graduated at the beginning of Au-

gust, just a week before he died.

They weren’t thrilled with his rap songs, which 

had lyrics that range from “Smoking on this dope 

till I choke” to “I need God and my family,” but Cal 

fgured they were an outlet for venting. “Because I 

had told him at one time, you know, ‘You can’t just be 

angry about stuff. You have to vent.’ ” Brown wasn’t 

impressed. “I listened to some of it. I basically told 

him, ‘Just keep it as a hobby. Let’s stay focused.’ ”

But mostly they focused on the daily happiness. 

He played the tuba in sixth grade, played his vid-

eo games, played catch in the street, football and 

kickball. “Just a normal kid, man.” At the thought, 

Brown fashes a sweet gold-toothed smile so sud-

den and brief it seems like a mirage.

When Cal became ill in January of 2013, Michael 

was her biggest supporter. If he wasn’t at the hos-

pital by her side, he was on the phone with encour-

aging words. When she came home, he was always 

there in her face. “What are you doing?” “I’m going 

to the mailbox.” “No, you’re not. Sit back down.” She 

couldn’t even carry her own purse—she laughs at the 

image of that huge guy tenderly carrying her purse.

That summer came something that they regarded  

as a sign. “You want to tell him?” Cal asks. “Or you 

want me to tell him?

“You can tell him,” Brown says.

“He called and he said that he had just took a 

picture.”

“He called me,” Brown says.

“It had rained, and I guess he was looking at the 

sunset, a tree in the right bottom corner, and then in 

the middle it was the moon and some clouds around 

it. And on the other side, it kind of looked swirly. 

So he sent us the picture and he was like, ‘Look at 

it and tell me what you see.’ And I said, ‘I don’t see 

nothing.’ And then we started laughing.”

“And he got upset,” Brown says. “He was like, ‘I’m serious, Dad. 

I’m not playing!’ ”

“Then my sister looked at the picture and her boyfriend, my 

mom—we kind of passed the phone around the house and we were 

like, ‘We don’t see it. What is it that you see?’ And he said, ‘In the 

middle, there’s an angel. The devil is chasing the angel into the 

eyes of God.’ And I told him, ‘If it’s truly [continued on page 116]

Benjamin 
Crump’s 

Caseload
The Brown  

family lawyer has 
many similar  

clients. Here are 
just a few of his 
current cases.

2014

The family of 
Tamir Rice,  

aged twelve, killed 
by police while  

holding a toy gun, 
Cleveland.

The family of  
Victor White of 
Louisiana, who 
died in a police 

car with his hands 
cuffed behind him. 

Police say it was  
a suicide.

2013

The family of  
Kendrick Johnson, 
found dead, rolled 

up in a gym mat 
in a Georgia high 
school. Ruled an 

accident.

2012

The family of 
Trayvon Martin, 
killed by George 

Zimmerman while 
walking home, 

Sanford, Florida.

The family of  
Chavis Carter, 

shot in the head in 
a police car with 
his hands cuffed  
behind him, in 

Jonesboro, Arkan-
sas. Police say it 

was a suicide. 

The family of  
Alesia Thomas, 

who died after be-
ing kicked while 

handcuffed in  
police custody,  

Los Angeles.
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OU REALLY OUGHT TO SEE IT FOR YOURSELF— 

yes, you: Come to New York City; visit 

Ground Zero. Skip the museum: There the 

dead are deafening, a pandemonium of grief, a 

mausoleum with escalators, complete with hu-

man remains, recordings of mass murder, and a 

gift shop where the commodifed fetish of massa-

cre flls the shelves and the cashiers are trained to 

beg each customer for an extra buck—on top of the 

twenty-four-dollar entry fee. Mourning and refec-

tion are yours for free on the plaza. Bear in mind that 

death and metaphor and symbol are the same forc-

es that tore the old place down—wielded by fanat-

ics for martyrdom, and by politicians for power, and by one and 

all for proft, because neither the Dutch nor anyone else dug in 

and stuck it out to go see plays and museums. Sure, these sixteen 

acres are a battlefeld, a mass grave, a mud-caked trough of capital 

and corruption—pretty much what you’d call any patch of land on 

the planet at one time or another—and now, again, they’re a place 

where people come and go to work.  

I frst stood upon Ground Zero in 2005, when it was still a ruin,  

a slab-on-grade pit seventy feet below street level, with a single 

460-foot ramp leading in and out. Two squares of orange traffc 

cones outlined the perimeter column stumps where the Twin 

Towers had stood. A couple of construction trailers, locked and 

empty. A cornerstone—a Freedom Tower cornerstone, twenty 

tons of Adirondack granite dedicated on July 4, 2004, inscribed to 

honor the 2,753 souls killed here on 9/11—hidden under a warped 

and leaking plywood cover painted blue. Nothing came down the 

ramp. Nothing moved at all.

The problem wasn’t that the pit was empty. The pit was by 

then too full—stuffed with sorrow and human remains, clogged 

by rhetoric and metaphor in the service of political ambition, 

and fooded with tens of billions of dollars up for grabs the mo-

ment the old World Trade Center fell. This was never going to be 

quick or pretty—not here in New York City. This isn’t Pearl Harbor 

or Oklahoma City; these are sixteen acres of the most precious, 

proftable land on the globe, at the heart of a world capital on a 

perpetual wartime footing. Bombed in 1993. Vaporized in 2001.

Guess what: It’s back. They opened the Freedom Tower at last, 

on November 3, 2014. You’ve got your memorial plaza now, and 

the museum, and a pristine Tower Four, opened the week before—

and now you’ve got the big boy. Two-point-six million square feet 

of offce space, 1,776 feet tall, 104 foors of fortifed concrete, the 

most costly offce tower ever built atop a mass grave. Too soon? 

Sacred ground, I know. But would you have this city build a six-

teen-acre crypt? Not here. Here, you go to work. That’s why peo-

ple stream here from around the world and all the states—to get 

their ass to work, to make a buck. Closure is beside the point: Some 

losses can never be made good. And there’s no honor in a monu-

ment to existential dread, no chance of redemption without work. 

Not here, in this city. And not here, where so many died, at work.

Here, fnally, people are coming back—to One World Trade—

this morning. To work. In the Freedom Tower. I’m actually a bit 

verklempt. I saw Freedom Tower steel poured molten and then 

rolled in Luxembourg, jumbo H-fanged beams, and I signed one 

Ten years ago, when we started chronicling the rebuilding 

of downtown New York, the World Trade Center site 

was nothing but an empty hole in the ground. Beset by the 

nastiest politics, paralyzed by corruption and avarice, 

overwhelmed by grief, these sixteen acres had become a 

symbol of our national fecklessness, proof of our decline. 

Nothing good, it was thought at the time, would ever happen 

there. Now the memorial and the museum are done, the site 

is almost completely finished, and the tallest building in the 

Western Hemisphere is just opening for business. Who cares 

if no one showed up for the grand opening? And who cares 

about the architecture critics? Their haughty scorn is surely 

confirmation of its greatness. The rebuilding is finished. 

Welcome to One World Trade.

 BY SCOTT RAAB P H OTO G R A P H S  BY  J O E  WO O L H E A D

Y
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in Zuccotti Park just across the street here. I saw the bedrock 

blasted here, rode with concrete drivers and watched ’em pour. 

I witnessed that cursed cornerstone, muck-stained and forgot-

ten, loaded onto a fatbed, cinched inside a dollar-store tarp, and 

hauled up the ramp one Friday morning, never to be seen again. 

And I watched this tower get built, built by $4 billion and union 

labor, plus the force, cosmic and commercial, that through the 

green fuse drives the fucking fower. 

The Freedom Tower holds a warm place in my heart, you could 

say, but the rest of me is cold. The sky this November morning is 

low and fat and gray; the Hudson River wind smacks of early win-

ter; and of course we must suffer through yet another ceremony. 

But this is the strangest Ground Zero ceremony of all. Tomorrow 

is Election Day, and nobody who’s anyone is here to preen. Not 

the governors of New York and New Jersey, Andrew Cuomo and 

Chris Christie, who share control of the Port Authority of New 

York and New Jersey, which owns these sixteen acres and built 

this tower; not Barack Obama, who stopped by in 2011 to lay a 

wreath a few days after ordering Osama killed and returned to 

sign a Freedom Tower beam in 2012; even New York City’s new 

mayor, NotMikeBloomberg, stayed away.

The Port Authority threw this party. With 40 percent of Free-

dom Tower offce space unleased, they were hoping for a grand 

opening; there was even talk of Alicia Keys warbling the local 

anthem. But the PA takes its marching orders from Cuomo and 

Christie, and—not for nothing: It was Christie’s Jersey crew that 

shut down the George Washington Bridge and pillaged the PA 

for years as Cuomo looked the other way, all matters still un-

der investigation by two separate federal prosecutors plus the 

SEC—both governors killed any notion of a gala in the crib, leav-

ing this morning’s ceremonial duties to the anonymous gent in 

the topcoat stepping out of an idling chauffeured Mercedes and 

strolling to the microphone to greet the smallish media throng.

“This is a terrifc day for Lower Manhattan,” he says, “a won-

derful day for New York City, and an absolutely great day for Con-

dé Nast. Thank you all for being here.”

“Who are you?” shouts a reporter.

“I’m Chuck Townsend.”

Somebody else asks who’s in Chuck’s car, perhaps hoping for a 

dignitary less minor than Chuck himself. He’s the CEO of Condé 

Nast, publisher of glamour magazines, which 

signed a twenty-fve-year, $2 billion lease in 

2011 for twenty-some lower-level Freedom 

Tower foors. This blessed morning, a cadre 

of execs—fnancial analysts and such—are due 

to move in as the vanguard of a glossy force of 

thirty-four hundred. Maybe there’s a celebri-

ty editor keeping warm in the Mercedes and 

handy with a quote—Anna Wintour, the lion-

ess of Vogue, say.

“That is my driver, and he drives me every 

day,” Chuck says. “Thank you very much.”

Chuck steps back two paces as a burly man 

steps up. He’s Pat Foye, the Port Authority’s executive director, 

and he’s all bundled up in his winter jacket, ass-length, tan, but-

toned to its brown corduroy collar. Pat looks like he just stopped 

by to rake some leaves.

“Look, a terrifc day for New York,” he begins. “The New York 

City skyline has been restored. Welcoming Condé Nast to One 

World Trade Center”—and here Pat loses interest altogether. “Uh, 

restoration of the city skyline, uh, creation of thousands of jobs.” 

This is a verbatim transcription, and I nearly feel sorry for him. Like 

almost every PA executive director who came before him, Foye’s a 

hack. Cuomo, his patron, took offce in 2011, knifed Pat Foye’s pre-

Above, as One World 
Trade reached the 
ninety-second floor, 
workers closely  
inspected the slider 
crane for any  
structural flaws  
following a storm,  
July 21, 2012. At this 
point, the project  
was in the throes of 
cost-cutting. “A sim-
ple building is not  
tolerant of cost cuts,” 
said architect David 
Childs, “and they’re 
going to screw it up.” 
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decessor—nobody’s hack, which is why Cuomo fred him—and 

stuck Foye with the PA job. It was far too late for Cuomo to earn 

credit for anything good that might happen at Ground Zero; Foye’s 

main job was to mind the store and see to it that nothing big went 

wrong. Nothing did, until one morning in September 2013, when 

it fnally came to Patrick Foye’s attention that the world’s busiest 

bridge, the PA’s George Washington, had somehow been hijacked 

and held hostage by Chris Christie’s thug brigade for four days be-

fore the PA’s executive director knew dick about it. It’s rare to see 

Pat Foye out and about these days unless he’s giving testimony.

None of that matters much this morning. I’m here to 

kvell upon the guest of honor: the Freedom Tower. On a 

clear day, I can spot its slender fnger from my attic win-

dow in north Jersey, ffteen miles away. The closer you 

come, across the Hudson or East rivers, by ferry or train, 

bus or car, the better it looks—a ta-

pered, twisting obelisk whose cur-

tain wall of glass mirrors the sky. The 

tower was designed three different times, each 

version simpler than the one before it; from 

distance, it’s a perfect signifer for the site. On 

the city’s west horizon, it dwarfs even the Em-

pire State Building; from the streets of Lower 

Manhattan, it looms. Close up, it feels like the 

Twins—and like any other superskyscraper—too big, too blunt, too 

much mass upthrust too high, impossible, inhuman.

The Freedom Tower’s particular burden is its base, a two-hun-

dred-foot cube of concrete and metal covered in thick glass and 

stacked twenty stories high, meant primarily to absorb and sur-

vive the next attack. In 2006, the PA proclaimed that it would not 

ask its own staff to return to work in this building, saying they had 

already suffered enough trauma and horror at Ground Zero. Two 

nights ago, during his Saturday Night Live monologue, Chris Rock 

suggested renaming the building the Never-Going-in-There Tow-

er, wondered why it wasn’t sponsored by Target, and asked if the 

tower could duck. Now a reporter asks Pat Foye about Rock’s riff.

“Didn’t see it,” Foye snaps. “Next question.”

There is no next question. There is only the same question re-

phrased, felded by the Port subaltern who follows Foye to the 

microphone.

“As Pat Foye said, we’re truly the safest place in America, if 

not the world.”

On the Memorial Plaza, a few yards away and separated from the 

Freedom Tower by nothing but the forbidding force of that base, 

the square footprints of the old Twin Towers, precisely where they 

stood, are each a vast waterfall, each plunging thirty feet, each sur-

rounded by parapets etched with the names of the 9/11 dead. Fif-

teen million pilgrims and more have come here, and at least a hun-

dred or two walk there this morning, but not one has strolled over 

to see what all the fuss is. In part this is a tribute to the solemn, 

splendid beauty of the plaza—a perfect piece of Ground Zero and 

a stroke of urban genius: After thirteen years of chain-link fenc-

ing and manned checkpoints, human beings can now walk onto 

and through these sixteen acres from the city streets around them.

But the tower—that behemoth of a base—is too close to see, 

too abrupt, too huge to approach. It sits apart, across a narrow 

lane blocked by a guard booth and retractable metallic dragon’s 

teeth to force vehicles to halt. With no sun in the sky, the Free-

dom Tower still throws a fearsome shadow.

AVID CHILDS, THE ARCHITECT WHO DESIGNED THE  

Freedom Tower, was not invited to its ungrand opening, 

nor was anyone else from Skidmore, Owings & Merrill’s 

Wall Street offce, a fve-minute walk from here. SOM, 

founded in 1936, the world’s premier corporate-archi-

tecture frm, issued a press release on November 3 and 

announced a contest inviting the public to submit pho-

tos of the tower, with the prize a scale model of it.

“I’m sort of persona non grata, which is so surprising to me,” he 

says. “These things become very personal. You get all wrapped up 

in it. I felt often like the Ancient Mariner, having to tell my story, 

living it on and on. I just wish that it would be over, frankly—it’s 

haunted me for a long time. All these problems—I knew it was 

going to be diffcult, but I didn’t realize that by the end there’d be 

so much diffculty piled on, in a very intense way, a way that was 

unnecessary and very damaging. I’m foored when we haven’t 

been welcome on the site.”

The frst time we met, in 2005, Childs was sixty-four years 

old—he joined SOM in 1971 and has built offce towers around 

the world—and so tickled with the Freedom Tower that he ex-

cused himself after a few minutes, returned to his offce with a 

plastic model, one foot tall, and set it on his desk.

“Dead simple—so that it can have some sort of memory and 

identifcation,” he said at the time. “And when you look at it from 

New Jersey, or fying in, or coming across the bridges, you’ll know 

exactly where the memorial is. The memorials are the voids, the 

sadness of what happened. This is the victory—the triumph of 

the fact that we weren’t defeated. We came back.”

Not quite. The model atop Childs’s desk in 2005 was already ver-

sion three of the Freedom Tower. Childs had nothing to do with 

version one, a sloping seventy-foor tower stuck to a 1,776-foot glass 

spire. This was the brainchild of Daniel Libeskind, a celebrity ar-

chitect whose “Master Plan” Governor George Pataki himself had 

picked for the rebuilding in early 2003, vetoing the choice of a pan-

el of experts named to judge a “Master Plan” competition run by 

a golem—the Lower Manhattan Development Corporation—al-

chemized by Rudolph Giuliani and Pataki in November 2001 and 

stuffed with their own appointees. The LMDC, brought to life to 

disperse $10 billion of federal money at Ground Zero, combined the 

sheen of independence with no oversight at all beyond Pataki’s desk.

Pataki adored Libeskind’s plan, and little wonder. Libeskind, a 

short, square man who dressed all in black, from the thick frames 

of his glasses down to his hand-tooled cowboy boots, came to New 

York City by ship from his native Poland as a teen, sailed past the 

Statue of Liberty, and fell madly in love. His Ground Zero had a 

goddamn name for everything, including the plan itself, which 

Libeskind called “Memory Foundations.” It had a “Wedge of Light” 

and a “Park of Heroes,” too. He named the 1,776-foot America’s-

birthday-candle glass spire “Gardens of the World” because its 

open frame incorporated hundreds of vertical feet of, um, gar-

dens. The tower was designed, in Libeskind’s poetic pitch, to re-

store “the spiritual peak to the city, and [proclaim] America’s re-S
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silience even in the face of profound danger, of our optimism even 

in the aftermath of tragedy. Life, victorious.”

Such poetry made George Pataki drool. Sure, there were hitches;  

Libeskind had never birthed an offce tower—the tallest building 

he had ever gotten off the ground stood four stories high—and it 

showed. Libeskind insisted that his 1,776-foot spire should com-

mune with the Statue of Liberty’s torch, rising from New York 

Harbor to the south; to facilitate their visual colloquy, the Libes-

kind plan put the tower in the northwest corner of the sixteen 

acres, closest to the Hudson River—the trickiest spot on the site 

to build it. Its column footings would have to weave through a 

busy commuter rail line, geotechnical engineers would need to 

blast farther down to fnd bedrock frm enough to bear its weight, 

and Libeskind had plunked the tower down only twenty-fve feet 

from a major West Side artery, a roadway with six lanes of heavy 

all-day, all-night traffc.

But there was a much bigger hitch: Seven weeks before 9/11, 

the Port Authority had leased the World Trade Center to a pri-

vate real estate developer, Larry Silverstein. The born-in-Bed-

Stuy Silverstein, a self-made man after half a century spent buy-

ing, selling, and building buildings in the city, owned a 131-foot 

yacht, a reputation for tough and ceaseless negotiating, and a 

1,160-page, $3 billion, ninety-nine-year lease on Ground Zero 

that obliged him to rebuild the ten million square feet of offce 

space destroyed on 9/11. His lease also gave Silverstein the right 

to use his own architect. Big-ass hitch.

Silverstein had already hired David Childs to spruce up the 

Twin Towers right after signing the WTC lease, and after 9/11 

he immediately asked Childs to design a new offce tower at 7 

World Trade Center, just off the PA’s sixteen acres, to replace 

a forty-seven-story tower, the last building to collapse on 9/11. 

Larry’s lease required him to keep paying the Port Authority $10 

million per month in rent on the World Trade Center’s smoking 

ruins, and he was eager to rebuild, quick, and said so, in the pa-

pers, three days after the attack. To a city shocked and mourning, 

such talk of rebuilding on a literal funeral pyre seemed ghoulish. 

“Larry and I took a lot of grief at that time,” said Childs, “be-

cause many people felt that this had now become sacred land—

nothing should be done.”

Many people did feel that way, but none who mattered. Even Rudy  

Giuliani, in his farewell address as New York City mayor, called 

for remaking Ground Zero entire into a memorial, but he knew 

much better. He was leaving City Hall with great reluctance— 

after trying and failing to muscle through an emergency exten-

sion of his mayoralty—and Giuliani’s rush to create the LMDC 

showed that he fully grasped Ground Zero’s value, capital and po-

litical, which he has milked ever since without pause or shame.

As for George Pataki, he hoped to ride the Freedom Tower’s 

spire like a rocket to the White House. He did not need a stink-

ing lease. He had a man, Daniel Libeskind, and a plan.

OME BEAST SOMEWHERE MAY BE MORE  

formidable than a New York City real-

estate sensei armed with a phalanx of 

lawyers and a ninety-nine-year lease, 

but George Pataki wasn’t it. Master 

Planner Libeskind clearly had no legal 

right to design any of the rebuilt tow-

ers at Ground Zero; Childs, under the 

terms of Silverstein’s deal, did. Larry 

didn’t love Libeskind’s Freedom Tow-

er—for one thing, it was too obvious and 

inviting a target, plus vertical gardens 

don’t lease offce space; they usurp it. And both Childs and Silver-

stein wanted the tower moved to the southeast quadrant of the 

site, where it would be cheaper and easier to build.

“I told Larry, ‘Half of this is in the water,’ ” Childs said. “ ‘We’ve got 

a train under here. Everyone’s going to rush to design what things 

should look like in the sky; they’re never going to be built that way.’ ”

Pataki refused to move Libeskind’s Freedom Tower or reduce 

its height. Larry, shamed for his rush to rebuild by a local media 

handy at demonizing developers, wouldn’t let go of the lease. 

What followed was a forced architectural marriage between 

Childs and Libeskind that cost six months and brought forth 

Freedom Tower 2.0, a design that killed the plants, shrunk Libe-

skind’s spire to an off-center 276-foot shank, and added turbines 

to the tower’s top four hundred feet, to reap the wind up there 

and help power the joint. Good enough to hold an old-fashioned 

Fourth of July groundbreaking, complete with cornerstone.

Ah, but sure enough, there was another hitch, and it was epic:  

The New York Police Department believed that Libeskind’s  

Freedom Tower, with its base sitting twenty-fve feet from a six-

lane highway, would be unsafe from attack. The NYPD said so 

to the Port Authority in a detailed letter sent to the Port by the 

NYPD’s deputy commissioner for counterterrorism in August 

2004. That letter’s fate remains unknown—lost in the mail, as a 

PA spokesperson once claimed, or, far more likely, ignored. Those 

sixteen acres are the Port’s, not New York City’s; the PA has a po-

lice force and zoning codes of its own and a death-grip on the site.

So the NYPD sat down with Silverstein and brought in out-

side experts to speak to its belief that a future attempt to attack 

the WTC was a certainty. Once all this leaked to the press early 

in 2005, Pataki had no choice but to proclaim that he was look-

ing forward to “another magnifcent design that will once again 

inspire the nation and serve as a ftting tribute to freedom,” and 

kick Libeskind to the curb.

A major offce tower redesign can take six months; Pataki gave 

Childs eight weeks to deliver Freedom Tower 3. Childs shrunk 

and squared the Freedom Tower base so he could move it as far 

as possible from the highway—ninety feet instead of twenty-fve. 

The base, which now had to be built to meet the same security 

standards as a United States embassy on unfriendly soil, would 

have no offces on its frst twenty foors—hence the Cube—just the 

tower’s mechanical systems, protected by two-inch-thick glass. 

Childs and his team tried to soften and distract from the mono-

lith with faceted prismatic glass to clad the base and small side 

gardens—heck, they tossed in a wee pool—but even in the draw-

ings, the base still looked ominous.

Still, George Pataki loved this Freedom Tower most of all. 

Not only had Childs presented him with a 1,776-footer, but now 

the tower would top off right at 1,368 feet—in homage to the 

old Twins—and be crowned by a centered 408-foot-tall light-

shooting spire sheathed by a sculpted shell of fberglass and steel 

called a radome. At the press event to unveil the re-re-redesign, 

Pataki nicknamed the spire the “Torch of Freedom.” After Pata-

ki’s “Sacred Duty” speech, one reporter asked why no one from 

the Port Authority had come.

“I think the entire Port appreciates that this isn’t about any en-

tity,” Pataki said.“This is about our future, this is about our free-

dom, this is about America.”

Absolutely. Pataki even had a three-foot model of the Freedom 

Tower made—custom-built with its own little rolling suitcase—

so he could wheel it along to show off on his trips cross-country 

to raise money for his stillborn presidential campaign.

Most architecture critics, a bilious lot, found the new design dull; 

at worst, there was a general consensus that the base evoked para-S WorldMags.netWorldMags.net
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noia and perpetual war, with the Times critic, who 

hated the thing base to spire, writing that the tow-

er was “fascinating in the way that Albert Speer’s 

architectural nightmares were fascinating: as ex-

pressions of the values of a particular time and era.”

Childs was less irked by being compared to Hit-

ler’s architect—tough town, New York—than he 

was by those dismissing his redesign as just one 

more ho-hum skyscraper or a missed opportu-

nity to make a bold artistic statement.

“We are building an offce building. It ought to be iconic and 

solemn, and yet beautiful and simple. Memorable. But it also 

has to be something that works. It has to be an effcient build-

ing that can attract people down here. I believe in program 

and function being the forces that create beauty—they’ve got 

to come frst. Tall buildings are the result of engineering as 

much as anything. These buildings are formed by a knowledge 

about what they are to do—it’s not just an arbitrary sculptural 

act in which you say, ‘Okay, let the engineers fgure out how to 

do it.’ There’s a lot of architecture that does that—and some of 

it’s very beautiful. It’s not my kind of architecture, and partic-

ularly in this case, this building had to be much more than just 

a sculptural gesture.”

OVERNORS, DEVELOPERS, AND ARCHITECTS COME  

and go; the Port Authority of New York and New 

Jersey abides. It sprung to life in 1921 because 

someone had to do something: New York City 

is mainly three islands, and the two states, flled 

then as now with aggressive, ambitious assholes, 

could fnd no way to manage the fow of goods, 

services, and humanity—or to fairly split the prof-

its therefrom—without lawsuits and sporad-

ic gunfre. Thus, by law—an interstate compact 

negotiated by the two states and enacted by the U. S. Congress—

the PA was designed to run itself and live forever.

 A century ago, this was a Progressive-era leap of faith in be-

nign, expert governance shielded from public whim and polit-

ical predation. A twelve-member board of commissioners—six 

appointed by each governor—would shape long-range region-

al transportation policy. New Jersey would choose the board’s 

chair. New York would choose an executive director, the hands-

on CEO who’d guide its operations day-to-day. The PA would 

knit the competing interests of the separate states into the com-

monweal, ensuring a network of cost-effcient transportation 

systems—entirely self-funded: zero tax dollars needed—to make 

the very nation’s economic engine purr and hum.

TEN YEARS 
OF REBUILDING
A monumental under-
taking, a monumental 
chronicle of our 
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In the real world, hid from public view or vote, led by an en-

trenched emperor—Austin Tobin, its executive director from 1942 

to 1972—the Port Authority amassed incredible wealth and power. 

It owns and runs the three major airports that connect the world 

to New York City, the major bridges and tunnels, the major sea-

ports, and the commuter railroad to and from Ground Zero. Its 

annual operating budget—more than $8 billion in 2014—and its 

capital planning are entirely funded by the tolls and fees and fares 

and rents that it collects and by the long-term bonds it issues for 

sale, based on its semi-infnite revenue stream. Politicians at ev-

ery level rightly came to fear Tobin’s power and do his bidding; 

no one else knew who the fuck he was. Nobody said no when he 

settled on a grand legacy commensurate with his reign and—be-

cause the PA had the right of eminent domain, too—condemned 

and seized that sixteen-acre parcel in Lower Manhattan and built 

the World Trade Center, complete with the two tallest buildings 

in the world at the time. It was an outrage to the city’s private real  

estate developers, who all of a sudden were bidding projects 

and competing for tenants against a quasi-governmental behe-

moth with money to burn: tough shit for them. Tobin bought off 

the New Jersey side of the PA by placing the WTC on the west 

bank of the Hudson and taking over the Jersey-owned commut-

er railroad, which—thanks mainly to the PA’s bridges and tunnels:  

Austin Tobin hated trains—lost money. In short, the WTC was 

exactly the kind of project the PA was built not to do: a complex, 

costly, endless distraction; decades passed before the Twin Tow-

ers were flled with tenants—the World Trade Center had next to 

nothing to do with transportation, and was a money pit.

Tobin died in 1978. The agency he built into an empire is now 

a local joke and an international disgrace. The way the PA fulflls 

its core mission is in plain view 365 days a year. La Guardia, JFK, 

and Newark Liberty airports all are train wrecks of disrepair and 

dysfunction, any one of which would shame a public agency that 

gave a shit, which the Port demonstrably does not. The PA’s train 

line loses $400 million a year. Its reeking midtown taint, the Port 

Authority Bus Terminal, has been riddled for decades with flth 

and crime. The Port shrugs, shrouds itself in silence and opacity, 

and answers to no one but its stewards, the governors of New York 

and New Jersey. That’s how Andrew Cuomo and Chris Christie 

came to run it in a manner beftting the Gambino and Genovese 

families making common cause of a bistate titty bar. And that’s 

why George Pataki’s “Torch of Freedom” had to die.

Y THE TIME PATAKI LEFT OFFICE, ON THE FINAL DAY  

of 2006, David Childs was working for the Port. The 

governor had held his last Ground Zero ceremony less 

than a fortnight before, to witness the welding of two 

Freedom Tower columns to its concrete core. It had 

taken a year and a half just to bolt two pieces of the 

tower’s steel upright—better than nothing but not much, not near 

enough to make Pataki look like a contender. The rebuilding was 

gridlocked, paralyzed. Silverstein controlled the Freedom Tow-

er in Ground Zero’s northwest corner and three other skyscrap-

ers—also offce towers—to be built along the eastern boundary of 

the site. The Port Authority controlled the memorial turf—fully  

half the sixteen acres, more or less in the middle of it, including the 

footprints of the Twin Towers. The PA also had a fancy new train 

station planned, squeezed between two of the eastern offce tow-

ers. The station, designed by megastarchitect Santiago Calatrava, 

amounted to a $4 billion winged-white-concrete wetting of New 

Jersey’s beak—the most expensive train station ever almost built, 

already six years late and still under construction, serving a train 

line losing hundreds of millions of dollars every year.

The rebuilt Ground Zero would be packed so tight at street level 

that the Calatrava station’s wings, which were supposed to open 

and close—his young daughter released two doves at that ground-

breaking, which turned out to be pigeons—were clipped after en-

gineers realized that they might not clear a neighboring tower. 

But the real problem sat seventy feet below street level: The en-

tire infrastructure was interlocked. Each Port project connected 

to one of  Silverstein’s; building on separate sites separately was 

impossible, and every aspect of the foundation 

work that had to be done before building ac-

tual buildings could begin became a ferocious, 

protracted landlord-tenant battle.  

Silverstein—still paying the Port its month-

ly $10 million Trade Center rent, still fghting 

his insurers, still willing to defend his lease in 

court if that’s what the PA wished—took an ug-

ly public torching. Pataki’s days in offce were 

numbered, his Ground Zero legacy an orphaned cornerstone sit-

ting in a puddle of brack at the bottom of a chest wound still weep-

ing with human remains. The governor and the PA declared an end 

to negotiations in April 2006, and Pataki told the press that Silver-

stein had “betrayed the public’s trust and that of all New Yorkers. 

We cannot and will not allow proft margins and fnancial inter-

ests to be put ahead of public interest in expediting the rebuilding 

of the site of the greatest tragedy on American soil.”

It was perfect political tradecraft, a fog of stupidity and jingo 

echoed by the Times (greed vs. good at ground zero) and the 

Daily News (get  lost ,  larry), and it was born of Pataki’s desper-

ation to have something—anything—to show as evidence of lead-

ership. The Port made Larry an offer he couldn’t refuse: It sliced 

his rent and agreed to speed up foundation work for Larry’s three 

eastern offce towers. It was a good offer; those towers would be 

quicker to build and easier to lease: They were much closer to the 

train station and not nicknamed by a politician. What made it a 

great offer was that all Pataki and the PA asked in return was the 

Freedom Tower.

Larry let them take it off his hands. And when the governor in-

vited him to the Ground Zero ceremony to mark the passing of the 

“Torch of Freedom” to the Port Authority, Larry was glad to show. 

We’re talking about a guy whose pelvis was crushed by a drunk driv-

er fve days before his bid was due to lease the WTC in 2001, when 

he was seventy years old; he had his doctors dial back the pain meds, 

brought his real estate team to the hospital, and kept working. Be-

ing called a traitor by the governor of New York was small potatoes.

“Listen,” he said after the ceremony, “after all the name-calling, 
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we’re still working together, right? So what does it mean? What 

does it accomplish? I’m not going anywhere. I’m going to fnish 

this job. I saw this not just as an obligation but also a privilege, to 

rebuild. And I felt it—and I feel it—as an obligation to my children, 

to my grandchildren, that this thing get rebuilt. We’ll get it done.”

The deal was sweet for Larry—“I’m not complaining,” he said—

but not for David Childs. By 2006, Childs and Silverstein had fn-

ished 7 WTC, a trapezoidal beauty, 750 shimmering feet, ffty-two 

foors, and 1.7 million square feet of offce space—all now fully leased. 

Childs designed it to let Greenwich Street come back through—the 

old 7 blocked it—and he put a small park steps from its front door. 

New York City real estate developers don’t typically spend money 

on such things unless an architect can convincingly explain why 

they’re so vital. Silverstein nursed every nickel, but he also knew the 

historical heft, and the spiritual demands, of the Freedom Tower. 

Childs’s SOM team and Larry and his boys had bonded over count-

less Freedom Tower design meetings, putting dollars on the archi-

tects’ renderings, hammering out the details of an offce tower the 

same way developers like Larry Silverstein do it every day: to a nub.

“He listened,” Childs says. “He cared. He wanted it to be his 

legacy. He had a certain amount of faith.”

Not that the Port Authority gave a rat’s ass about any of that 

crap after Pataki left. The PA hadn’t built any sort of skyscraper 

in forty years; its engineers weren’t worried about inspiring any-

one but the Port’s fnancial analysts, and the 

fnancial analysts were inspired solely by the 

murderous mounting costs of the whole re-

build. It was standard practice for contractors 

and suppliers to wait months for past-due PA 

payment; the agency was cutting whatever it 

could. The Memorial Museum and plaza were holy. The train de-

pot—always “the Calatrava”—had rabbinical supervision on both 

sides of the Hudson River. The Freedom Tower? A foundling, a 

mewling orphan with a Godzillan appetite for cash.

George Pataki’s brief successor, the whoremongering Eliot 

Spitzer, came into offce threatening to scrap the whole thing. In-

stead, the PA stripped it, piece by piece—starting with the Cube.

Side gardens? Dead.

Pool? Dead.

Broad steps, where folks might sit and eat their lunch? Dead.

Stainless-steel spandrels? Shot through the eye like Moe 

Greene.

Again and again, David Childs went back to the drawing board. 

By 2008, he was clinging to his prismatic glass. Barely.

“This is a good offce building, and the structure works. But 

there’s another thing that this building aspires to—that other, f-

nal, symbolic, proportionate light-flled thing that inspires you. 

When the glass is on it, the faceted glass, with all the light going 

through and bouncing back—it’s really going to be quite amaz-

ing. But we’ve got to get the right glass. A simple building is not 

tolerant of cost cuts. It is dependent on the detailing, the right 

materials. Once you take this tower and put it in its place, you’ve 

got to do it right. And they’re going to screw it up.”

N 2010, AS THE FREEDOM TOWER’S PROJECTED COST  

passed $3 billion, the PA put a piece of the building 

up for sale and struck a deal with Douglas Durst. 

For a lousy $100 million, the Durst Organization 

obtained a 10 percent equity interest in the tow-

er, along with a $15 million management contract 

whose fne print made plain the Port’s one true pri-

ority: If Durst could fnd costs to cut, Durst would 

pocket 75 percent of every penny it could save on 

the job up to $24 million, and less above that. Durst didn’t out-

bid other developers who wanted in—there were fve—but it had 

something special going for it: Condé Nast was already Durst’s 

tenant in a tower at Times Square and—who knew? who even 

coulda guessed?—might relocate downtown, for the right price.

Surprise: Durst found costs to cut. It got rid of Childs’s glass tout 

suite and set its eyes upon the spire. That forty-story radome—the 

sculpted, tapered cable-and-fberglass shell, shielding and con-

cealing the broadcast antennae and tower mechanicals, its web 

of interlocking triangles climbing the sky: What the hell was that 

piece of shit doing up there, besides costing $20 million?

Childs was helpless, frozen out. Douglas Durst is a third-gen-

eration real estate king; his father had waged a public war against 

building the old World Trade Center, and Doug himself put a full-

page ad in the New York City papers in 2007, urging new gover-

nor Spitzer to bury the Freedom Tower. It was Durst’s building 

now. Andrew Cuomo and Patrick Foye had no investment in the 

Torch of Freedom. His new boss saw no reason to give a moment’s 

thought to Childs’s pleas to spare the radome.

“I was so eager to try to get to Durst,” Childs says now, “to un-

derstand what he thought was wrong, and I realized right away 

that he didn’t want to talk to me, didn’t want to see me, didn’t 

want to take me up on my offer to redesign the spire or to solve 

problems. He just wanted to go in there with his ax.”

Childs was informed by a press release that the Torch of Free-

dom’s vest slept with the fshes; Durst told the press that the ra-

dome had to go because of potential maintenance and repair is-

sues, which was bullshit. David Childs took bold—and, for any 

architect, exceedingly rare—action: He issued a statement of his 

own, expressing disappointment and offering to work with the 

PA on a redesign. “Eliminating this integral part of the building’s 

design and leaving an exposed antenna and equipment is unfor-

tunate,” he wrote. “We stand ready to work with the Port on an 

alternate design that will still mark the One World Trade Cen-

ter’s place in New York City’s skyline.”

But $20 million saved was at least $10 million earned for Durst. 

Childs’s statement did have some effect: The Port told David 

Childs to shut the fuck up. With his loose talk about “exposed 

antenna and equipment,” Childs was jeopardizing the Freedom 

Tower’s status as the tallest building in the Western Hemisphere. 

Because the Council on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat, which 

is the international decider of these things, it has rules, goddam-

mit, and while it’ll include spires as part of a tower’s height, “an-

tennae, signage, fag poles or other functional-technical equip-

ment” don’t count.

No worries. When it came time to present the Freedom Tow-

er’s 1,776-foot case to the council, Port Authority executive direc-

tor Pat Foye was on it. Even better, Foye knew just the right per-

son for the job—David Childs.

“I had to go at the request of the head of the Port to Chicago, to 

argue why this sad little piece of steel up there was really a spire. 

And I swallowed my pride, and I won. And was there a word of 

The lobby of One 
World Trade, on 

grand opening day, 
November 2014. Op-

posite, the restored 
skyline of downtown 

New York City.
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thanks? No. And do you think I was welcomed back on the site 

as a prodigal son? No.”

There were times, says Childs, when despair made him want to 

walk away from the project, and each time he told himself, “This 

is bigger than that—get in there and make it as good as you can.” 

He also understood that the Freedom Tower is fnally no one else’s 

public legacy but his.

“I don’t want it to be the thing that I’m remembered for, because 

in fact I’ve done a lot of things that I’m much prouder of. They’re 

up. They’re built. They’re fnished. And I have great relationships 

with the clients. But you don’t get to choose those things—that 

obituary’s going to say ‘One World Trade Center.’ I’m impressed—

I’m surprised, actually—that there are still so many people who 

call it the Freedom Tower. I still do, out of spite. That name stuck 

because at least it’s a name. One World Trade Center fell down.”

Childs went to his offce on November 3, 2014, as usual. But 

he would’ve been happy to join with Pat Foye and Doug Durst to 

greet Condé Nast. Gladly—just to see people coming in to work.

“The whole idea wasn’t to rebuild buildings—that’s the architec-

tural drive, but I always felt very strongly that the idea was to come 

back and prove to the world that we had returned, and returned 

better than before. And that’s all about people gathering together. 

We are an animal that wants to be together. We are very social, and 

that’s why architecture is such a social act. We want to be togeth-

er for worship and play and trade, all those things. This is a mar-

ketplace and a gathering of people. Seeing them going to work in a 

normal situation really meant we’d done it.”

ONE. LAST TIME I WALKED GROUND ZERO, ALMOST 

Thanksgiving, that is exactly what I’m thinking: Some-

how they got the motherfucker done. It’s dusk, cold, 

and spitting rain, getting darker by the second, and 

when the LEDs behind the glass light up, the base warms up a lit-

tle. But not much. There’s still nowhere to sit—no terraces, no stairs, 

just a long tall fortress wall facing the six-lane roadway, protecting 

the concrete moat surrounding the Cube.

Tourists walk the Memorial Plaza. There are places on this 

earth where the dead speak louder than the living; now New 

York City, which never, ever shuts the fuck up, has one of those.

I’ve spent time at others—Sobibor, the Lorraine Motel in Mem-

phis, Little Bighorn—but this place is louder, including the dead. 

They haven’t been here long. The young architect with me, Jeff 

Holmes, was on David Childs’s Freedom Tower design team—he 

left SOM a few years back to start his own frm—but hasn’t been 

down here much. He pays tribute to Arkady Zaltsman, a colleague 

killed here on 9/11. Zaltsman was at an 8:00 a.m. client meeting on 

the 105th foor of the South Tower. He was forty-fve years old, with 

a wife and daughter, when he left home that bright blue morning, 

on his way to work. He’s a gathering of letters now, a name engraved 

upon the parapet that guards the old towers’ void.

“It is about the people,” says Jeff Holmes. “Most of the stories 

aren’t. They’re about all kinds of things, but not about the peo-

ple on the ground. To fnally have people in the building—I just 

came from a meeting with one of my guys, and I asked him how 

he felt when Condé Nast moved in, and he teared up on me. It’s 

emotionally draining, the challenge of a marketplace that’s meant 

to be a memorial to an incredibly awful event. Both at the same 

time—it’s impossible to be both. But it is—there’s the building, 

and there’s the old footprint. It’s just good, good for it to be com-

ing back together.”

Finally, truly, good is good enough. Knowing that the world 

will outlast us doesn’t matter. The fear that comes with know-

ing—that’s the Cube—matters nothing. We’re alive. We laugh. 

We love. We go to work. ≥D WorldMags.netWorldMags.net
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THE APARTMENT DOES NOT  

belong to Nora, but she sleeps there 

and bathes there and eats there, so 

the three-bedroom two-thousand-

square-foot penthouse with cork 

foors and sharp-edged furniture and 

a stainless-steel kitchen and foor-to-

ceiling windows might as well be hers. There is a fridge for 

wine she pretends to enjoy, a baby-grand piano she can-

not play. ¶ She used to work in a department store, run-

ning credit cards, folding designer jeans into squares. One 

day, in the dressing room, she found a purse. A camel-colored Hermès. She did not hesitate, not 

for a second, before throwing a pile of discarded clothes on top of it and hurrying away. She didn’t 

feel bad when the woman—ffty-something, with a cloud of perfume following her around and a 

collarbone so sharp her body appeared hung on a hanger—came back asking if she had seen it. 

You know how elves move? Like the one Evangeline Lilly  
plays in the recently released The Hobbit? More swiftly  
and elegantly than the rest of us, leaping and twisting and 
fring arrows into Orc eye sockets in the time it would take 
you to pour a glass of Scotch? That’s kind of how she speaks.  

Machine-gun fast. Clauses stacking upon clauses, 
digressions looping back into some crystalline 
opinion. Talking about her blue-collar upbring-
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WHEN WE ASKED EVANGELINE LILLY TO BE PHOTOGRAPHED FOR THE MAGAZINE, SHE ASKED  

FOR A SHORT STORY SHE COULD ACT OUT. A GRAND EXPERIMENT WAS BORN: 

TWO STORIES, ONE FACTUAL, ONE FICTIONAL, AND ONE UNBELIEVABLE PHOTO SHOOT. 
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Nora wasn’t a criminal. She simply collected what others did not need.

She tossed away the credit cards, but tried on the lipstick and blew her nose with the tissues 

and gripped the ring of keys so tightly they bit blood from her palm. She waited until the skies 

grayed and the air had ice in it, because people like this always went away for the winter. To 

their second lives. She entered the building’s foyer while pretending to talk on the phone and 

the doorman only smiled and said, “How are you doing today, ma’am?” and she said “Oh, fne” 

before stepping into the elevator. 

She keyed her way into the apartment. It smelled faintly of lemons and leather. Up here, she 

was far away from the sounds of the 

city, but she could hear the distant 

wail of a siren. 

With the windows surround-

ing her, she couldn’t help but feel 

observed. At a Chinese restaurant 

she liked to go to, there was a salt- 

water tank full of bright-banded and 

feather-fnned fsh, one side facing 

the lobby, the other side the dining 

room. No matter which way the fsh 

turned, someone was watching, 

pointing, smiling. When she stood 

by the windows, she thought of all 

the eyes that might fnd her, hun-

dreds of eyes, thousands of eyes, all 

of them wondering who she was and 

how did she ever get so lucky to live 

in a place like this.

She didn’t plan on spending the 

night, but then the sun sank and the 

snow swirled and the wind hummed 

against the windows and she decided  

one night—that’s all—what’s the 

harm? And now one night has be-

come one week. The department 

store has called her cell three times, 

but she erases the voice mails without listening to them. It feels like they’re for someone else.

Nora orders movies on demand, gets takeout delivered, opens and closes drawers, spends a lot 

of time studying a framed photo of the woman with her husband. She stands in such a way that her 

face is transposed upon the other’s. The walls are busy with art. She is not fond of the splattered 
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ing in Canada . . . talk-
ing about her love of 
writers like Tolkien 
and Gaiman and Go-

rey . . . talking about how she hopes the children’s book she 
wrote will help kids face their own troubles and fnd cour-
age. ¶ The Squickerwonkers is the frst installment of what she 
hopes will be eighteen volumes. Deliciously creepy, like some-
thing that crawled out of the brain of Guillermo del Toro, it’s 
about an unruly girl named Selma who wanders into a car-
nival attraction full of grotesque marionettes. ¶ She’s been 

playing around with 
the story since she was 
a kid. “Back then, I lived 
in my head. My day-
dreams owned me,” she 
says. “All of my friends 

were imaginary. The everyday world 
felt like such a distraction. Even get-
ting called to dinner was an incon-
venience.” The ideal training for 
life as an actor. ¶ Or a nerd with a 
George Carlinesque appreciation  
of language. Lilly says Comic-Con 
is home to “her people.” She drops 
as many SAT words into a sentence 
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and smeared canvases. They are too 

messy for her. But there is a print 

in the bathroom she likes. A Degas  

reproduction. Ballerinas stretching 

before a performance, surrounded 

by mirrors.

Weeks pass. Then a month. She 

sleeps in the king-sized bed. She eats 

all the food in the fridge and freezer 

and cupboards. She wears the wom-

an’s clothes. She is especially fond of 

a white silk robe that makes her feel 

like the opposite of a shadow.

She brings a man home from a bar 

one night—just long enough for him to 

walk through the apartment and say, 

“Wow. You’ve got some life.” Then, 

when he tries to kiss her, she slaps him 

and tells him to leave and loves how he 

listens even as he begs to stay.

Her mother liked to tell a story 

about Nora. When she was a girl, 

as she does fucks. She 
once kicked the ass of 
a playground bully who 
was messing with a kid 
with cerebral palsy. She 
selects badass, compli-
cated sci-f and fantasy  
roles—Kate Austen 
on Lost, Tauriel in The 
Hobbit—that make her 
the imaginative off-
spring of Ripley and 
Xena. ¶ “I don’t want to shield kids from reality,” she says. “I 
want to replicate their experience with characters they can 
hopefully relate to, ones that are fawed, lovable, troubled, 
courageous outcasts.” ¶ A fawed, lovable, troubled, coura-
geous outcast—a lot like the character she plays right here. ≥

someone asked what she wanted to 

be when she grew up and Nora said 

“A mannequin.” Her mother laughed 

and excused her and said she must 

have the wrong word. But Nora was 

insistent. No. A mannequin. A man-

nequin is what she meant. They al-

ways looked so perfect. And people 

who were otherwise in a hurry would pause to study 

them, imagining their bodies in their place.

And a part of her still feels that way. How people see 

you defnes you, your outside determining your inside. 

The only true value is the perception of others. If they 
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cherish you, covet you, then you earn 

the right to feel the same.

Then, late one night, the couple 

comes home. Nora hears the key 

scraping the lock and springs from 

where she lies. She barely has time 

to tidy the sheets before crawling be-

neath the bed. An hour later—after 

they putter about and unzip their luggage and clean up in 

the bathroom—they fall into bed, sighing their exhaustion. 

Nora waits for their breathing to deepen and fnd a 

regular sawing rhythm. Then she slides from her hiding 

place. The shades are drawn, but the glow of the city soaks 

through and makes the air an underwater blue. She knows 

she should run, but she cannot stand to leave, not yet. 

The king-sized mattress gives her plenty of room to 

slip between the sleeping fgures. She tries to match her 

breathing with theirs. And when the husband rolls over 

and throws an arm around her and says, in a voice thick 

with sleep, “Love you,” she runs her fngers through his 

hair and says, “You make me feel special.” ≥
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The
CynicAnd

The

here was winter on the wind. Leaves danced a clamorous 

dance along the sidewalk and down the alleys, and there was 

nobody you could see in the streets, or in the shop windows, or 

hanging around the little town square. Lunchtime had passed 

and the cafés were empty. The small library on North Main 

Street showed some signs of life, some small movements in 

the light of the windows as the afternoon began to fade. It was 

a dead-level, gray time between seasons. It was a quiet elec-

tion that day in Clarion, Iowa, an election that did not disturb the oncoming hiberna-

tion of the place, and there was winter on the wind.

The cynic was in Clarion to watch the political seasons change for the fnal time in the 

presidency of Barack Obama. It was in a place very much like this in 2008 that the cynic saw 

the president, but that was in midwinter, a season frozen in place, established, all its poten-

tial fulflled. There was bright sunshine on the snow everywhere you looked, and the place 

T

was called Freedom, and it was in Wisconsin. 

This was what the cynic thought that day.

He’s an impermeable man now. He is 

smooth and clean, and there’s nothing jag-

ged or dangling or out of place. He seems to 

have emerged into this campaign, and into 

this moment in history, fully formed. One of 

the chief—and most deadly accurate—criti-

cisms of Hillary Clinton was that her entire 

campaign was based on the inevitability of her 

nomination. The cynic has watched Barack 

I T  S E E M S  T H AT  H E  K N O W S  H O W  T O  F I G H T— R E A L LY  F I G H T— O N LY  W H E N  

H I S  B AC K  I S  AGA I N S T  T H E  WA L L .  A N D  N O W,  W I T H  T H E  T W O  Y E A R S  L E F T  I N  H I S  

P R E S I D E N CY  O F F  T O  A N  E X T R AO R D I N A RY  S TA R T,  H E  H A S  AT  L A S T  D E C I D E D  

T O  F O R C E  T H E  I S S U E  O F  H I M S E L F  O N  T H E  C O U N T RY  T H AT  E L E C T E D  H I M  T W I C E .

B Y  C H A R L E S  P.  P I E R C E
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Obama on ffteen different stages in ffteen different places in three 

states, and even here, even through the static on the radio, the cynic 

realizes that nobody ever thought Hillary Clinton was as inevitable a 

president of the United States as Barack Obama believes himself to be.

The cynic had followed that belief through the previous six years. 

He had followed it through the election of 2008, when it looked like 

a watershed moment, and he had followed it through the savage 

backlash election of 2010, when the country jumped at shadows 

and it fought its trembling fear by remembering how to hate and it 

brought itself to elect the worst Congress in the history of the repub-

lic. He had followed it through the election of 2012, when the pres-

ident brilliantly outmaneuvered an outmatched Willard Romney, 

running again with that same obvious internal faith in his own in-

evitability that had frst driven him to the offce he held, confound-

ing only those opponents and only those pundits who didn’t see that 

for what it was, who thought that was simply arrogance or vanity, 

who tore up the language to fnd synonyms for uppity, because that 

is not a word to be used idly in referring to this president. No person 

can—no person should—ever be elected president who doesn’t see 

himself as the only person up to the job at that particular moment 

in history. In the meantime, between the elections, and throughout 

his term, the country that had learned again how to hate refned its 

talent in that regard to a fne, pure essence. There was a transparen-

cy to the hate. It was clear and strong, the way the best moonshine 

is, what the old Irish hill runners call the poteen, the stuff through 

which you can read a newspaper, as long as you can still see well 

enough to read anything. The Republican party drank itself blind 

on the stuff, and so did the movement conservatism that is the Re-

publican party’s only real animating force, and so did the conserva-

tive media and everyone who lived inside the information bubble 

that had been so carefully crafted over the previous three decades. 

Important legislators met in secret on the day the president was in-

augurated and agreed that they would blow up centuries of legisla-

tive custom and politesse and simply refuse to allow the president 

to govern. The Republicans abandoned some of their own ideas—

an insurance-friendly approach to health-care reform, a cap-and-

trade strategy to combat climate change, comprehensive immigra-

tion reform, and infrastructure spending—simply because Barack 

Obama had proposed them and his name had become a conjuring 

word for the angry spirits of the conservative base.

For himself, the president never seemed to understand the true 

nature, or the true virulence, of the political opposition arrayed 

against him. He seemed baffed by the political saliency of utter 

unreality. He seemed puzzled by the spectacle of elected offcials 

who believed that they were doing their jobs by not doing those 

jobs at all. He wrestled the country away from the edge of an eco-

nomic abyss, but that was all he did, and it was all he was allowed 

to do. He wound down two wars, but the violence never stopped. 

He passed the frst national health-care law in the country’s histo-

ry, fulflling a goal of which every one of his predecessors had fall-

en short, and he saw it turned into a charnel house of imaginary 

horrors to the point where the polls indicated that people liked 

every part of the law except for the fact that his name was on it.

In his time, elections themselves changed. In the states, con-

servative legislatures passed law after law to curb phantom voter 

fraud that were aimed at inconveniencing, or simply suppressing 

outright, the franchise as exercised by the same people who had 

elected the president twice. In two decisions that framed both his 

terms, the Supreme Court utterly transformed the American po-

litical process. First, in its Citizens United and McCutcheon deci-

sions, the court shredded what few campaign-fnance laws were 

left on the books, throwing the country’s elections back into the 

frst Gilded Age. In addition, not long after the president had been 

sworn in for a second time, the Court gutted the enforcement pro-

visions of the Voting Rights Act of 1965. This encouraged and ac-

celerated the push for voter-suppression laws that already was 

well begun out in the states. It was not an accident of history that 

the Era of Jim Crow began in the heart of the original Gilded Age. 

It was not an accident of history that the new Era of Jim Crow 

began in the heart of a new Gilded Age. The country was sliding 
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toward oligarchy, and all the institutional safeguards against it 

were dropping one by one. The president, who had run, and who 

had won, as a transformational fgure in the country’s politics, 

now saw himself presiding over rapidly shifting political dynam-

ics that would not have been unfamiliar to Theodore Roosevelt.

And now it was 2014, and it was time for another national election, 

and that was why the cynic had come to Clarion in the failing light 

of a cloudy afternoon. He had come to talk to a Democratic candi-

date named Jim Mowrer, and Mowrer was a candidate of the times. 

He had been shaped by the events that had so changed the country 

since the fall of 2001, the events that had led to one administration’s 

constitutional heresies and unremitting disasters, natural and other-

wise, a record that had, in turn, led to the election of Barack Obama, 

which had made him inevitable in 2008. Mowrer was young, and he 

was a veteran of the wars of the early twenty-frst century. He was 

running against an incumbent named Steve King, a bug-eyed xeno-

phobe and the leader of the virulently anti-immigrant faction within 

the Republican majority in the House of Representatives. 

Mowrer sat on the front porch of a house in Clarion and talked 

with the cynic for a while about what he wanted to do when he 

got to Washington, and how King had become so enamored of his 

role as a national conservative blowhard that he’d forgotten his 

constituents back in Iowa. The cynic listened politely and he liked 

Mowrer a great deal, but the cynic also felt the day darkening all 

around him. The autumn evening doesn’t descend on the felds 

around places like Clarion, Iowa. It envelops them from all sides. 

There had been a premonitory chill running through the poli-

tics of the recent months. There was a new and more brutal insur-

gency—called either ISIS or ISIL, depending on which side of the 

administration you were on—that was running amok in the same 

region that the United States had spent twelve years destabiliz-

ing. There was the sudden—if very limited—appearance in this 

country of the Ebola virus, a deadly illness that was devastating 

the countries in the western part of Africa. The country’s blood 

was running cold. It was fearful again, and you could almost sense 

how it was warming itself again by remembering how to hate.

The cynic remembered his frst impressions of Barack Obama, 

six years earlier, how his Catholic instincts had warned him that 

Obama was making a mistake in offering the country absolution 

without demanding penance from it for abandoning its responsi-

bility of self-government and thereby allowing all the sins that the 

previous administration had committed, which was the biggest sin 

of all because it fell on all of us. In December, right before Christmas, 

the Senate released the executive summary of the report produced 

by its investigation of the American way of torture, a document 

that made clear, in detail, that any concept of American excep-

tionalism based on something as fragile as the rule of law—in fact, 

any concept of it based on anything except brute force—had been 

rendered a disgraceful farce. The country would pay no penance.

It was remarkable that the president had done as much as he 

had in the face of a country that, having been absolved of its sins 

without ever having atoned for them, went right back to com-

mitting them all over again—sloth in governing itself, wrath up-

on its fellow citizens, gluttony in its appetite for indulgent ig-

norance, and greed for virtue it had not earned. If the president 

believed in his inevitability, the cynic believed just as strongly in 

the country’s reaction to it. 

How’d he manage to do it? the cynic wondered, because the cynic 

was still capable of wonder. How’d he manage to accomplish any-

thing, anything at all, in the face of that? The young soldier running 

for Congress would be destroyed by the old reprobate King, and the 

Republicans would be rewarded with the prize of the United States 

Senate for having made sure that the country had achieved paral-

ysis the previous two years. The cynic stood on the sidewalk near 

the old brick county courthouse in Iowa. Leaves danced around his 

feet. Clarion had fallen silent, and there was winter on the wind.

t struck the cynic that after the 2010 

midterms, when the president admit-

ted that he had taken a “shellacking,” 

he had not done what Bill Clinton did 

after a similar defeat in the midterms of 

1994, which was to adopt the softer edg-

es of harsh Republican policy ideas and 

make them his own. But in 2010, Barack  

Obama didn’t do that. The defeat in the midterm elections didn’t 

seem to faze him at all, let alone compel him to change course. 

He held a meeting of his staff in the immediate wake of the midterms 

and read them a formidable list of things he still planned to accom-

plish over the two years before he would have to stand for reelection. 

He would not do what Clinton did, which was to adapt Republican 

ideas to ft his own agenda. He had tried that, but now the Republi-

cans had slapped their own policy positions down, ridiculing them as 

“socialism” or worse, and had just been rewarded at the polls for do-

ing so. No matter. He would proceed with his own agenda regardless 

of the obstacles. As journalist David Corn recounts, one of Obama’s 

shell-shocked advisors mused, “What does he see that we don’t?” Lat-

er, at a press conference, Obama explained that “we were in such a 

hurry to get things done that we didn’t change how things got done.”

He continued to seek the help and cooperation of a Republican 

party that had gone visibly mad. (The stubbornness with which he 

persisted drove the liberal base of his own party to distraction.) He 

was spurned, time and time again, until some people thought he 

was vulnerable. But he pressed on and he won a smashing reelec-

tion over Romney. The Republican party was said to have fallen into 

deep contemplation over how things had gone so badly wrong, but 

it emerged from its funk having reenergized nothing but its appe-

tite for obstruction. The results were now in. Having been reelect-

ed, the president had been shellacked again, and worse. He would 

spend the fnal two years in the White House facing an entire Con-

gress dedicated to obstruction, a pack of vandals with subpoena 

power and the blood of gelded swine on their fngers. The cynic 

wondered what would happen, there in his hotel in Des Moines, 

with downtown so quiet and still. 

He never thought of this president as a lame duck. There al-

ways had been something perpetual about him, as though he al-

ways would be part of something historical and alive, a sense of 

his continuing inevitability. He would continue to be president 

in the way he believed history had wanted him to be president. A 

week later, the president announced a sweeping executive order 

fundamentally changing the immigration process in the coun-

try. The Republicans howled and then, strangely, they couldn’t 

fgure out what in the hell to do about it.

But the president wasn’t done. For good measure, just before 

Christmas, he freed Cuba. Because Americans like freedom.

he phrase, it is said, was born in the 

London Stock Exchange not long before 

American futures took a dive in 1776. It re-

ferred to brokers who defaulted on their 

debts. It referred to a duck no longer able 

to stay with the fock and therefore very 

likely to end up a meal somewhere on a 

higher end of the food chain. It achieved 

political salience in this country when it was applied to politicians 

who had been defeated for reelection but who still had to serve out 
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the balance of their previous term. It was not applied to successful 

politicians until 1951, when the states ratifed the Twenty-second 

Amendment, which limited the president to two terms. Thereafter, 

as soon as a president was reelected, the clock began ticking and the 

duck became lame.

Before then, presidents in their second term were considered 

to be as powerful as they had been in their frst, but only if they re-

mained aware of the changes in the country that they themselves 

already had wrought. In 1940, historian Matthew Josephson drew 

attention to an obscure letter written to President Woodrow Wilson  

in 1919 by a man named George L. Record, a progressive from New 

Jersey who had been one of Wilson’s principal advisors during his 

rise from the governorship of that state to the presidency. Wilson 

was in his second term. He had led the country into World War I 

and the Allies had won, and now Wilson was in Paris, dreaming of 

a world without war and, not coincidentally, a world in which his 

own rarefed notions of himself would achieve continual vindica-

tion down through the years.

Record had been shunted aside by Wilson’s other advisors. He 

had been horrifed by the domestic repressions that had accompa-

nied Wilson’s decision to bring the United States into the war. What 

Josephson called Wilson’s “lonely pride” had appealed well to Wil-

son’s authoritarian Calvinism, with tragic results. In his letter, Re-

cord tried to break through that pride and to reorient Wilson’s vision 

from a desire to remake the world to a desire to renew the progres-

sive ideals that had brought him to the presidency in the frst place. 

Record warned Wilson that Wilson was politically weaker than he 

knew, that the country had come to see in Wilson’s grandiose inter-

national plans an insufferable arrogance.

“. . . Nothing you have done as President, nothing you have been 

proposing in the League of Nations idea, will give you a place in 

history as a great man,” Record wrote, “because at the end of your 

terms you will have rendered no great and lasting service that will 

lift you above the average of our Presidents, and you have ignored 

the great issue which is slowly coming to the front, the question of 

economic democracy, abolition of privilege, and securing to men 

the full fruits of their labor or service.”

That, suggested George Record to his former political protégé, 

was the way Wilson could restore the faith of the people who had 

put him into offce, to leverage two elections into enduring political 

opportunity. Wilson ignored him, fought for his wonderful dreams, 

and killed himself by degrees. The country then slid into the Jazz 

Age and the Roaring Twenties, and the question of economic de-

mocracy got buried under stock ticker tape until everything col-

lapsed entirely in 1929.

Barack Obama became president in the wake of the worst collapse 

since then. It had been a sudden, shocking tectonic shift in so many  

things that Americans had taken for granted, a dizzying shift in the 

fundaments of the country. It had come after a decade of foreign 

wars, amid the wreckage of other grand internationalist fantasies, 

a sweep of democratic energy through a part of the world that nev-

er had evinced any great desire for it. It had come after a decade of 

contempt for intellect, for science, for expertise in everything from 

geopolitics to economics and back again. It had come after a decade 

in which reason had surrendered to emotion, a decade of the id in 

politics. It had come after a decade of increasing economic inequal-

ity back home, exacerbated by the economic collapse, as two wars 

were conducted off the books. That was the country Barack Obama 

was handed in 2008.

He saved the auto industry, and he probably saved the economy. 

He got some Wall Street regulations passed, and he fought for his 

health-care law even as the country seemed to lose its mind on the 

topic. But what he seemed to believe was his basic calling, the ba-

sis for his sense of his own inevitability, kept getting in the way. 

There were indeed red states and blue states, and the people of 

the United States remained fully capable of dividing themselves as 

their fears and anger dictated.

There were no apparent consequences for the people who had  

done the primary damage. There was no penance, just absolution. 

His liberal base was disappointed with what he didn’t do. His conser-

vative opposition was enraged by what he did do. What he didn’t do, 

however, was change. Not when his party lost in 2010. Not when he’d 

won in 2012. And now, the cynic thought, the president’s party had 

been handed another beating. If he were going to be a lame duck, then 

this would be the moment in which that began. But, again, armored 

in that sense of his own inevitability that had been the frst thing the 

cynic had noticed in him, there was no telling what might happen. 

What does he see? the cynic thought. What does this president 

see that nobody else ever does?

or more than a year, frustrated at the Re- 

pub lican House’s refusal to bring to a vote 

a bipartisan immigration-reform bill, the 

president threatened to do everything he 

considered within his power to act on the 

issue unilaterally. In response, the Repub-

licans puffed themselves and issued dire 

threats. They called him a tyrant. They called  

him a dictator. They threatened to sue him, and ultimately did, but 

over the health-care law. They whispered darkly about impeaching 

him, about how he was destructive of the rule of law. They won the 

election, and by a large margin almost everywhere. They assumed 

control of the Senate. The threats and admonitions grew louder.

Then, on November 20, the president walked into the East Room 

and did precisely what he’d been saying he was going to do. He act-

ed on his own authority to take sweeping action on immigration re-

form. Specifcally, he told about fve million undocumented immi-

grants that they would not be subject to deportation for at least three 

years. There was an immediate outcry from the newly ascendant 

Republicans, and there was even more loud constitutional opéra 

bouffe. But that was obscured by video of weeping, happy families, 

waving American fags and smiling for the cameras, and the fuming 
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was drowned out by a chorus of people talking about how they now 

were out of the shadows, about how their fear was gone.

This was a fercely liberating moment, the cynic thought. Both for 

those families and for the president who had brought it about, who 

still insisted that cooperative action was possible even with an op-

position that likely would be even more rabid, even less reluctant 

to give him anything of what he wanted. No matter what was air ily 

speculated by the pundits who believed that, now that it had won 

the Senate, and more seats in the House, and more state legislative 

chambers than ever before, the opposition somehow would be forced 

to “govern.” Of course, refusing to govern had won them the elec-

tions—and, at least in the case of the House, the support of 52 per-

cent of the 36 percent of the American people who had deigned to 

vote. But none of that had seemed to matter at that moment to the 

president or to the people who had heard him speak.

Can he grab the moment? the cynic wondered, and the cynic re-

alized that it would be the last thing he ever would wonder about 

this smooth and edgeless president who seemed so often to be un-

surprised by anything in his career except the virulence of the op-

position—and that was the one thing about this president’s career 

that the cynic ever really thought he understood. It appeared, with 

his decision on immigration, and by the reaction to it, that he has 

decided to force the issue, his administration, and his legitimacy 

as president. He has decided to force the issue of himself on the 

country that elected him twice. 

There’s one thing about the president that took the cynic a long 

time to understand, and he didn’t truly understand it until he heard 

the president refer to “the hard and frustrating but necessary work 

of self-government.” Put simply, in so many areas, the president is 

putting the responsibility of governing—of leadership—on us, which 

is where it should be. We shouldn’t need a president to start a con-

versation on race. We should start it ourselves, in thousands of town 

halls and church basements and radio talk shows. But as a self-gov-

erning democracy, we are too cowardly to do it honestly, because it 

rubs up against the comfortable myth of American exceptionalism. 

We have surrendered the basic, questioning courage it takes to run a 

self-governing political commonwealth for the anesthetic lassitude 

of national self-esteem. That is the bluff this president has called.

That’s been the fundamental challenge of him from the out-

set. He’s left the hard and necessary work of self-government to a 

country that simply is no longer up to the job. If all Barack Obama’s 

administration has done is to become the mirror in which we see 

that basic fact about ourselves, that’s all the leadership we should 

expect from any president. His great fault, the cynic concluded, is 

that he never pointed that out as directly and (yes) as harshly as he 

should have. He’s not the ninety-eight-pound weakling. America is.

There is one thing about having won your last election, the cynic 

thought. You see things more clearly, including yourself and your 

place in the life of the country. There was a rising appeal within the 

president’s party for the kind of economic populism that made ma-

ny of his advisors nervous, and that had been beyond the party for 

nearly thirty years. The duck is lame only if it can’t keep up with the 

movement around it. There was energy there, and no little pow-

er. There was the ability to create another moment for himself, the 

mirror image of the moment in which he took offce, not a second 

chance but a different kind of chance, an opportunity not to be the 

vessel into which people poured so much hope, and an opportuni-

ty not to be the caricature that he’d been made out to be by the other 

side. To control the presidency right up until the moment he had to 

surrender it, and to shape it to what he wanted to do, consequenc-

es be damned, to maintain still that inner ability to create an inev-

itability within which he could operate. The cynic wondered if he 

would take it. The cynic wondered if he already hadn’t done just that.  

In 1926, seven years after his advice to Woodrow Wilson had been 

ignored, George L. Record gave a dinner speech. It was the middle 

of the booming decade that was careering blindly toward a historic 

economic cataclysm. Record was just as clear-eyed as he ever was. 

He could have been talking in 2007, before the next collapse came, 

before Barack Obama got elected and put into motion his own sense 

of his overriding inevitability to become the man to pull the coun-

try out of the muck and mire, despite what seemed to be its irresist-

ible recidivist impulse to hurl itself back in again.

“This is a tough time. It is low tide. There never was a time in the 

thirty-odd years I have been in active politics when ideas were so 

utterly repugnant to the average man,” Record said. “There never 

was a time apparently, when people were so disillusioned, cyni-

cal, and despairing as to any intellectual proposition. I tried to in-

terest a brilliant friend along those lines, and he said, ‘What is the 

use? When a Rudolph Valentino can drive Charles W. Eliot from 

the frst page to the twenty-frst page of The New York Times, what 

is the use of trying to talk to the American people about any seri-

ous subject?’ And it is so. It is possible that the Great War was the 

natural and inevitable culmination of this tremendous force in 

civilization which we call privilege, and of which there are other 

forms beside that of land privilege. It may be that that old privilege 

idea has been shaken to its foundation, and I hope that this is so.”

It still might be so, the cynic thought, despite himself. In the end, 

with nothing left for a president or the country to lose anymore, it 

still might be so. Against his better judgment, and with winter on 

the wind again, the cynic thought that it still might be so. ≥
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Two-button wool suit ($2,980) 
and cotton shirt ($630) by Louis 
Vuitton; silk tie ($225) by Giorgio 
Armani; leather shoes ($385) by 
Allen Edmonds; steel chronograph 
($450) by Seiko.
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ABOUT THE SUITS:  
AFTER YEARS  
OF EXPERIMENTING 
WITH BIG  
PATTERNS AND 
BRIGHT COLORS,  
DESIGNERS 
ARE FINDING NEW 
LIFE IN STRIPPED-
DOWN, DARK- 
AS-NIGHT TWO- 
PIECE SUITS.

ABOUT JAI 
Twenty-eight years old 
and known best for bust-
ing Bruce Willis’s balls  
in A Good Day to Die 
Hard, Jai Courtney has 
a few things going on in 
2015. He’s in Unbroken, 
the World War II POW  
drama in theaters now. 
He’s in the Terminator  
reboot (playing the lead 
role originated by Mi-
chael Biehn). He’s in The 
Water Diviner, a World 
War I–era movie directed 
by fellow Australian Rus-
sell Crowe. And he’s cur-
rently filming Man Down, 
a postapocalyptic thriller. 
(He plays military types 
in all of them; hence the 
parachute and assort-
ed military hardware.) 
Here we have a drink—or 
three—with Courtney as 
he steels himself for the 
year ahead.  
                       —ANNA PEELE

JAI COURTNEY: How 
long will this interview 
be?
ESQUIRE: It’ll be over 
once we stop having 
fun. We can have an  
interview safe word.
JC: “I’m not having fun 
anymore.”
ESQ: I saw a bunch of 
your films over the week-
end. Objectively, A Good 
Day to Die Hard is not  
the best Die Hard movie.
JC: Definitely not the 
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This page: Two-but-
ton wool suit ($1,850) 
and cotton shirt 
($280) by Salvatore 
Ferragamo; silk tie 
($130) by Calvin 
Klein Collection.

Opposite: Two-but-
ton wool suit ($1,395) 
by Burberry London; 
cotton shirt ($295) by 
Dunhill; silk tie ($95) 
by Boss.
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Two-button  
mohair-and-wool 
suit ($3,440) and 

cotton shirt ($520) 
by Prada; silk tie 

($205) by Ermene-
gildo Zegna.
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 Watch, listen, share, and more—scan any page with the free Esquire2 app.

One-button wool-
and-silk suit ($2,350) 
and cotton shirt 
($325) by Calvin 
Klein Collection; silk 
tie ($70) by Vince  
Camuto; steel  
Circa watch ($795)  
by Movado.

best Die Hard movie.  
We kinda pushed the  
envelope as far as 
bullshit stunts went. 
But when you’re tack-
ling something that is so 
iconic and beloved, you 
really have to pull out a 
rabbit to win everyone 
over. It’s funny, because 
I’m sort of there again 
with Terminator: Genisys  
this summer. I mean, 
that’s the fifth install-
ment in two eighties  
action franchises that are 
coming around again. 
ESQ: But it’s not like you 
could have said no to 
those movies.
JC: Fuck no. They were 
huge opportunities, and 
I fought for them. 
ESQ: Did you work out 
with Schwarzenegger  
when you filmed 
Terminator?
JC: When we moved to 
San Francisco to finish 
the movie, I’d see him in 
the gym a bunch. He’s 
certainly not let him-
self go. It’s admirable, 
because all I want to do 
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Two-button 
wool-and-silk 
suit ($2,895),  
cotton shirt 
($475), and silk 
tie ($225) by 
Giorgio Armani; 
leather shoes 
($385) by Allen 
Edmonds; leath-
er belt ($230) 
by Paul Smith 
Accessories.

is get old and drop the 
weights and get fat. You 
know, not fat fat, but 
just—I don’t want to care 
one day. Fuck, I want to 
eat that bread so bad.
ESQ: Who cares? Eat a 
piece of bread.
JC: Yeah, but I’m on a 
strict thing.
ESQ: Have half a piece  
of bread. See how you 
feel. 
JC: Definitely can’t 
smoke in here, can I? 
ESQ: No, but I doubt 
anyone would care.
JC: I think they won’t, 
will they? [He lights a 
cigarette.] I’ll just do it 
until I get told not to.
ESQ: She’s coming. 
JC: She’s going to tell 
me I can’t smoke here. 
[He hides the cigarette 
under the table.] 
WAITRESS [Looking  
at the smoke rising from 
the cigarette he is clearly 
holding]: Anything  
else here?
JC: I think we’re all right. 
[The waitress leaves.] 
ESQ: Told you. So you’re 
here on a break from 
filming Man Down with 
Shia LaBeouf, right?
JC: And Gary Oldman.  
I’d met him once before,  
at an industry thing. I’d 
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Two-button wool-
and-mohair suit 

($3,250) and cotton 
shirt ($320) by  

Gucci; silk tie ($230)  
by Dunhill; sun- 

glasses by Ray-Ban.
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This page: Two- 
button wool-and- 
silk suit ($1,895) by  
Dolce & Gabbana; 
cotton shirt ($345) 
by Hamilton Shirts; 
silk tie ($95) by Boss; 
leather shoes ($195) 
by Jack Erwin; steel 
Speedmaster watch 
($4,050) by Omega.

Opposite: Two-
button wool suit 
($1,795), cotton shirt 
($295), and silk tie 
($155) by Ralph  
Lauren Black Label; 
steel Navitimer 1461 
watch ($10,480)  
by Breitling.
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SEE PAGE 118. GROOMING  

BY LOSI FOR BRIDGES  
MACKINNEY. PROP STYLING  

BY SHAWN PATRICK ANDERSON 
FOR BRIDGE ARTISTS.
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introduced myself to 
Russell Crowe—this was 
before we worked to-
gether—and we had an 
exchange for a second 
and he kind of moved 
on. Then I got a tap on 
the shoulder, and it was 
Russell and he goes, 
“We’re going to smoke 
a joint if you want to 
join, mate.” And I was 
like, “Fuck yeah, I do.” 
So we smoked that, and 
maybe half an hour lat-
er I found myself chat-
ting to a few other peo-
ple, and Gary Oldman 
was one of them. And 
I was like, This is a trip, 
dude. What a fuckin’ leg-
end. . . . What’re we do-
ing now, anyway? Are we 
going to another bar?
ESQ: You want to go  
out?
JC: Fuck it, yeah. I mean, 
you’ve made me have 
three fucking Bloody 
Marys. I’m drinking now.

The following six hours 
were of the record, so 
we cannot reveal which 
movie star Courtney says 
smokes “dick-sized” ci-
gars indoors with impu-
nity; or which very fa-
mous actor once fellated 
Courtney’s pinkie fin-
ger; or how together we 
pulled a very good prank 
on a friend of Courtney’s. 
But we can tell you this: 
He is a generous story-
teller, a world-class ball-
buster, and a credit to the 
good people of Australia.
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 a sign from God, 

it was meant for you.’ ”

Brown nods. “Some people see it, some 

people don’t.”

A few weeks later, he fnally got to grad-

uate. He was excited. They were all there 

with him and went out afterward for a cel-

ebration lunch. He seemed different, Cal 

says, like he was really growing up. “I took 

his dad back to work, and me and him hung 

out the entire day. We were about to move 

into a new home and he said, ‘Am I still gon-

na be able to paint my room the color that 

I want?’ And I said, ‘Let’s go to Lowe’s and 

you can pick it out.’ ”

Three months later, that can of paint is 

still sitting in the back of her van.

The media loves the action in the 

streets, but Brown is easiest to find in 

churches. Today it’s Greater St. Mark and 

there are grandmothers, grandfathers, lots 

of preachers from all over, local black poli-

ticians, two choirs, and lots of earnest teen-

agers in Michael Brown T-shirts. Crump 

rallies them with a speech about the need 

for body cameras, the importance of vot-

ing, and forcing America to live by the Con-

stitution. Brown sits silently, nodding to 

well-wishers. The next night, he’s back 

again. “We’re going to do something Mi-

chael Brown didn’t get to do,” Pastor Lee 

says, once again urging the audience to 

vote. A woman offers herself as a write-in 

for state representative. A mom talks about 

how hard it is to keep a kid in school. A 

young protester says how beautiful it was 

at frst, protesting together instead of kill-

ing each other. A Muslim woman in full veil 

pleads with the young people not to burn 

down the community. Another man asks, 

“What did Billie Holiday sing?”

“Strange Fruit,” someone mutters.

“What is that?”

“Black men.”

Brown sits silently. But the church at-

mosphere helps a lot, he says. “Being out 

in the open as of now, I don’t think it’s real  

good for me. I think I need to be in an en-

closed environment. I need to keep my fam-

ily safe.”

The week before Thanksgiving, with the 

grand jury decision imminent, the governor 

declared a state of emergency and called in 

the National Guard. Brown is getting bap-

tized for the third time. He says he’s doing 

it to “cleanse his soul,” and that he decid-

ed to do it in September, a month after his 

son was killed.

He arrives that Sunday morning at Lee’s 

church—the Flood Christian Church, a for-

mer auto-repair shop built of cinder block, 

with low unfnished rafters, rehabbed and 

opened just a year ago—with Cal and all sev-

en of their children, the baby in his arms. 

They’re standing together, like they should 

be in one of those inspirational church post-

Michael Brown
[continued from page 83]
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The last course before the desserts was 

described on the menu as “Wagyu Flatiron, 

Watermelon, Fermented Black Bean.” This 

was typical of wd-50—the seemingly discor-

dant list of ingredients stated without elab-

oration, the provocation of a simultaneously 

mild-mannered and supremely self-conf-

dent man. But the last course before the des-

sert—the meat dish—had always been the 

course that revealed the weakness of wd-50,  

and we did not know what to expect of it. 

The meat dish is supposed to be the climax 

of the meal, at least in America, and Du-

fresne had never done anything to dampen 

anyone’s sense of expectation. Indeed, by or-

chestrating and calibrating every aspect of 

the menu leading to the meat dish, he only 

sharpened the hunger for a fnal transcen-

dent gesture, for meat that had been some-

how reinvented. But meat turns out to be as 

hard to reinvent as the wheel. It’s not that 

the beef and pork and chicken that Dufresne 

served weren’t delicious; it’s that people eat-

ing beef and pork and chicken are looking 

for pleasures outside deliciousness, and Du-

fresne was often loath to provide them. He 

often cooked meat with water as much as 

fre, with the perfectly controlled and cali-

brated technique known as sous vide. He of-

ten served meat not only without blood but 

also without smell, and it made the wide-

open atelier of his kitchen seem suddenly 

as antiseptic as an operating room.

But Dufresne was cooking on this night, 

in every sense of the word. I do not remem-

ber anything about the watermelon or the 

fermented black bean that accompanied 

the lobe of Wagyu beef. But I remember 

the meat. It was red without being bloody, 

all the way to the lightly charred margin, 

and though it lacked smell, it looked like a 

heart, with a strange kind of life preserved in 

its density of favor. Ah, we agreed, with our 

presumed sophistication, this is the kind of 

meat for which sous vide was created. The 

molecular had at last found expression in the 

elemental, so we moved on to the desserts 

feeling freed of the spectre of disappoint-

ment. And it was here that we confronted 

Dufresne’s willingness to experiment with 

what he called “the undelicious,” in the form 

of the fnal dessert, a nod to the gin and tonic 

in the form of a sorghum parfait, with a cake 

made of quinine and the taste of tonic repli-

cated in tiny heaps of clear jelly.

It wasn’t the invention of Dufresne but 

rather of his pastry chef, Malcolm Living-

ston II, but in a way it was what we were all 

waiting for—the risk that did not pay off and, 

in not paying off, confrmed that we were in 

the hands of a kitchen genuinely willing to 

take risks. How do we know that Wylie Du-

fresne is an artist and not just a gifted and 

daring chef? Because he sometimes does the 

impossible. How do we know he does the 

impossible? Because he sometimes fails to 

do the impossible. And it was that whiff of 

failure that hung on the night of our last sup-

per at wd-50 and confronted us just as sure-

ly as quinine cake. Dufresne’s experiment—a 

truly experimental restaurant—was closing. 

Did that mean it had failed? Did that mean 

he had failed? Or was the failure our own?

He did not accompany us to the door 

when we were leaving. He showed up when 

we were waiting outside and invited us back 

in for sake at the bar. It was late, yet wd-50 

was more crowded than it had been in the 

fush of many an evening before Dufresne 

had announced its end. Now he looked at 

the people at his tables and listened to their 

clamor with the same look of vigilance that 

had crossed his face when he thought we 

were calling him names. “It’s great,” he said, 

“and it’s really gratifying. But where were 

they two months ago? Where were they last 

year and the year before that?”

He didn’t know what he was going to do 

next. He was obsessed with two things as a 

chef: the food of the Lower East Side as it 

existed before restaurants like wd-50 start-

ed moving in and the excellence of the egg. 

Hell, what most people didn’t understand 

was he was obsessed with cooking, so may-

be he would open a restaurant where he 

could work as a short-order cook, frying and 

scrambling eggs without feeling the need to 

transform them, like Picasso returning to 

sketch work just to show that he could draw.

“That’s why I’m really proud of what we 

did here,” he said over his cup of sake. “I’m 

proud of the big things, but I’m also proud 

of the little things we routinely did well. Do 

you know what made me most proud in the 

meal I served you? The Wagyu beef. It was 

perfectly cooked.”

“The advantage of sous vide,” someone 

said.

“But it wasn’t sous vide!” Dufresne said. 

“That’s the thing. It was cooked in a pan. 

And it had no gray on it! Do you know how 

hard that is? Do you know how much work 

that takes? Turning the beef every seven or 

eight seconds . . . And so that question you 

asked me before, about food and music—

that’s my answer: a perfect piece of Wagyu 

beef cooked in a pan that comes out with-

out any gray on it. It might not be ‘When 

the Levee Breaks,’ but it’s defnitely ‘Achil-

les Last Stand.’ ” ≥
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because it really, really, really did seem out 

of character. Everyone who knew him felt 

that way. But then her kids came home and 

said, “Momma, we saw the video and . . . it’s 

Mike-Mike.”

When she fnally saw it for herself, it 

ripped through her. “I’ve never seen him 

like that. I knew that he was angry, but I 

thought that we had kind of got, you know, 

through that.”

She remembers a fght he got into ear-

lier in the year. The way he told the sto-

ry, some guys on Canfeld jumped him be-

cause his size made him a challenge. “He 

was so upset. He was like, ‘I didn’t even do 

anything, Cal.’ ”

For a few minutes, she diverts herself 

with happier stories, the way her kids 

jumped on him when he came in the door, 

his glee when she bought big glass plates to 

ft his jumbo-sized meals. Sometimes he’d 

call her just to hang out, or beg her to bring 

Chinese to school for lunch. “I think his 

past tore him apart,” she says. “You know, 

because for a long time he didn’t feel like 

he had a purpose.”

She told him he was going to be a great 

father because the kids loved him so much. 

And she would hug him and he would hold 

her so tight. “Nobody has ever hugged me 

as much as you,” he said once. She really 

thought he had turned the corner. On Sun-

days, when she and her mother would have 

a fellowship, he would usually sit there lis-

tening to his music. But lately, he started 

leaving one earphone off. Then he start-

ed taking his earphones off altogether. “He 

would be asking questions about the things 

we did as a family, how we fellowship. He 

would catch me reading my Bible and he 

would be like, ‘What are you reading?’ So 

then it just got to the point where, on Sun-

day mornings when he heard us, he would 

just automatically get up because he knew 

we were goin’ in the kitchen to play our 

music and laugh and talk and cook. It was 

like the music opened his eyes. You know, 

because I would see his foot patting, like 

‘I’mma do it, but I’m not gonna let nobody 

know I’m doin’ it.’ ”

One day, they went for a picnic and they 

were lying on the blankets looking up at 

the sky. She said, “Dude, you say you don’t 

believe in God. Just look around! How do 

you think this happened?” He asked her, 

“So how did it begin?” She told him to read 

Genesis and Revelation and bought him a 

Bible, but he would read it only with her. “If 

he was at one of his grandmothers’ houses,  

he would call me. ‘You sleepin’?’ ‘No, I’m 

not sleeping.’ He’d say, ‘You wanna read 

together?’ ”

At this point Brown, who has been do-

ing a local TV interview in another room, 

comes into the church. Cal asks what ques-

tions he got.

“Do I forgive Darren Wilson.”

“Babe, you were supposed to say yes.”

“I did.”

“Do you?”

“No.”

Cal laughs and Brown clarifes. “His ac-

tions, what he chose. Might actually be a 

good guy, just had a bad day.”

That night, as their town burns, Brown 

stays at a hotel with Cal, once again trying 

to contain himself. The denial of a jury trial 

is devastating to him, the violence that fol-

lows also devastating. The next morning, 

he shows up for a press conference at the 

Greater St. Mark Family Church with red 

eyes above dark shadows, staring stonily as 

his lawyers denounce the prosecutor, Bob 

McCulloch. He was more like a defense at-

torney than a prosecutor, they say. He dis-

missed the witnesses whose testimony was 

detrimental to Wilson and endorsed the 

ones who were exculpatory. Twelve wit-

nesses report that Michael had his hands 

up, only two say he did not. Guess which 

witnesses McCulloch seemed to believe? 

He let Wilson talk for four hours without 

any cross-examination. Later, it comes out 

that McCulloch’s team also gave the grand 

jury instructions on the use of force based 

on a law that had been overturned by the 

Supreme Court in 1985, telling them the 

instructions were out dated only at the last 

minute and without explaining the current, 

more restrictive law. As they talk, Brown 

nods a few times. At one point, he lowers 

his head and hides his face under his hat 

brim. When he lifts his head again, his face 

looks exhausted and stoic and agonized, 

like a man determined not to cry out un-

der torture.

Two days later, Mike Brown gives thanks. 

Down in the man cave, the call comes from 

up the stairs. Time to eat! The family gath-

ers around the Thanksgiving table, stand-

ing because there’s too much food and too 

many people to sit down. Oscar Grant’s un-

cle takes his picture of the family sitting 

somberly with the empty chair. They bow 

their heads as Toon gives the blessing, talk-

ing of God and their loss and the long arc of 

justice. Cal’s mother explains the family’s 

unique traditions. Every year, they write 

their names and something they’re grate-

ful for on the tablecloth in indelible ink, 

then wash it and save it with all the other 

Thanksgiving tablecloths going back years. 

And the chairs are wrapped in white ribbon 

to honor family members who have passed 

on—Mike’s father, Lubie; uncles and aunts; 

and now Mike-Mike. Brown drapes one of 

his T-shirts over the back of the chair, keep-

ing an eye on the toddlers underfoot.

Dig in! Ham hocks and green beans, tur-

key, ribs, mac and cheese, dressing, corn, 

and did you get any of the oxtail and beans? 

An uncle grows them himself, in his yard, 

they’re organic. And don’t worry about be-

ing so polite—grab that food while it’s still 

there.

Ready for dessert? Cal’s mother spoons 

some banana pudding into a plastic to-

go cup, and man is it sweet. On the table-
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ers with Jesus behind them and a rainbow 

overhead. Their teenage daughters are 

singers and soccer players. One even went 

to a soccer clinic at the White House. And it 

seems signifcant that he chose to join such 

a poor and intimate church—in his mod-

esty, his humility, and his stubborn pride, 

he must have felt like it was the right place 

for him.

Lee launches into a sermon on Je-

phthah the Gileadite, who was denied by 

his father’s family because his mother was 

a prostitute. He gets into some earthy de-

tails, confessing his own sins and imagin-

ing the things poverty might have forced 

some of his parishioners to do. The point 

is Jephthah could have taken his rejection 

as an indication that his life was over and 

he would never amount to anything, but 

instead he became a mighty warrior. All of 

this is transparently aimed at Brown. “How 

many of you have lost more than you can 

imagine this year alone?” he asks.

Brown raises his hand.

“You must understand that in the break-

ing season, there has to be a restoration that 

immediately follows,” Lee says. “God would 

never break you without restoring you to 

a better place.”

They pray in a circle, holding hands.

Afterward, as they prepare to cara-

van over to a church that has a baptismal 

pool—the Flood is too poor to have its own—

Brown talks about his plans for Christmas. 

He’s going to dress up as Santa Claus and 

give away gifts. Yesterday, he and Cal gave 

out ninety Thanksgiving turkeys door to 

door. They’re doing their best to “turn a 

negative into a positive,” he says.

As he speaks, Brown keeps one eye frm-

ly on his toddler, breaking off to mind him. 

“Where’s your jacket? Put on your jacket.”

Half an hour later, Pastor Lee climbs in-

to the baptismal pool. “Hit me with that 

old-school song,” he says, and unaccompa-

nied voices sing, “Take me to the water, take 

me to the water, take me to the water to be 

baptized.” Cal goes frst and comes out to 

applause. Then it’s Brown’s turn. He takes 

the hands of Lee and a deacon and steps 

gingerly into the tub, another rare smile on 

his face. “In obedience to the great head of 

the church,” Lee intones, “we baptize this 

young man upon the confession of his faith 

in Christ.” Then he takes one of Brown’s 

arms as a deacon holds the other and dunks 

him backward into the tub—“None but the 

righteous, none but the righteous”—haul-

ing up him again to cheers and hallelujahs. 

Brown comes up grinning. Cal hands him a 

towel and hugs him.

For a moment, he says, he wasn’t think-

ing about anything.

The next morning, the day when the 

grand jury will complete its work and the 

prosecutor will announce the decision in 

prime time, Cal sits down at the Flood for a 

private talk. When she heard about the cig-

arillo video, she says, she couldn’t believe it 
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cloth, people have written thanks for God, 

for family, for being with good people, for 

Mike-Mike. Cal wrote “family and favor,” 

meaning God’s favor and all his small bless-

ings. Brown hasn’t written anything.

Back in the man cave, the men talk about 

the game, absent relatives, the old home-

stead down in Mississippi, and those damn 

coyotes that keep going after the chickens. 

Brown laughs and leans back into the sofa, 

smoking another Newport as the men drift 

into an extended conversation of different 

stadiums and games they’ve seen—Edward 

Jones Dome has gotten so bad it’s worse 

than a teen club, one says, and Brown laughs 

loud at the slam. The sound is startling after 

all his shy smiles. He saw the Redskins in 

Washington and made the mistake of wear-

ing his Rams hat. “Them fans are pissed 

off—they were upset. They were about to 

riot outside.”

No one bothers to mention how dif-

ferently such a riot would be received. 

That knowledge is implicit, bred in their 

bones, a fact of American life, like crappy 

schools and dead-end jobs and highway 

stops and the old friends who died from 

gunfre. Then, without prompting, Brown 

gets closer than ever to facing that cigaril-

lo video. “I don’t know about his actions. 

But I know his heart. I know my son.” As 

to what happened at the police car, if the 

cop grabbed him, Mike-Mike might have 

tried to pull his arm away. “He was a teen-

ager,” he says.

In the morning, he has to fy to Miami for 

yet another event. Even if he were capable 

of pushing these things out of his mind, his-

tory and his own new sense of responsibil-

ity require him to do otherwise.

Cal comes down. “Do you realize we have 

to get up in a few hours?” she says. Brown 

just gives her a squeeze and turns back to 

the game. He can be tired tomorrow. He’ll 

put in his earbuds on the plane and when 

they get there, he’ll walk down the Jetway 

and try to be the person history has sum-

moned. But please let this moment last a 

little bit longer.

He walks a guest to the door, accepts 

words of gratitude.

“Aww, you gonna tear up?” he says, smil-

ing warmly. “Keep in touch,” he says. He 

stands out in the night air, taking in a mo-

ment away from his holiday gathering.

Tonight, everyone wrote on the table-

cloth except for Brown. But what would 

he write? What can he possibly be thank-

ful for at a time like this?

He thinks for a moment. Some answers 

in this world are easy—for Cal, obviously. 

His mother-in-law, who made her. And be-

ing able to get up every morning to fght for 

Mike-Mike.

The other answers are all in the future, in 

the ideal America that never quite comes, in 

the endless struggle that will deliver us—as 

it is delivering Brown—to grace. ≥

Michael Brown
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THIS WAY OUT

> Whoosat? Wha?! Whaddya say?! Compunction? Sofa cushion? Whassah? 

> I’m yankin’ your chain. I can hear you just fne. Concussions? It’s not a brutal sport. It’s a sport that’s been corrupted 

by brutality. 

> And bad uniform design. Oregon, Maryland, I’m talking to you. 

> Football is a solution to the problem of rugby. Fine wine to its grape juice, the king to its jester.

> Malcolm Gladwell comes out saying, “Football’s gonna wither on the vine.” This Gladwell must have spent ten thousand 

hours practicing to be a jackass, because it looks like he’s fnally mastered it. 

> Fuck Al Michaels. Marry Al Michaels. Kill Bob Costas. 

> I don’t know from soccer. Next. 

> You gotta really love the game to be a center. None of the glory, all of the quarterback’s hands on your taint. 

> The Nickel 40 and the Dallas 4–3. Stop wasting my time.

> Slot receiver. Whoever coined that one is some kinda clown. Slot. Receiver. Woo boy. 

> Oh, the point after never hurt anyone. Gives the little fellas something extra to do. 

> You’re either a gunner or a jammer. In football and in life. 

> An autograph for a tattoo is a little quaint if you ask me. But these people at the NCAA are assholes. And assholes don’t 

see any shades. That autograph is worth something, and they want all the value of it. This is a man’s signature we’re talking 

about. His name. Jesus. 

> Me? I just have a little Celtic knot on my ankle. See? 

> It’s weird to be something people love on a visceral level yet despise on a moral level. I’m no better than a Papa John’s pizza.  

> Roger Goodell? Don’t know him. Can’t vouch for him. 

> “We’re going to clean up our house,” he says. Our house? Our? Oh, your house, Roger. Fine. Good luck with that. I’ll be 

over here at my house in a recliner, watching some football. 

> Jay Gruden. Bad egg. 

> Scrappiest player? Aaron Rodgers. He looks like Ellen DeGeneres in the right light. Yet somehow, he’s pullin’ 

Olivia Munn?! Good on the kid. 

> Ask for the cheese on the bottom. Then tell them to add the chips. Why would you want the nacho cheese all over the 

chips like that? It’s a revelation. Try it. 

> You realize what I’ve done for business? For fans? For athletes? For your otherwise boring Sunday? And they lump me 

in with these guys? With the NFL? Sheesh. 

> A perfect spiral at the apogee of the arc, moving in slow motion, accompanied by John Facenda’s baritone. It’s trite 

horseshit, sure, but that’s how I hope I’m remembered. 

> That, and Gronkowski. ≥

FOOTBALL
132 YEARS OLD, MALIBU, CALIFORNIA        INTERVIEWED BY ROSS McCAMMON, NOVEMBER 30, 2014
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